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lLLUMINATING THE SEAL OF 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, 
THE WORDS OOCENDO OISCIMUS, 
"BY TEACHING WE LEARN ," REMAIN THE 
CORNERSTONE OF THE UNIVERSITY'S MISSION . 
THE UNIVERSITY IS COMMITTED TO TEACHING AS 
A MEANS TO FACILITATE LEARNING. ALL MEMBERS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY SUPPORT A 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENT, 
WHICH MAKES BOTH PARTNERS IN LEARNING, 
SCHOLARSHIP, RESEARCH, CREATIVE EXPRESSION , 
AND THE APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE 
HUMAN AND SOCIETAL PROBLEMS. 
YEARS 
20/7 
CELEBRATING 125 YEARS AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
One hundred and twenty-five years ago, the founders of the Washington State 
Normal School sought to create an institution devoted to training educators about 
best practices in teaching . Over the next century and a quarter, the school grew into 
a college and, later, into a comprehensive degree-granting university. 
Today, as it graduates its 125th class, Central Washington Un iversity is a top 
baccalaureate institution in the West. With more than 135 undergraduate majors, 
more than 35 graduate degree programs, and a reputation for excellence, Central is 
the proud result of the efforts and vision of a ll those who were part of its journey 
during the last 125 years. 
Photo: Class of 1892, the f irst class to graduate from Washington State Normal School. Top row, left to right: 
Ellen Buriff (Brown), U. Grant Edwards, Maude Pointer (d'Ablaing), Malcolm O'Del l, Alice Gilbert (Dennis) Second row: 
Anna Murray (Porter), Nathaniel Gardner, Lulu Oliver (McDaniels) Third row: Lottie M ilham (GassDonnelly), Laura Rudio 
(Pierce), Ester Thomas. 
Photo courtesy of Bledsoe-Washington Archives. 
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PRESIDENTLAL PLATFORM PARTY 
Mr. Keith Thompson . . ......... . ........... . ...... ..... ......... . .. ....... ... . .... . . . .... Chair, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Ron Erickson ........ . ... . . . .. . ....... .. ...... . .... . .. . ... . .. ... .... . . . .. .... . .. .. Vice Chair, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Dan Dixon .... .. .... . . .... .. . ... ..... . .. .. ... . ... . .. . ... . ... . . . . .... ..... ... . .. . . Member, Board of Trustees 
Ms. Erin Black .... .......... . . . ... .. . . ...... . . .. ... . . ... ..... ... . . . .. .. . ...... . . . . . . . . Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Glenn Johnson ...... .. .. .. . .. . ....... . . ..... . ............ .. .. .. . . ... .. .... . ... . . . . Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Chris Liu . . ... .... .... .. . .... . ..... ... . .. .... . . ... ..... . .......... .... .... . ... . . . . Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Robert Nella ms . ... ..... .. ... . . . ... .............. . .... . ..... . ...... . . .. . . .. ... . ... Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Joey Knight . ....... .. ..... .. ..... .... . .. . . . . . . . .. ........ . .. ...... . .. . .... Student Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. John Haroldson ..... .. ..... .. . ....... . . . ... . . . . .. .. ........... . .... ... ... . Ellensburg Commencement Speaker 
Mr. Tod Nielsen .. ..... .. ..... ... . ... .. .. . . .. .... . ..... . ...... . . . ............ ...... Kent Commencement Speaker 
Sen. Jim Honeyford . . . ..... .. .. .... . . . . . . . .... . .. .. . .. .. . .. . ... ... .... .. . . ... . . .. ... . . Honorary Degree Recipient 
Dr. James L. Gaudino ..... . . .... . ... .. ... . ... . . ......... .. . ..... .. ... . ..... President, Central Washington University 
Dr. Katherine Frank . ... . .. .. .. .. .... .... ....... .... .. .......... .. .. ProvostNice-President, Academic and Student Life 
Mr. Joel Klucking .. . ...... . ... . ............. . ... ... . Vice President, Business and Financial Affairs/Chief Financial Officer 
Mr. Joseph Han .... . .......... .. . .. . ......... . . ...... . . ... ... ... . .......... .. . . ....... . Vice President, Operations 
Dr. Sharon O'Hare . ........... .. ... . . ......... . . . . ......... . ...... . ... .... . Vice President, Enrollment Management 
Mr. Richard DeShields ..... .... . .. . . .... . . ...... . . . ... .. ... . .... . .. . ..... .. ... . .. . . .. Interim Dean, Student Success 
Ms. Patricia J. Cutright ..... .... .. . . .. .... . ... .. .. .. . .. .... ... . . . .. ...... . .. ..... .. ... . . .. .. Dean, Library Services 
Dr. Kevin Archer .. .. ............. ...... . . .. . .. .. ...... . ... . .... .. ..... . ... ... Dean, Graduate Studies and Research 
Dr. Tim Englund .. . ......... . . . . . . ... .. .. ...... . . .. ... . .. .. . ... .. ....... ... . ... . . ... Dean, College of the Sciences 
Dr. Paul Ballard .... ... ... .. .. ... .. . .... .. . . ... .. .. . .. .. . ......... Dean, College of Education and Professional Studies 
Dr. Stacey Robertson . . ........ .. ....... .. ... . .. . . . ............. .. ........ .... Dean, College of Arts and Humanities 
Dr. Kathryn Martell . ... .. . ......... . ... . ...... .. . . . ... .... ... . . .. ....... .. . ......... . . . Dean, College of Business 
Dr. Geraldine O'Mahony .. . ...... .. . . ... . .... ... . . .. ... .. .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . Director, William 0. Douglas Honors College 
Ms. Melanie Palm ...... ..... . . .. .. ........ . .. ... .. . . .. ... ..... . .. ..... .. .. . .. Executive Director, Extended Learning 
Dr. Sathy Rajendran . .. ........... . . . .......... . . ............ .. . .. ....... ... .... .. . . . . .. . ... Chair, Faculty Senate 
Mr. Mark Johnson .......... . .... . . . ...... . ... . ................ . . .. ........ . .... . . . . President, Alumni Association 
Dr. Kathleen Barlow ......... . . .... . . .. 2017 Faculty Marshal, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 10, 2017, 9:30 a.m. 
Professor, Anthropology and Museum Studies 
Dr. Vincent Nethery . . ......... . ... . ... 2017 Faculty Marshal, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 10, 2017, 2:00 p.m. 
Professor, Health Sciences 
Dr. Mary Anne Atkinson ........ .. ... . ..... . . . 2017 Faculty Marshal, Kent Commencement, Sunday June 11 , 2017, 1 :00 p.m. 
Associate Professor, Accounting 
Mr. Armando Ortiz ..... . ... . .. .. ... ... .. . .. . .......... . President, Associated Students of Central Washington University 
Ms. Raquel Grimm and Ms. Christy Camarata .. . . .. . . ........ . ... ... .. . . .. ..... . .... . ..... ASL Interpreters, Ellensburg 
Ms. Nicole Berkman and Ms. Raquel Grimm .. ........ . ...... . ......... . .... ... . .... . .. . ..... .. ASL Interpreters, Kent 
Mr. Judah Bergeron .... . ... .. ...... .. .. .. . Student Speaker, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 10, 2017, 9:30 a.m. 
Ms. Jordyn Tucker ....... .... . ... .. . .. . .... Student Speaker, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 10, 2017, 2:00 p.m. 
Ms. Sarah Peterson .. . ..... . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . ... Student Speaker, Kent Commencement, Sunday June 11 , 2017, 1 :00 p.m. 
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ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2017 ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY ONE 
College of Arts and Humanities, College of the Sciences, and 
Interdisciplinary and Individual Study Majors 
Bag Pipers . .. . . .. . . . ........ ..... .. . ........ .. ..... . ........ .. .. . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . ... Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
Processional ..... .. ...... . ... . .. . ... . ...... . .... .. . . ..... .. . . .. .. . . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Presentation of Colors ..... . ... . . . . ........... . . . .. .. . ... .. ..... ... ... . . ... . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ... ... .. . AF ROTC/ROTC 
National Anthem . . . ... .... ...... .. .. .. ..... . .... . . . . ........... . ... Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
Welcome and Introduction ... .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. ..... ... . .. . . .... .. . . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. .. ... . President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from the Board of Trustees .... ........... ... . .. . . ...... .. . . . .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. Mr. Keith Thompson 
Introduction of Student Speaker .. .. . . .. . . . .. .... . . . ..... . ... . . .. .. . .. . ........ . .... . . .. President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker .. . .. .. . . .. ..... . . ............... . . . ........... .. .. . . .. . . ......... . . . . ...... Mr. Judah Bergeron 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker . ... .... .. . . . . . .. ... ...... . . .... . ....... . . ....... President James L. Gaudino 
Honorary Degree Award .. . ....... . . .... . ....... . . . ............. . ... . . . ............ . ... President James L. Guadino 
Sen. Jim Honeyford, Doctor in Humane Letters 
Faculty Recognition ............ . . . .... .... . . .. .. ...... .. ... . ... .. ... . ...... . .... ... . .. .. Provost Katherine Frank 
Commencement Address ..... . . .. .. . .... .. . . .... . . . . .. .. . . .. . ... .. .. .. . ..... . ...... . . .. ..... . Mr. John Haroldson 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates .. .. ... .. . . . .. ... ......... .. ............. .... . .......... Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgement . . . ............ . .. ... .. . .......... .. .. . . . ... . ..... .. .... . .... Dr. Sathy Rajendran 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates ....... .. .. . . ......... . .... . ............ . . .... . .. Provost Katherine Frank 
College of Arts and Humanities Student Recognition . . . .. ... . ..... . .. . .. . ........... . ........ Dr. Stacey Robertson 
College of the Sciences Student Recognition . ......... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ... . . . ..... ... ... . ..... ..... Dr. Tim Englund 
Remarks by Alumni Association ... . . .. . . .... . ...... . . . . . . . ....... .. . . ... .. ....... .. . . .. . . ....... Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange . .. ........... . . . . . ...... . ... .. .... .. . . .. ........ . . .. . . ... . . ... . .... . . . ...... Mr. Armando Ortiz 
Closing Remarks .. . . . . . .... . . .. .. . . .. ... . ... . ... ... . . .. .. . .. . . .. .... . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater .... . ........... . . .. .. . .. . ...... . .. . ... . . ........... . .. . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
Recessional ... .. ...... . ... .. . . ... . .. . ...... . ...... .. . . . . ..... .. . .. . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2017 ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY Two 
College of Business, College of Education and Professional Studies 
Bag Pipers .................................. .. ... . . ... ... . . .. ... . . ................. . .... Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
Processional . . .. . ...... .. ...... . . . .... . ..... . ..... . ............... . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Presentation of Colors .... . . . ... .. ..... . ...... . .. . .... . ........... . . . ... . . .... . .. ... . . ......... . .. AFR OTC/ROTC 
National Anthem . ....... . . .... .. .. ................ . ..... . ...... . . . . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
Welcome and Introduction . .. . ... . .. ...... . ... . .. .. . .. .. . ...... . . . . ... . . . .. . ... ... ... .. President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from the Board of Trustees . ........ ... .. . .. . ... . ....... . ..... . ... . ........ . . . . .. .. .. Mr. Keith Thompson 
Introduction of Student Speaker . ... . ... . ....... ... . . . . .............. . . . ...... . '. ..... . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker . . . . .. . ......... . .. ..... . .. . .. . ..... . ...... . ..... . ......... . . ... .. ... .. .. ..... Ms. Jordyn Tucker 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker .... . ....... . .. . ......... . .. . .. .................. President James L. Gaudino 
Commencement Address ............. . ... . .. . .... . . .. . . . ....... .. ... . . . .... .. ........... . .. .. Mr. John Haroldson 
Faculty Recognition . . . ... . .... .. . .... . .... .. . .. .. .. . . . ..... ..... . . . . . . . . .. .. ... . . .... . . . Provost Katherine Frank 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates ... .. ... .. . .. . ....... . ... .. . . ....... . ..... .. ... . . . . ..... Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgement .. .. .. .. . ... . . ... .. .. . . ........ .. . . . . . .. . . ...... . . . . . . . .... . . Dr. Sathy Rajendran 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates ... . .. . .... . ...... . . . ...... .. ........... . ... . .... Provost Katherine Frank 
College of Business Student Recognition ..... .. . ... ..... . .... .. .. . . .......... .. . . .. . ...... ... Dr. Kathryn Martell 
College of Education and Professional Studies Student Recognition . ... . .............. . . . . ... . . .. . .. . Dr. Pau l Ballard 
Remarks by Alumni Association .. .. .. . .... .... ..... . . . ... .. . ...... .. . ... .. ..... . ....... . . . ...... Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange . . . . ...... . ... . .... . . . ... .... . ... . .. . .... . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . . ........ . Mr. Armando Ortiz 
Closing Remarks . . .. . ..... . ... . .. . . . ........ . .... . .. . ..... .. ... . . .. . . . ............ . . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater. ... . ... ...... . .. .. ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . ......... . .. . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
Recessional . . . .......... . ... ... ....... . ....... . ... . ............. . .. Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
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ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2017 KENT COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY 
Processional Music (Pre-recorded in Ellensburg) ..... .. .............. . . . . . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Bag Pipers . .. . . ....... . .... . . . . . . ... . ... .. . .. . .. . ..... . .. . .. .. . . . . . ........ . . . . .. . . ..... Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
National Anthem (Pre-recorded in Ellensburg) .. . ... . ... .. . ... . . ... . . . . . . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
Welcome and Introduction .... . . . ... .. .......... . .. . . ..... . ......... . ........ .. . . . .. . .. President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from Board of Trustees . . ........ . .. . . . ........... . ... .. . . . .. ........ . ... . ........... Mr. Keith Thompson 
Introduction of Student Speaker . .. .. .... .. ...... . . .. .......... . . .. . ... .. ..... . ......... President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker ........ . . . .. . .. . .. . ... ... ...... . . . .... ...... . . . .. . .... . ........ . . . . ......... Ms. Sarah Peterson 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker . . .... . . . . . ...... . .. . . . ... . . . . ... . . ... .. ... . .. . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Commencement Address . . ...... . ............................. .. . .. . ..... .. .... .. .. . . . ....... .. . . Mr. Tod Nielsen 
Faculty Recognition ..... . ... . . .. .......... . .. . ... . .... . ...... .. .... . ....... . .... . ....... Provost Katherine Frank 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates .......... . . ........ . . . .... ... ............... .. ...... . . . Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgment ........ . ...... . . . . . ........... . .... . ... . .... . . .......... . .... Dr. Sathy Rajendran 
Dean's Scholars and President's Scholars ......... . ... . . .. . ............. . . ........ . . ... . . . . . . Provost Katherine Frank 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates ........ .. . .. . . ....... . .............. . ........... Provost Katherine Frank 
College of Business Student Recognition . . . ... . . . . .......... . . . .. ........ . .. . .. . .. . ... . . .. .. . Dr. Kathryn Martell 
College of Education and Professional Studies Student Recognition . .. .. ... . ... .. . ... .. . .... .. . . . . . . . Dr. Paul Ballard 
College of the Sciences Student Recognition . ..... . ............ ... .. . .. . ....... . ... . .. . ...... . .. Dr. Tim Englund 
College of Arts and Humanities Student Recognition . ........... . .... . .. . .... . .. . ............ Dr. Stacey Robertson 
Remarks by Alumni Association . . ........... .. ... . . . .. . ........ . .... . ... . ...... . . ...... . . ..... . . Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange .............. . ............. . . . . . . ... . ..... . . . ................ . .... ... . . ..... Mr. Armando Ortiz 
Closing Remarks .. ............ . . ....... .. ..... . . . . . .. . .... . ... . .......... . ... . .. . . . . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater and Recessional (Pre-recorded in Ellensburg) . . ...... . .. ... . . . . Mr. Lewis Norfleet and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Victoria Busby 
EMERITI OF 2016-2017 
Dr. Patricia Callaghan . ... . .... . .... . ....... . ... . ........... . . . ..... .. .. . . . ... . . . .. . .......... . Professor, English 
Dr. Toni Culjak ..... .. ... . . . .... . . . .. .. ... . .. . . . .. . . .. . ... . .... . . ... . ... . ....... . . . ........... Professor, English 
Dr. Teresa Martin .... . ...... . .. . . .. . ............ .. . . . . . .... . .... .. ...... . ......... .. ......... . Professor, English 
Dr Steven Olson ............... . . . .... .. .. . ... . .. .. .. . .... .. . . . . . .... . ... .. . .. ... ..... . . .. .. . . Professor, English 
Dr. Michael Ruble .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... .. ... . . . ... . . .. . .. ..... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ... Associate Professor, Accounting 
AUGUST 2016 
Bachelor of 
Applied Science ... ... .. 31 
Bachelor of Arts .... . .. 185 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education ... . ......... 13 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . .. . 13 
Bachelor of Music. .... ... 8 
Bachelor of Science .... 367 
Master of Arts . . . ... . . . .. 5 
Master of Education ... . . 13 
Master of Fine Arts . ... . .. 1 
Master of Music ........ 11 
Master of Professional 
Accountancy .. . ... . . .... 5 
Master of Science . .. .. . . 98 
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DEGREES CONFERRED 2016-2017 
DECEMBER 2016 
Bachelor of 
Applied Science .. . . . ... 23 
Bachelor of Arts .. . . . . . . 91 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education ....... . . . . . . 46 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . .... 5 
Bachelor of Music. . . . .. .. 8 
Bachelor of Science .. . . 207 
Master of Arts ... .. . . . . .. 1 
Master of Education ... . .. 3 
Master of Music . . .. .. . .. 2 
Master of Professional 
Accountancy ....... . ... 10 
Master of Science .... . . . 16 
MARCH 2017 
Bachelor of 
Applied Science ....... . 15 
Bachelor of Arts ..... ... 78 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education .... .. .. . ... . 29 
Bachelor of Fine Arts .. . . . 5 
Bachelor of Music. .... . . . 8 
Bachelor of Science .... 197 
Master of Arts . .. . . . . . .. . 3 
Master of Education ...... 2 
Master of Fine Arts . ... .. . 1 
Master of Professional 
Accountancy .... . ... .. .. 4 
Master of Science ..... . .. 6 
JUNE 2017 CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of 
Applied Science . ... . ... 24 
Bachelor of Arts ... . . .. 491 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education .. . ...... . .. 117 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . ... 23 
Bachelor of Music. .. . ... 23 
Bachelor of Science .. . . 791 
Educational Special ist .... 5 
Master of Arts . . . ........ 9 
Master of Education ..... 22 
Master of Music ......... 3 
Master of Professional 
Accountancy .. . . .. . . ... 12 
Master of Science . ...... 74 
TOTAL . . .......... 3, 104 
A GUIDE TO ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at university functions date 
back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students of those days 
wore them to keep warm in the damp, drafty 12th century 
castles and halls of learning. 
VARIOUS DEGREES 
Each college degree has a distinctive hood and gown. If more 
than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the highest 
degree are worn. 
The gowns for the bachelor's degrees have square yoke with 
shirring across the shoulders and back. The gown is primarily 
distinguished by its full open sleeves, which come to a point. 
The holder of the master's degree ·wears a gown with a yoke 
similar to the bachelor's, but the distinctive long, narrow 
sleeves are closed at the end and trail below the arms. The 
arm comes through a slit part way down the sleeve. 
ACADEMIC COLORS 
It is the hood that gives color and meaning to the academic 
attire. 












Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Law and Justice 
Music 































Students displaying colored tassels are receiving honors from 
CWU. Students who are displaying red tassels are graduating 
Cum Laude or with distinction. Those displaying silver tassels 
are graduating Magna Cum Laude or with high distinction. 
Those displaying gold tassels are graduating Summa Cum 
Laude or with highest distinction. 
SILVER CORTEGE 
Leading the procession of graduates into commencement 
is the Silver Cortege, a select group of junior students who 
have achieved academic excellence at CWU. Selection is 
based on grade point average. An additional criterion for the 
Ellensburg ceremony is the completion of 75-quarter credits 
at CWU. 
ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE: 
MORNING CEREMONY 
Holly Fleshman Othello Social Studies, 
Education 
Brenna Liebel Buckley Mathematics, 
Clinical Physiology 
Julia lnderbitzin Graham Public Health, 
Pre-Nursing 
Andrew Malone Puyallup History/Social Studies 
Teaching 
Karl Watson Silverdale Russian 
Thomas Effinger Vancouver Mathematics 
ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE: 
AFTERNOON CEREMONY 
Sean O'Brien Marysville Economics 
Serah Manning Ellensburg Early Childhood Education 
Tyler Humphries Puyallup Economics, 
Finance 
Aaron Yu Stanwood Professional Pilot 
Seth Urbanski Stanwood Managerial Economics 
Anna Williams Yelm Special Education 






















MAIN CAMPUS COLOR GUARD 
Immediately following the procession is the Color Guard. 
The Color Guard is composed of students from the United 
States A ir Force Reserve Officer Training Corps and the United 
States Army Reserve Officer Training Corps. These programs 
are designed to prepare eligible students to assume the 





Since the Middle Ages, the mace has served as a symbol of 
power and authority. Originally designed as a weapon of 
battle, it gradually assumed a more ceremonial role and was 
typically carried by kings and church leaders as a sign of office. 
Wilhelm Bakke, emeritus professor of Industrial and 
Engineering Technology crafted Central's mace. It consists of 
a shaft of solid walnut, taken from a tree in the Kittitas Valley, 
surmounted by a four-sided headpiece plated in 24K gold. 
Three of the sides bear the letters, "C," "W," "U," while the 
fourth bears the university seal. Two of the sides are backed 
by the university colors, crimson and black, and the others by 
the color green, signifying the Evergreen State. The mace, on 
display in the Board of Trustees meeting room in Barge Hall, is 
used only for official university functions. 
UNIVERSlTY MOTTO 
Docendo discimus is Latin for "by teaching we learn." That's 
the motto and driving principle behind CWU, one of six 
state-assisted, four-year institutions of higher education 
in Washington. CWU brings university education into 
communities throughout the state. CWU's residential campus 
is in Ellensburg, but it is co-located with community colleges 
in Lynnwood, Everett, Des Moines, Pierce County, Yakima, 
Moses Lake, and Wenatchee. CWU also offers more degrees 
on line than any other Washington university. 
6 
On March 28, 1890, Gov. Elisha P. Ferry signed legislation that 
created the Washington State Normal School at Ellensburg. Its 
purpose then was defined as "the training and education of 
teachers in the art of instructing and governing in the public 
schools of the state." 
Since the first class of 86 students entered in 1891, the 
school has grown into a comprehensive institution of higher 
education. Washington State Normal School became Central 
Washington College of Education in 1937, Central Washington 
State College in 1961, and achieved university status in 1977. 
SPRING AND SUMMER CANDlDATES 
The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors for 
spring and summer 2017, in this program are preliminary and 
subject to final degree requirement evaluation. The posting 
of the earned degree on the official transcript record in 
Registrar Services remains the official testimony of possession 
of the degree. The diploma of CWU, signed and sea led by its 
appropriate officers, is a document bearing public notification 
of the degree. 
-JOHN HAROLDSON 
Benton County District Attorney 
--
TOD NIELSEN 
President and CEO of Financia/Force 
•••1111~'.: it ll!Z<f~T[L!i·t ••• 
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ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
John Haroldson is a CWU alumnus (BA philosophy, 1986) and the first elected Lat ino district 
attorney in the state of Oregon. 
After graduating from the University of Oregon School of Law in 1989, he served as an intern-
prosecutor for the city of Albany, Oregon, worked as a Linn County deputy district attorney, and 
was appointed Benton County, Oregon, district attorney in 2007. He was elected to that post 
about a year-and-a-half later and re-elected in 2012 and 2016. 
Haroldson has been recognized for excellence in prosecution by the Oregon Crime Victims 
Assistance Network and has been honored by the Oregon State Bar and the Oregon Hispanic 
Bar Association. He has served as adjunct facu lty for the National District Attorneys Association, 
the Conference of Western Attorneys General, the American Bar Association, the American 
Prosecutors Association, The National Law Center, and Willamette University College of Law. His 
presentations on oral trial advocacy have reached more than 10,000 trial attorneys, judges, and 
investigators throughout Mexico and Centra l America. 
The son of a Scandinavian father and a Mexican mother, he w as ra ised both in the Pacific Northwest 
and in Monterrey, Mexico, where he developed a rich bilingual and bicultural perspective. He and 
his wife, Maria Teresa, and their two Chihuahuas live is Corval lis, Oregon. 
KENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Thomas "Tod" Nielsen is a CWU alumnus (business administration and information systems, 
1988), who now serves as president and CEO of FinancialForce, one of the world's top providers 
of cloud-based business software, w hich companies use to manage their accounting, inventory, 
and manufacturing processes. 
Nielsen was fresh out of Bothell High School in 1983 when he started his own software company. 
Five years later, the CWU-Lynnwood graduate joined Microsoft, w here he spent 12 years in various 
roles including general manager of database and developer tools, vice president of developer 
tools, and vice president of Microsoft's platform group. He has been an executive at fou r of the 
five largest enterprise software companies, including: Microsoft, Oracle, VMware, and Salesforce. 
Additionally, Nielsen has served as executive vice president of platforms for Salesforce, w hich 
pioneered cloud business services, CEO of Borland Software, and CEO of Heroku, a cloud 
platform service provider. 
The Seattle native now lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS (HONORIS CAUSA) 
As a member of the Washington State Senate, Jame,s D. "Jim " Honeyford led the successful 
efforts to secure legislative funding for the Science II Building and the Samuelson STEM Building 
projects on the CWU campus. 
He holds three CWU degrees: a B.A. in sociology, one in education, and a master of education 
in instructional media. In 2014, he received the first-ever College of the Sciences Alumni of the 
Year award for social sciences. 
In addition to serving in the State Senate since 1998, Honeyford was a member of the Wash ington 
House of Representatives from 1994-1998. He also worked as an Ellensburg police officer for six 
years before moving to Sunnyside for a 30-year career as a teacher, coach, and librarian in the 
Sunnyside School District. He has been a farmer since 1995. 
He has been active w ith the Washington State Farm Bureau, Sunnyside Daybreak Rotary Club, 
Washington State Grape Society, and Sunnyside Chamber of Commerce. He is a lieutenant 
colonel in the Civil Air Patrol. 
Honeyford and his w ife, Jerri, have four adult children. 
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AUGUST 19, 2016 
Charlie Reilly Aiden 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ahmed Nasser A. AIMutaiwea 
MS Engineering Technology 
Terra Lynne Ambrose 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Joseph Nyals Andreason 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Shirley Maria Antonucci 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Robert William Arthur 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kristopher Shane Artz 
MMUS Music 
Amy Elena Bare 
MED Literacy 
Candace Lakia Bekele 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sylvana Juliette Bendana 
MS Geological Sciences 
Joseph Michael Boertmann 
MMUS Music 
Edward Liam Bondoc 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Kristi Deane Bottineau 
MED Master Teacher 
Emily Elizabeth Bradford 
MED Literacy 
Joshua Christopher Brown 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Yusong Chen 
MS Public Administration 
Zhongping Chen 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Dilbar Singh Chhokar 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Melissa Marie Chung 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Joshua Mark Clarence 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Tamara Gay Cox 
MS Resource Management 
Hayden Michael Curtis 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jennifer Leigh Daly 
MED Master Teacher 
Scott Alexander Dezell 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Wenjie Du 
MS Public Administ ration 
Liping Duan 
MS Public Administrat ion 
Joy Irita Edenfield 
MMUS Music 
Lea Decamp Fairbanks 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Grace Andrea Felling 
MS Applied Behavior Analysis 
Diana L. Fishel-Hall 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Melanie Kae Florek 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Daniel Scott Ford 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Erin Fritsche 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Caitlin James Fry 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rative Management 
Sharonjeet Kaur Ghuman 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rative Management 
Philip Gohl 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rative Management 
Jillian Josie Gooding 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Carrie Gosselin 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Alejandro Gutierrez 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nicci Geanne Henning 
MED School Administration 
Denice Ann Hicks 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Amanda Renee Hill 
MED Literacy 
Chi Que Hoang 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Yushi Hou 
MS Public Administration 
Jing Huang 
MS Public Administration 
Liqi Huang 
MS Engineering Technology 
Weiwen Huang 
MS Public Administration 
Toni Lyn Hunt 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Alicia Marie Jeatsa 
MS Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Sydney Christine Jensen 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Zhijuan Jia 
MS Public Administration 
Christopher David Johnson 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Emily Jordan 
MED School Administration 
Darin Scott Takeshi Kaschmitter 
MMUS Music 
Ryan Jeffrey Kauffman 
MS Health and Physical Education 
20/7 
Kelly Kilts 
MED Master Teacher 
Hyojung Kim 
MFA Fine Arts 
Sulee Persephone Kindle 
MED Literacy 
Xing Lai 
MS Engineering Technology 
Don Robert Lamond 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Joy Elaine Landeene 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Andrew Stephen Larsen 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Zebediah Patrick Lavergne 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sae Han Lee 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Amy Regina Linehan Leister 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Yili 
MS Public Administration 
Qiong Liang 
MS Public Administration 
Tianan Lv 
MS Public Administ ration 
Lisa Marie Martin 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Zachary Lee May 
MMUS Music 
Shayla Nicole Mccaffery 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Angela Marie McFadden 
MS Biology 
Alison Danielle McWeeny 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Joseph Paul Melton 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Guoliang Meng 
MS Public Administrat ion 
Lu Meng 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Scott Andrew Miller 
MA History 
Jennifer R. Mitchell 
MED Higher Educat ion 
Bi'n Mo 
MS Public Administration 
Benny Musonda 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Daniel Miguel Nambo 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nathan Ryan Neuhaus 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Gurdeep Overman 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Trevor Chepoda Palmer 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
DandongniPan 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
9 
Jason Andrew Parker 
MMUS Music 
Timothy Quan Pemberton 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Zheyun Peng 
M S Public Administ rat ion 
Mikaela Lynn Pinger 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Elizabeth Strand Heck Plunkett 
MMUS Music 
Yushu Qin 
MS Engineering Technology 
Jhansirani Raavi 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Rotana Mohammadyahya A. Radwan 
MS Nutrit ion 
Elliott Nigel Reid 
MA History 
Rachel Lynn Richards 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Tanner Jay Richey 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Christopher Jordan Richins 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Rachel Colleen Riddle 
MMUS Music 
Wilbert Rideout 
MED School Administration 
Hussain Rizvi 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Shannon Janine Rodman 
MA History 
Jason M . Rose 
MMUS Music 
Michael Evans Rowe 
MS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Alexandra Carranco Ruiz 
MS Geological Sciences 
Silverio Antonio Sierra 
MED Higher Education 
Daniel Eugene Smelser 
M S Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brian Christopher Smith 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sioux Lindsay Stoeckle 
MA Theatre 
Christopher David Sullivan 
MED Higher Education 
Yanhua Tang 
M S Engineering Technology 
Jordan Michelle Tapp 
M S Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ryan Devine Tarver 
MS Resource Management 
Victoria Anne Vassall 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Matthew Benjamin Vegh 
MMUS Music 
Binh Quang Vo 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
10 
Congmin Wang 
MS Engineering Technology 
Qiwen Wang 
MS Public Administration 
Xiaoyan Wang 
MS Public Administration 
Dongyin Wei 
MS Public Administration 
Daniel Teklu Weldetnsae 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Matthew Ryan Wenman 
MMUS Music 
Carly Sue Wickhem 
MS Biology 
Dana Lee Wierzbinski 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Laura Jean Wilson 
MA TESOL-Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
Andrew Jonathan Winter 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nan Wu 
MS Public Administration 
Yu Xiao 
MS Nut rit ion 
Joua Yang 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Zhou Yu 
M S Public Administration 
Lihua Zeng 
MS Engineering Technology 
ShuaiZeng 
MS Public Administration 
Guangheng Zhang 
MS Public Administration 
Yu Zhao 
MS Public Administration 
DECEMBER 9, 2016 
Abdul Sittar Anwar 
MS Computat ional Science 
Stevi Jaye Barrio 
MS Applied Behavior Analysis 
Ashton Brook Bunce 
MS Biology 
Alexandra Bobrinskoy Casti 
MS Primate Behavior 
Jose A. Contreras 
MED School Administration 
Nicolas Alexander Crosby 
MS Resource Management 
Gina Lynne DeNoble 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Rachael Elizabeth Dorr 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Sean Dwayne Gadson 
MS Biology 
Cody David Gillman 
MS Chemist ry 
Ana Rosa Gonzalez 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Megan Ashley Graubard 
MS Geological Sciences 
Melinda Irene Greif 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Linh Head 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Yuko Higashi 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Ryan Jay Lane 
MMUS Music 
Flora Elizabeth Leavitt 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Ti-Fei Lo 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Antaknea Majors 
MED Higher Education 
Michael Layne Miller 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Robert Joseph Nelson 
MMUS Music 
Uyen Tran Thuong Nguyen 
MS Biology 
Amanda Michelle Patrick 
MA English 
Julia Rachelle Pulst 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Jamie M. Schademan 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kami Lyn Terris 
MED School Administration 
Terri A. Towner 
MS Resource Management 
Thao Thanh Vo 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Randy Michael Wendell 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Kaylene Ruth Williams 
MS Fami ly and Consumer Sciences 
Janie Zencak 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Xinran Zhang 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
MARCH 17, 2017 
Fawziah Hussein Al-Hlaly 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Brendan Bermea 
MA History 
Hannah Marguerite Brzozowski 
MS Nut rition 
Rebecca Leanne Carter 
MED Literacy 
Andrew David Caughie 
MS Mental Healt h Counseling 
John Michael Davis 
MS Resource Management 
Anthony Richard Denice 
MS Primate Behavior 
Matthew Lawrence Evans 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Ahmed Mustafa Hasan 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Melynda A. Holliday 
MED Higher Education 
Melvin Lee Hortman 
MS Engineering Technology 
Ben Andrew Ingels 
MS Biology 
Ariel Laidler 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Kristopher Ernest Owens 
MA History 
Gabriel Leo Ratener 
MS Computational Science 
Jeremy William Ripin 
MS Individual Studies 
Michaela Gwen Rogers 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Holly Ann Soubiea 
MS Primate Behavior 
Shi Tang 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Max Loren Tiffany 
MA History 
Sanjita Timilsina 
MS Computational Science 
Janessa Ann Zucchetto 
MS Resource Management 
MASTER DEGREE 
CANDIDATES 2017 
JUNE 9, 2017 
Shukri Bashir Abdi 
MED School Administration 
Celine Aimee Abell 
MED Higher Education 
Sara Al Moajil 
M PA Professional Accountancy 
Rana Al Onaizi 
M PA Professional Accountancy 
Ana Christine Alcala 
MS Law and Justice 
Bridget Marie Anderson 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Mario Andres Avila 
MED School Administ ration 
Dipayan Banik 
MS Computational Science 
Kayley Marie Bass 
MS Cultural and Environmental 
Resource Management 
Eric Allen Baumgardner 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Colin Kretz Bloom 
MS Geological Sciences 
Matthew J. Breidenthal 
MS Resource Management 
Corey Jacob Brumbaugh 
MS Biology 
Kyle Jonathan Carrigan 
MED Higher Educat ion 
Sara Beth Carroll 
M S Public Administ ration 
Hector Casique 
MS Chemistry 
Kelsey Renee Childers 
MS Integrative Human Physiology 
Lawrence Matthew Clouser 
MED School Administration 
Kim Michelle Collucci 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Ronald Edward Compton 
MED Instructional Leadership 
Erin Camille Connelly 
MS Primate Behavior 
Hillary Ellen Conner 
MS Exercise Science 
Linna Jade Cooley 
MS Geological Sciences 
Sky Mae Corby 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Joanna Sharon Corp 
MS Integrative Human Physiology 
Jennifer Nicole Arleen Crooks 
MA History 
James David Dawson 
MMus Music 
Alla Vladimirovna Dekhteruk 
M PA Professional Accountancy 
Anne Eliisa Dennon 
MA English 
Kiana Taylor Dixon 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Emily Munroe Dura 
MS Primate Behavior 
Jae Loryn Englebert 
MED Literacy 
Megan Elaine Epperson 
MA English 
Alexandra Ellen Epstein-Solfield 
MS Nutrit ion 
Kara Gabriel 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Kelsey Rae Gibbs 
MS Cultural and Environmental 
Resource Management 
Debra Jeanne Gibson 
MS Fami ly Consumer Science 
Ashley Gillum 
MS Publ ic Administration 
Brenda Sue Gilpin 
MS Primate Behavior 
Catherine Rose Graham 
MA History 
Jennifer Michelle Hall 
MS Geological Sciences 
Michael James Hamberg 
MA History 
Carly Janelle Hamilton 
EDS School Psychology 
Chelsy Renee Harris 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Hilary Elizabeth Hemmes-Kavanaugh 
MS Primate Behavior 
David Hernandez Uribe 
MS Geological Sciences 
Kerry Holcomb 
MS Biology 
Robert Jackson Holstine 
MS Resource Management 
Mark Daniel Huffman 
MS Health and Physica l Education 
Christopher D. Hull 
EDS School Psychology 
Kaleb K. Javier 
MS Cultural and Environmental 
Resource Management 
Shana Dawn Jenkins 
MED Literacy 
Dallin Paul Jensen 
MS Geological Sciences 
John Michael Jewell 
MS Health and Physical Educat ion 
Courtney Dean Johnson 
MS Health and Physical Educat ion 
Tess Marie Johnson 
MED School Administration 
Mitchell Jess Judie 
MED School Admin ist ration 
Elizabeth King Jusko 
MS Integrative Human Physiology 
Wilton Michael Dean Kanavan 
MS Exercise Science 
Jennifer Tracy Kenworthy 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Carli Ann Kettel 
MS Nut rit ion 
Kaylen Shea Kilfeather 
MS Primate Behavior 
Mary Katherine Killeen 
MA English 
Brian Daniel Kneidl 
MED Higher Education 
Kimberly Georgia Kocik 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Spencer Allen Langevin 
MS Chemistry 
Matthew Wayne Larsen 
MMUS Music 
Katherine Elizabeth Lee 
M ED Literacy 
Dane Richard Lewman 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Caitlin Paige Limberg 
MS Resource Management 
Megan Christine Little 
MED Master Teacher 
Yishui Liu 
MS Computational Science 
Wesley Howard Lund 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Brandon Joseph Mansker 
MS Chemistry 
Courtney Marie Martinez 
MS Primate Behavior 
Rachel Ann Mcconville 
MED Master Teacher 
Mario Johnny Mengarelli 
MED School Administration 
Lewis Paul Meyers 
MS Biology 
Sherri M ichelle Middleton 
MS Cultural and Environmental 
Resource Management 
Kelly Ring Minor 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Carolina F. Montenegro 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Cori Lynn Montgomery 
MED Higher Educat ion 
Amelia Lynn Mortensen 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Sarah North Wolfe 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Suhaill Cecilia Nunez 
M ED School Administration 
Danielle Lauren O'Leary 
MED School Administration 
Kaitlin Elizabeth O'Leary 
M S Nutrit ion 
Tawyna Leona Ostrer 
MEd Master Teacher 
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Nicolas John Oswalt 
MED School Administration 
Connor Thomas Parrish 
MS Biology 
Mia Nicole Patterson 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Jill Perillo Perillo-Clark 
MS Fami ly Consumer Science 
Douglas Eugene Periman 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Elizabeth Mariel Pickett 
EDS School Psychology 
Alexis Joyce Renfro 
MA English 
Dakota Chanelle Pauahi Rieke 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Stephanie Lee Roark 
MS Family Consumer Science 
Martin Roger-Reyes 
MS Law and Justice 
Amanda Kathryn Rowe 
MS Primate Behavior 
Anne Kathleen Rutlidge 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Elba Marie Sanchez 
MA Theatre 
Emma Yadira Saucedo 
MA English 
Alissa Renee Scriven 
MED Higher Education 
Clint Wesley Scriven 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Jesse Senko 
MS Geological Sciences 
Alexandra Cadoret Sheldon 
MS Primate Behavior 
Amber Simms 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Lauren Stark 
MS Nutrition 
Jordan Marcus Starr 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Lillian Anna Stolar 
MS Primate Behavior 
Scott Michael Stone 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Todd Stoothoff 
MS Cultural and Environmental 
Resource Management 
Holly Lynn Sutton 
MS Applied Behavior Analysis 
Janine Kaitlin Swiney 
MS Experimental Psychology 
Nicholas Swisher 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Vandara Tay 
MS Law and Justice 
Hsiang Ting Teng 
MS Chemistry 
Joshua Walter Terry 
MMus Music 
Dan Michael Teslich 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Shayla Lee-Elizabeth Tiffany 
EDS School Psychology 
Travis Melvin Todd 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Theodore Morgan Uecker 
MS Geologica l Sciences 
12 
Zachary Michael Uhrich 
MS Engineering Technology Systems 
Emily Sharai Veitia 
MS Primate Behavior 
Candelaria Amezcua Villanueva 
EDS School Psychology 
Zachary Kenneth Way 
MS Chemistry 
John William Westbrooks 
MS Integrative Human Physiology 
Yu Yang 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Christina Ramos Zubelli 
MED Higher Education 
AUGUST 18, 2017 
Courtney Akinniyi 
MEd Higher Education 
Marrisa Christine Anthony 
MEd Higher Education 
Jessa Arino 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminst rat ive Management 
Tracy Eileen Arnold 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Jonathan I. Belford 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Roderick Bertoncini 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrat ive Management 
Ebony Monique Booker 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Mark Edward Burpo 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Jorelyn Siano Calam 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminst rat ive Management 
Emilie Kay Campbell 
MS Family Consumer Science 
Joseph Patrick Cappetto 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kassidy Lynn Chamblin 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Administ rative Management 
Jonathan Chi 
MS Mental Health Counsel ing 
AnnaCourtneyChu~h 
MS Mental Health Counsel ing 
Thalia Veronica Diaz 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminst rat ive Management 
Elizabeth Ann Dickson 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminst rat ive Management 
Tien Do 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminst rat ive Management 
Francine Ekouango Dondji 
MS Informat ion Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Anna Dove-Maguire 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Jennifer Lynn Dyrseth 
MS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Farahnaz Faraji 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
Erika Elizabeth Franken 
MS Family Consumer Science 
Casey Hal Gadd 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Marvin Daniel Gold 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Sarah Graham 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Lindsay Marie Greene 
MEd Special Education 
Paige Helaine Gustafson 
MS Family Consumer Science 
Mitchell Hagerty 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Brett William Hancock 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
William Keith Hancock 
MS Health and Physical Education 
Chelsy Harris 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Andrea Marie Hefton 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Jonathan Richard Howard 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
loanna Radoslavova llarionova 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Njambou Jammeh 
MS Law and Justice 
Suzette Brooks Johnson 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Dean Ryan Kirkpatrick 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
William Steve Koy 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Alicia Gayle Kratzer 
MS Family Consumer Science 
Frederick Le 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Uchral Lkhamjav 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Zachary Jaime Xavier Lopez 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Adrian Eduardo Martillo 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Shon Leslie McClure 
MS Law and Justice 
Janelle Christine McPeak 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrat ive Management 
Nathanael Joseph Mcwalters 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Stephanie Lynne Melton 
Eds School Psychology 
Bonnie Catherine Muscat 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Jordan L. Nitcy 
EDS School Psychology 
Rachel Elizabeth O'Connor 
MS Applied Behavior Analysis 
Oluwasheyi Olatunde Oluwabiyi 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Anthony Lee Paul 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Dan Seeley Pittenger 
MS Geological Sciences 
Hugh O'Brien Roberts 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Martin Roger-Reyes 
MS Law and Justice 
Myndee Ronning 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Sara Rundlett 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
Syeda Sadiya 
MS Computational Science 
Taylor Marie Schilperoort 
MEd School Administration 
Aundrea Ruth Schmidt 
MMUS Music 
Kelly Ilene Severson-Kunz 
MEd Literacy 
Ayat Sharabati 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Andrea Michelle Sinclair 
MEd Literacy 
Tiffany Marie Smith 
MS Health and Physical Education 
20// 
Cody Mason Taylor 
MS Law and Justice 
Katherine Alice Tenhulzen 
MS Fami ly Consumer Science 
Taranjeet Kaur Tiwana 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Alyssa Danielle Tran 
MS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Julie Villegas 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Karlene Fern Weitzel 
MS Information Technology and 
Adminstrative Management 
Julie Diane Wulff 
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I BACHELOR Darrion Cody Baladad Robin DeAnn Bishop Denise Burgess 
DEGREES BS Accounting BA English: Professiona l and BAS Information Technology and Ellen Kristine Balch Creative Writing Admin istrative Management 
GRANTED BS Information Technology and Breanne Lauren Bitar Bailey Rae Burkenpas 
2016-2017 
Administrative Management Douglas Honors College BS Recreat ion and Tourism 
Noemi Joana BS Business Administration Joshua Nathaniel Butler 
Barajas-Manzano Elizabeth Ann Blanchard Douglas Honors College 
BA Law and Justice BS Clinical Physiology BA Sociology 
AUGUST 19, 2016 Nolin T. Bare Jessica Anne Bland Yolanda Lee Nelle Cain 
BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Peter James Aasness Stephanie Anne Barnes BA Music BA Psychology 
BS Business Administration BS Cl inical Physiology Michael William Boardman BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Brooks Eugene Abel Charles Justin Basco BS Cl inica l Physiology Social Sciences 
BA Public Relations BS Business Administration Francisco Javier Bobadilla Cash Nicholas Arthur 
Ryan Nigel Adams Joshua Dean Basher BS Cl inica l Physiology Caramandi 
BS EMS Paramedicine BS Information Technology and Jackson Tyler Boe BS Global Wine Studies 
Riyadh Dhafer Al-hamrani Administrative Management BS Business Admin istration Francisco Javier Cardenas 
BS Information Technology and Erin Mae Bates Stephanie Leeann Boen Cum Laude 
Admin istrative Management Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude BS Information Technology and 
Mary Jane Alioto BAS Information Technology and BS Chemistry Admin istrative Management 
BA Psychology Administrative Management Jacob Manning Bollinger Alexandra Rae Carlson 
Eric Scott Allan Kendal Marie Bates BS Information Technology and 
BS Clinica l Physiology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Psychology Administrative Management Erik Alan Carlson 
Social Sciences BS Family Studies Peter Charles Bonato BS Professional Pilot 
Nicholas Roberto Allard Joseph Scott Bauer BS Interd iscipl inary Studies: Lauren Patrica Carlson 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies BA Political Science Social Sciences 
BS Public Health 
Alhanouf Saad A. Alsaab Rebeca Isabel Becerra Adrianna Marie Bongard James Francis Carney 
BS Account ing Magna Cum Laude BS Interd iscip linary Studies: 
BA Biology 
Stefanie Anne Alvarado 
BS Geology Socia l Sciences BS Genera l Science Teaching 
BS Accounting 
Aaron Matthew Beck Wesley Alan Boone Jensen F. Cass 
BS Information Technology and Cum Laude 
James Dean Amaral Admin istrative Management BS Exercise Science BS Information Technology and 
BS Business Administration Josephine Mae Beedle Darcy Ann Bourcier Administrative Management 
BS Economics BFA Art Magna Cum Laude Milagro Kane Castilleja 
Kyle David Ames Jose Bejar Paniagua BA Geography Cum Laude 
BS Geology BS Mechanical Eng ineering Technology Rachel Vivian Bowman BA Film and Video Studies 
Jessica Ohenewa Anafi Shanai MaKayla Bemis Cum Laude Jamaica Castro 
BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology BS Recreation and Tourism 
Administrative Management BA Digital Journal ism Rachell B. Brant Courtney Danielle Caswell 
Alannah Marie Anderson Carl William Bender BA English Language and Literature BS Information Technology and 
BA Psychology BS Food Science and Nutrition Nicole Breiner Admin istrative Management 
Kyle Christopher Anderson Philip Andrew Bennett BS Information Technology and Patrick Galen Cavanaugh 
BS Business Admin istration Cum Laude Admin istrative Management BMUS Wind Performance 
Melanie Anderson BAS Information Technology and Jeanne Kuhnle Brett Denny Cha 
BA Communication Studies Administrative Management Summa Cum Laude BS Biology 
Ryan Edward Anderson Robbel Berhane BA Spanish Gagandeep Singh Chana 
Magna Cum Laude BS Industria l Engineering Technology Clarissa Ann Brisk BS Business Administration 
BFA Theatre Arts Shelley Lyn Berry Cum Laude BS Economics 
Victor Motoki Ando BA Psychology BMUS Music Education Randeep Singh Chauhan 
BS Biology Alexis Tiana Berrysmith Tobias Brooks Cum Laude 
Edith Andrade Cum Laude BA Psychology BA Psychology 
Douglas Honors College BS Information Technology and Ryunosuke Jeffrey Brown Alexander Viktoravich 
BA Psychology Administrative Management BA Asia/Pacif ic Studies Chebotar 
Hannah Barbara Angle Natalie Iva Berube Evelyn Jean Buchanan BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology BS Clin ica l Physiology BA Instructional Foundation Kiah Sierra Ching 
Marissa Christine Anthony Lauchlin Alexander Bethune Jessica K. Buck BS Accounting 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Recreation and Tourism BA Law and Justice BS Business Administration 
Terry Joseph Areta Marshall James Joseph Jesse Thomas Buerhaus Christopher Sangyun Choi 
BS Aviation Management Bettis BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and 
Joshua Alexander BA Psychology Admin ist rative Management Administrative Management 
Arquette-Rotman Marie Coleta Betts Daniel Allen Bujok Joellyn 9ark 
BA Political Science 
BS Public Hea lth Magna Cum Laude BS Account ing 
Adam Thomas Athari Baylee Jean Beutel 
BAS Information Technology and Sarah Elizabeth Clark 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administrative Management BA Biology 
BS Information Technology and Social Sciences Brittany Mae Bumpus Todd Anthony Clausen 
Admin istrative Management 
Mohamed Hossam 
Samin Bibakabadi Cum Laude BS Information Technology and 
BS Business Admin istration BAED Early Childhood Education Administrative Management 
Mohamed Mounir Awad Trenton James Bickel BAED Elementary Education Megan Michele Cline 
BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude Thomas Jacob Burford Magna Cum Laude 
Kelsi Dawn Baggarley BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice BA French 
BA Psychology Administ rative Management BA Sociology BS Geography 
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Brooke Alexandra Colburn Jessica Maria Counsela Zachary Edward Fitzpatrick Chelsea R. Gleason 
BA Law and Justice Dominguez Garcia BA Psychology BS Business Administration 
Tyler Thomas Colby BA Law and Justice BS Social Services Conjaneye Marche Glover 
BA Communication Studies Lucy Hong Dougall Matthew John Fleischman BAS Information Technology and 
Tara Louise Coluccio BS Exercise Science Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management 
BA Public Relations Adam Kwon Douglas BS Accounting Prince Golen 
Susannah Louise Comyns BAS Information Technology and Anthony Paul Ford BS Business Administration 
Cum Laude Administrative Management BS Business Administrat ion Cristian Fernando Gonzalez 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies Deidra Faye Dudney Maurice Ford BS Public Health 
Paulina Cortes Summa Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and Katia Kasssandra 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Psychology 
Administrative Management Gonzalez-Bernabe 
Social Sciences BS Family Studies Jasmine Gonzales Francisco Cum Laude 
Kristin Lavonne Crawford Katerina Dzyubak 
BS Information Technology and BS Business Administration 
Administrative Management 
BS Biology BA Music Ashley Fraser Quinten Goodell 
Brandon S. Cromar BS Social Services BS Business Administration Magna Cum Laude 
BS Aviation Management Brianna Mae Eddy BS Physical Education and Carissa Marie Graff 
BS Professional Pilot BMUS Music Keyboard Performance School Health BA Psychology 
Isabell Rosa Cruz-Chisholm Brodie Thomas Edwards Roy Fraticelli BA Sociology 
Cum Laude BS Recreation and Tourism BS Public Health Joanna Frances Grandy 
BS Social Services Danielle Nicole Eggleston Talia Nicole Frombach BAS Information Technology and 
Reality Cassandra Cummings Douglas Honors College Cum Laude Administ rative Management 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar BA Psychology BS Public Health Austin Drew Grau 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Clinical Physiology Saul Fuentes BS Clinical Physiology 
Daniel Lee Curran Kyle Andrew Eisele BS Public Health Trever Oly Gray 
Cum Laude 
BS Safety and Health Management Janae Lynn Fueston BS Exercise Science 
BS Public Health Caroline Najwa El-Jazmi BS Business Administration Matthew J. Griese 
Delaney Nicole Curtis BS Business Administration Tito Gomez Galindo BS Geology 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Hashim Elfatih Elberier BAS Information Technology and Cy Wayne Grimmett 
Bryan R. Dahlberg BS Information Technology and Administrative Management Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management Rosa Marisela Galvan BS Clinical Physiology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Lawrence Eric Elijah BA Law and Justice Matthew Miran Grummel Social Sciences 
Jessica N. Daley Magna Cum Laude BA Psychology BS Construction Management BS Accounting Idalia Garcia Hedy Guardado BA Sociology Eleasha Elizabeth Ellis BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice BA Instructional Foundation BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Admin istrative Management Jared Gunderson Brianna Nicole Davis Cole J. England Octavio Rafael Garcia-Ruiz BS Business Administration 
BAED Early Childhood Education BS Clinical Physiology BA Spanish Alma Maria Guzman Non-Certificate Veronica Enriquez llianne Leyrani Garibo Cum Laude Jeffrey Chance Davis BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude BS Social Services 
BA Public Relations Zachary Reeves Esseln BS Social Services Joshua Paul Hackney Chace Pierson Davy BS Information Technology and Tracy Jeanette Gasca BS Recreation and Tourism 
BA English: Professional and Administrative Management BS Information Technology and Amna Hadzihasanovic 
Creative Writing Ryan Robert Estell Administrative Management BA Law and Justice 
Kirstie Ann Decaro BA Law and Justice Ronald Charles Gascoyne Caitlin Rain Haisman 
BS Accounting Brent John Evans Cum Laude BS Biology 
BS Business Administration Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Dara Mae Hall Gabriel William DeHaven BA History/Social Studies Teaching Administrative Management Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude BAED Elementary Educat ion Shawn Christopher Gaspaire BA Film and Video Studies 
BS Informat ion Technology and Caleb Miguel Evans BA Psychology Krista Janae Ham 
Administrative Management BA History Winston Louie Gatlabayan BA Psychology 
Sarah Marie DeKoning Kristine Elise Evans BS Professional Pilot Nathaniel Richard Hammock 
BS Construction Management Douglas Honors College Toai Giang Cum Laude 
Eric Anthony Del Cid BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BS Business Administ ration BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administration Social Sciences Tyler Gibson Alexander Reed Hankel 
Natalie Michelle DeWitt Tabatha Katherine Fairbanks BA History/Social Studies Teaching BS Information Technology and 
BA Psychology BA Psychology Ann Melaine Giersdorf Administrative Management 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Karl Avery Fenster BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Mollie Amelia Hansen 
Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude Social Sciences BA Psychology 
Andrew Dial BA Law and Justice Meghan A. Gilbert Jason Lee Hanson 
Cum Laude Megan Elizabeth Ferkovich Cum Laude Cum Laude BA Psychology BAS Information Technology and BS Business Administration BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Clinical Physiology 
Administrative Management Richard Lupelake Fesuluai Social Sciences Creigh Haring 
Ila Dickenson BS Safety and Health Management Eric Ruben Gilman-Brenhaug Cum Laude 
BA Journalism Cristine Leigh Fetzer Magna Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Kiana Taylor Dixon Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and Social Sciences 
Cum Laude BS Clinical Physiology Administrat ive Management Maria Kailani Pamala 
BS Accounting Adam Cyrus Fields Alessandro Marcelo Girardo Sarah Harr 
BS Business Administration BS Technology Education Broad Area BS Biology BA Digital Journalism 
Michael Stephen Dohrman Laurel Ann Fisher Evan Brian Giuntoli Karly Jo Marie Harris 
BS Clinical Physiology BFA Art BS Safety and Health Management BS Food Science and Nut rit ion 
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Tanner Joseph Derl Hatcher Ian George llgenfritz Catherine Caiying Kelly Ariel Renelle Langlois 
BS Information Technology and BAED Elementary Education BS Physical Education and BA Psychology 
Administrative Management BAED Special Education P-12 School Hea lth Roxanne Marie Laush 
Jordan James Head Travis Scott Isaman Hayden Penrose Kelly Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude BA Public Relations BA Law and Justice BS Cl in ica l Physiology 
BFA Art Gloria Savannah lsbey Ian Avery Kelly Tyler Andrew Layson 
Stephen Michael Heil BA Public Relations BA English: Professional and BS Biology 
BA Communication Studies Albert Edward Jackson Creative Writing Andrew Trung Le 
Rachael Alex Helseth Magna Cum Laude Sarah Marie Kelly BS Accounting 
BA Law and Justice BAS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude Dang Hai Le 
Taylor Rochelle Helwig Ad min istrative Management BAS Information Technology and BS Business Administration 
BS Exerc ise Science Marki Jeannea Jacob Admin istrative Management Phuong Thi Yen Le 
Justyna Marie Henderson BS Business Admin istration Kelsi Lin Kemper BS Accounting 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising John Thomas Jaeger BS Publ ic Hea lth BS Business Administration 
Nikolas Alexander BS Clin ica l Physiology Jehnna Marie Keshishian Thuan Cong Le 
Hernandez Lexi Marie Jaeger BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration 
BA English Language and Literature BA Psychology Cameron Paul Kiesz Tina Linh Le 
Tina Lynelle Hervey Alisa Marie Jarry BS Professional Pilot BS Accounting 
BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies: BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Brian Han Sang Kim BS Business Administration 
Socia l Sciences Social Sciences BS Accounting Angel Alexander Ledezma 
Susan Elinor Hester Mary Jean Jarvis Jino Kim BS Bus iness Administration 
Douglas Honors College Cum Laude Cum Laude Marc Philip LeDuc 
BS Information Technology and BA Music BA Psychology BS Economics 
Adm inistrative Management Alec Tate Jensen BA Sociology Neil Frederick Leitz 
Jacob Richard Hibbard BA Law and Justice Kyung Kim BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
BS Business Administration Alex Taylor Johnson BS Electronics Engineering Technology Clint Gareth Lemkus 
Hannah Margaret Rose Hicks BS Public Health Vanessa Mugure Kimanga Cum Laude 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Lauren Elizabeth Johnson BS Business Administration BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Jonni Hill BA Psychology Delana Suzanne Kiossovski Socia l Sciences 
BS EMS Paramedicine Michael Johnson BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Jacob Duane Leonard 
Jennilyn Cesneros Hisola BS Food Science and Nutrition Social Sciences BS Geology 
BS Business Admin istrat ion Noelle Raelene Johnson Taylor Janine Grace Kirstein Maisee Diane Lewis 
Brian Patrick Hitchens BS Exercise Science BS Clin ica l Physiology BS Information Technology and 
BS Recreation and Tourism Rocky Dean Johnson Josef Jordan Kistler 
Admin istrative Management 
Binh Dae Ho BA Law and Justice BS Fam ily Studies 
Taylor Lewis 
BS Information Technology and Trenton Daniel Johnson Katie Lee Kleeberger BFA Art 
Administrative Management BS Business Administration BS Public Health Haley Kate Lindsley 
Deborah Ho Kyle Johnston Gina Lima Knapp 
BA English Language and Literature 
BS Business Administration BS Clin ical Physio logy BS Interdiscip linary Studies: Erin Mackenzie Little 
Tessa Marie Hobson Justin William Jacob Jonson Social Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Summa Cum Laude BA Psychology Erin Raya Kay Lynn Knecht Christopher Edwin Liudahl BA Psychology Sarah Elizabeth Joyce BS Information Techno logy and 
Seth William Hollen Admin istrative Management 
BS Information Technology and 
BS Physica l Education and 
Tyler Michael Knittle Administrative Management BFA Theatre Arts School Health Jennifer Marie Livingston 
Zuoguang Hong Shannon Lindsay Joyce BS Business Administration 
Korey Lamar Knuth Cum Laude BS Accounting BS Recreation and Tourism BAS Information Technology and 
Sarah Houk Gwendolyn Elizabeth Justice BA Law and Justice Administrative Management 
BS Business Admin istration BA History/Social Studies Teaching Cassandra Lynn Koefod Helen Llamado 
Elizabeth Nola Howard Jean Marie Kabamba BS Economics BS Information Techno logy and 
BS Geology BAS Information Technology and Aleksandr A. Koshilevskiy Administrative Management 
Jaenette Gadina Hudson Admin istrative Management BS Business Adm inistration Dakota Thomas Lobdell 
BA Law and Justice Jessie Ray Kaech Pokuy Kouch BS Geology 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BS Clinical Physiology BS Economics Jean A. Loeffler 
Social Sciences Tallou Winona Kankanton Tanner Thomas Leon BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jessica Jo Hudson BAED Elementary Education Krysinski Mackenzie Blue Loete 
BA Law and Justice Janelle Elisa Kasch BS Recreation and Tourism BFA Art 
BA Psychology BS Clinical Physiology Blake Nicholas Kussman Keegan Ricardo Love 
Ian Ayrton Hughes Masashi Kawashima BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies BA Law and Justice 
BA Physics BA Asia/Pacif ic Studies Social Sciences Kyle Dimitri Love 
Grace Yvonne Hull Nicole Colleen Kearney Nicholas Zoltan Kuthy BA Film and Video Studies 
BS Exercise Science Magna Cum Laude BA History Juana Penaloza Lugo 
Halee Marie Hull BS Information Technology and Scott Lloyd LaBree BA Political Science 
BA Soc iology Administrative Management BA Film and Video Studies Hudson Lee Luxich 
Emily Blake Hurd Alicia Renee Keck Jenson Z. Ladiges BS Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies: BS Industrial Eng ineering Technology Kaitlyn Rose Lyon 
BMUS Music Education Soc ial Sciences Ryan Kriston Lamb BFA Art 
Van B. Huynh Nicholas Blake Keller BS Accounting Kirsten Kim Macfarlane 
BS Accounting BS lnterd1scipl1nary Studies: Kevin Andrew Lane BS Information Technology and 
BS Business Admin ist ra t ion Social Sciences BMUS MUSIC Education Administrative Management 
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Mikhail Ramius Maduska 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Stephanie Christine Main 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Non-Cert if icate 
Olivia Kay Maiocco 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Chadwick Ryden Major 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Ashley Jo Manjarrez 
BA Sociology 
Jason Dean Mapes 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Tyler Austin Marchant 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Aracely Marin 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-Certif icate 




BA Public Relations 
Shaylee Amelia-Ann 
Markley 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology 
Azzy Lynne Marks 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Leo Alfonso Marquez 
BA History 
Yessica Guadalupe Marquez 
BA Anthropology 
Patricia Ann Marshall 
Cum Laude 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
James Randall Martin 
Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Marrissa Kae Fisher Martin 
BA Public Relations 
Troy Leon Martin 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Mariela Martinez 
Cum Laude 
BS Public Health 
Monik Neomi Martinez 
BA Psychology 
Sherina Nicole Martinez 
BS Family Studies 
Haley Lynn Massey 
BA English Language and Literature 
Victoria Lin Massey 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Ashley Elizabeth Matheson 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Matthew Matias 
BS Business Administration 
Zachary Preston Maulin 
BA Law and Justice 
Mika Akela Maya 
BA Sociology 




BS Clin ical Physiology 




BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Jennifer Lynn Mccutchen 
BS Publ ic Health 
Eva Jessica McDaniel 
BA Sociology 
Rodney Alan McDaniel 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Nikole Laurine McDonald 
BS Accounting 
Alexa Lee McFadden 
BA Psychology 
Melissa Marie Mcfarlane 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Baron Ray McGaha 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
James Alan Mcinroy 
BAED Elementary Education 
Tiffany Anne Mclaughlin 
BA Psychology 
Sandra Ann Mcleod 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Laura Gutierrez Medina 
BA Law and Justice 
Ayla Naomi Medina-Ulloa 
Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia I Sciences 
Matthew Tyler Meholchick 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administrat ion 
LeVon James Mendall 
BS Business Administration 
Riley Meyer 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Alec Densmore Michel 
BS Computer Science 
Charlene Ann Michlik 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 




Valeriy N. Mirchev 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nikeita Dynel Misner 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kimberly Ruth Mitchell 
BA Psychology 
Kristen Marie Moerdyk 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Jasmine Mogollan Roa 
BA Law and Justice 
Giovanni Mondragon 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Michael Anthony Moore 
Cum Laude 
BS EMS Paramedicine 
Mikayla Kristine Moore 
BS Business Administration 
Cecilia Moreno 
Cum Laude 
BS Public Health 
Matthew Morse 
BA Digital Journalism 
Ekaterina Moskalenko 
Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Cassey Marie Mullin 
Cum Laude 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writ ing 
Shawnda Marie Murdock 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Bonnie Catherine Muscat 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Monique Jewell Myers 
BA Psychology 
Ayano Nagashima 
BS Business Administ rat ion 
Tyson Eng Nakamura 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Rachel Anne Nalley 
BS Craft Brewing 
Zachary Jack Naon 
BS Exercise Science 
Blaine Mcneil Napier 
BA Law and Justice 
Hannah Morgan Narquis 
BS Physical Education and 
School Health 
Robert Christopher Narquis 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Megan Johanna Nealy 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Alexis Morgan Nelson 
BA Sociology 
Jamie Lynn Nelson 
BA Law and Justice 
Kevin Hoang Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
Quang Dang Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
Madisyn Faith Lorraine 
Nichol 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ryan Allen Nichols 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jacob Everest Nicol 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Paul Cary Niman 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Aja Nimmich 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Tyler Scott Noteboom 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writing 
Daniel James O'Dell 
BS Geology 
Rachel Ann Ogorodnik 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Tattianna Marie Ohme 
BA Geography 
Edgar Ivan Ojeda Juarez 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Joshua Conrad Osborn 
BA Sociology 
Jonathan Khalil Osborne 
BA Public Relations 
Kaitlyn Priscilla Oss 
BS Business Administration 
Wellington Pike Overman 
BA Individual Studies: Germanic 
Culture and Music 




BS Craft Brewing 
Adina Palinsky 




BS Business Administration 
Luis Enrique Paredes 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jasmine Aungelee Parker 
BS Public Health 
Joshua Daniel Parker 
BS Mathematics 
Kaylee Nicole Parvinen 
BS EMS Paramedicine 
Avery Weston Pellett 
BS Business Administration 
Monica Marie Pena 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Maria Del Rosario Perez 
BS Social Services 
Andy Holden Peterson 
Cum Laude 
BAArt 
Kayla Nicole Peterson 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Khanh An Pham 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
BS Economics 
Thuydung Thi Phan 
BS Business Administration 
Mark Phiri 
BS Business Administration 
Kyle Patrick Pine 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jenna Lynae Plummer 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jennifer Ryan Pollard 
BA Psychology 
Alesya lvanovna Potafiy 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Madelyn Rae Powell 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Jacob Anthony Presher 
BS Environmental Studies 
Anya Marie Provident Joseph Andrew Roppo Nicholas Joseph Samantha Nicole Stewart 
Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Segalini Grubich BA Public Relations 
BS Accounting Admin istrative Management BS EMS Paramedicine Spencer Scott Stimson 
BS Bus iness Administration Kaitlyn Renae Ross Dakota Macy Segura BS Economics 
Svetlana G. Psareva BS Public Health BA English: Professional and Amanda Nicole Stokes 
BS Accounting Breanne Ashley Rowe Creative Writing BA Psychology 
BS Business Administration BS Clinical Phys iology James Anthony Rebecca Rae Stratis 
Mahealani Kiana Puha Breann Pristine Roybal Segura-Mitchell BS Geology 
BS Business Administration BS Information Technology and BA Sociology Ashley Nicole Street Victoria Owen Purkey Admin istrative Management Natalee Jean Sellers BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Cum Laude Adam Christian Roze Summa Cum Laude Melanie Ann Swanson BS Food Science and Nutrit ion BS Professional Pilot BS Clinica l Physio logy 
Sarah Betty Quartararo Brielle Lauren Rutledge Edgar Knight Sewall BS Accounting BS Bus iness Administration 
BA Journalism BA Digital Journalism BA Philosophy Bushra Mazhar Syed Barbara Belen Quelch Matthew Glen Saboda Gregory David Shank 
Cum Laude BS Information Technology and BA Law and Just ice 
BA Bio logy 
BS Accounting Admin istrative Management Angdawa Sherpa Beserat Tafesse 
Juan Quintero Matthew Austin Salas Cum Laude BMUS W ind Performance 
BAS Information Techno logy and BS Clinical Physiology BS Information Technology and Rachel Leigh-Anne Tallman 
Admin istrative Management Maria Elisa Salazar Administrative Management BA Biology 
April Marie Radke Cum Laude Yushi Shibata Ngoc Ha Thi Tang 
Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Cum Laude BS Business Adm inistration 
BA Eng lish: Professiona l and Social Sciences BS Profess ional Pilot Hailey Christine Tankersley 
Creative Writing Zulma Adanary Salinas Elena V. Shirokova BA History 
Heather Alanna Rainey BA Ph ilosophy BS Information Technology and Kathy Regla Tavia 
Cum Laude Emily Louisa Salisbury Administrative Management BA Psychology 
BFAArt BMUS Vocal Performance McKaney Renee Short Jerusalem Tesfaye 
Sandra Ramirez Arianne Rechel Sandel BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising BS Clinica l Physio logy 
BA Socio logy BS Publ ic Hea lth Lucas Alexander Simpson Michael Testa 
Rodolfo De Jesus Ramos lshanti Julia Sanders BA Music BS Accounting 
BS Information Technology and BA Public Re lations Alex Owen Smith Merry Thach 
Administrative Management Wendy Lynn Sandor BS Information Technology and 
Megan Lynn Ranes BS Social Services Administrative Management 
BS Interdisc iplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
BS Business Administrat ion Dylan Tyler Sandoval Trista Nicole Smith Heidi Lynn Thaemert 
Vasil Ivanov Rankov Cum Laude BS Mechanical Eng ineering Technology BFA Art 
BA Law and Justice BS Business Adm inistration Tiana Alexis Snyder 
Joel David Ratcliff Coltin Douglas Santjer BS Recreation and Tourism Rosette K. Thap BS Business Administration 
BS Public Hea lth BS Business Adm inistration Tanner Jay Southland 
Jacqueline Duarte Rebolledo Sharon Earleen Sargent BA Psychology Kylie Anna Thomas 
BA Law and Justice BS Anthropology BS Biology 
BS Information Technology and 
Christian Michael Reed Blake Richard Savisky McKenna Joy Sowers 
Admin istrative Management 
BA Music BS Physics 
Summa Cum Laude Steven Torger Thorkildson 
Gabriel Vincent Rego Sara Schendel 
BA Span ish BS Electron ics Engineering Technology 
BS Business Administration BS Cl in ical Physio logy 
Sophia Rose Spawn Thomas Dillon Thornton 
Helen Maria BA Law and Justice BS EMS Paramedicine Madison Marie Rennie 
Schilpp Petersen Pavel Andreyevich Spichak Makala Nicole Thurston Cum Laude BMUS W ind Performance Cum Laude BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Magna Cum Laude 
Dakota Chanelle Pauahi BS Socia l Services 
Sean Yutaro Spidell BS Food Science and Nut ri t ion 
Brandy Schlichemeyer BS Information Technology and Mark Patrick Tibbett Rieke BA Law and Justice Administrat ive Management Cum Laude 
BS Accounting Carrie Ann Schmidt Chandler Dane St. Louis BS Bio logy Hugh O'Brien Roberts BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BA Public Relations Chase William Tibbles 
Cum Laude Social Sciences Joshua Blake Stancil BA Public Relations 
BAS Information Tech nology and Megan Leigh Schmitt BS Exercise Science Anh Ngoc To Admin istrative Management Cum Laude Stanimir Dimitrov Stankov Cum Laude Chelcie Jina Han Robinson BA Public Relations Magna Cum Laude BS Accounting BS Accounting Jordan Danielle Schneider BAS Information Technology and BS Business Administration 
Jasmin Isela Rocha Magna Cum Laude Admin istrative Management Katie Lee Tollan Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar BA English Language and Literature Keli Steele Cum Laude BAED Elementa ry Education Galya Rivka Schuster BS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism Mariah Autumn Rocker BS Information Technology and Administrative Management Zachariah Dillon Cum Laude Adm inistrative Management Tobias Charles Steen 
BA Pub lic Relations Christopher Robert Scott BS EMS Paramedicine Torrance-Smith 
BA Socio logy BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Jacob Karl Stemler BA Geography 
Megan Leigh Rockstad Social Sciences BA Sociology BA Politica l Science 
BS Interd isciplinary Studies: Lauryn Elizabeth Searles Christopher Dominic Oscar Ivan Torres 
Socia l Sciences Cum Laude Stephens BS Construction Management 
Aubrey Ann Rodgers BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Business Administration Mariya Detelinova Toteva 
BA Public Relations Elizabeth Anne Seelye Eric James Stevenson BA Law and Justice 
David Wayne Romero BA Anthropology BA English: Profess iona l and Kelly Elizabeth Tousley 
BA Law and Justice BA History Creative Writing BS Public Health 
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Trang Thanh Tran Matthew James Wick Ali Al-Nassar Jeffrey Lee Berry 
Cum Laude BA History/Social Studies Teaching BS Biology BA Geography 
BS Business Admin istration Erin Wieldraayer ,Ali Saleh A. Alamri BS Anthropology 
Kristin Nell Travis BS Business Administration BS Safety and Health Management Maury T. Betz 
BS Exercise Science Louis Quentin Wilcox Stefanie Marie Alaniz Cum Laude 
Amber Marie True Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education BAS Information Technology and 
BS Global Wine Studies BAED Elementary Education Shannon Elaine Alatalo Administrative Management 
Eddie Joseph Trujillo Austin Cecilia Wilkerson BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising Stephen Norman Bland 
BS Accounting BS Physical Education and Cameron Jon Alder Cum Laude 
BS Bus iness Administration School Hea lth BS Construction Management BS Information Techno logy and 
Stephanie Nguyet Truong Hannah Lee Wilkins Kelli Alexander 
Administrative Management 
BA Sociology BS Clinica l Phys iology Magna Cum Laude Andrea Therese Blatner 
Matthew Anthony Tuttle Devin Rhys Williams BAS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude 
BA Sociology BS Business Administration Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education 
Lauren Uhl Ella Ryan Williams Talal Alharbi Arianna B. Bobadilla 
BS Exercise Science BAS Food Service Management BS Electronics Engineering Techno logy BS Social Services 
Samantha Marie Uselman Isaac Elton Williams Nathan Michael Allison Brooke Nicole Bornfleth 
BA Sociology BA Psychology BA Digital Journalism Cum Laude 
Anthony Rey Valle Sydney Williams Abdullah Yahia A. 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Clinical Physiology Alshahrani 
Brandon Michael Bradshaw 
Andrew Mark Van Quill Emily Marie Williamson BA Law and Justice BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Bryan Briscoe BAED Elementary Education BS Public Health Ayman Mohammed Jay William Vanhoof Adam Michael Wilson BAS Information Technology and 
BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude A. Alsharif Administrative Management 
Brittany Lynne Vaughn BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and Alicia Brito 
BA Anthropology Admin istrative Management 
Adm inistrative Management BA Sociology 
Carlos Alberto Vega-Garcia Madeline Ann Wilson Jessica Renee Amundsen Christopher Charles Brock 
BA Publ ic Relations BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching BS Business Administration 
Alyesha Marie Villalobos Richard Windsor Diana Azucena Aragon Elizabeth Mae Brooks 
BS Socia l Services BFA Art BA Sociology BS Computer Science 
Makayla Marie Virden Youngsil Won Jacquelyn Joy Argyle Jared Gordon Brooks 
Magna Cum Laude BS Business Admin istration BS Information Technology and BS Business Admin istration 
BFAArt Wai WaWong Administrative Management Payton Marie Brosseau 
Brooks Everett Waite BFA Art Samantha Lee Armijo Cum Laude 
BS Biology Mikalyn Rayann Woodruff Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration 
Paige Nikole Wallin BA Psychology BFA Art Jazton Joseph John 
BS Business Administration Sheena Wu Osvaldo Arroyo Broussard 
Jeffrey Earl Walters BS Social Services BS Publ ic Health Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology Janelle Megan Yoshimoto Boris Asaturov BS Computer Science 
Sai Wang BS Business Administration BS Information Technology and Adeana Marguerite Brown 
BAED Early Childhood Education Amanda Irene Youngers Administrative Management BS Social Services 
Non-Certificate BS Exercise Science Kayla Nicole Avolio Mathew Avery Brown 
Xiaonan Wang Pitchaya Yourglich BA Sociology BS Industria l Engineering Technology 
BS Accounting BS Accounting Rajesh Awai Patrick Antonio Brown 
Max Walter Wasser David Apcel Yourzak BS Information Technology and Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude BA History Administrative Management BA Law and Justice 
BS Professiona l Pilot Brent Tyler Zabreznik Taylor Lynnae Babcock Desiree' Corinne Bubb 
James Richard Watanabe BS Business Administration BA Chemistry Teaching BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Information Technology and Edgar Zamora Chelcie Marie Bailey Diane Virginia Buchanan 
Administrative Management BA Politica l Science BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude 
Barrett Griffith Way Eric Matthew Zils Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Clin ica l Physio logy Magna Cum Laude Megan Jo Baller Social Sciences 
Charlie Louise Lilly Weber BA History/Social Studies Teaching BAED Early Childhood Education Artem Alexandrovich 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Middle Level Mathematics Teach ing BAED Elementary Education Buhalov 
Social Sciences Hannah M. Barclay BS Professional Pilot 
Carly Anne Weidenbach Magna Cum Laude Starlett Jean Burnett 
BS Business Administration DECEMBER 9, 2016 BAED Elementary Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Karlene Fern Weitzel Mishele Shiree Barnett Socia I Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude Rachel Amanda Adams Cum Laude Stephanie Ann Bury 
BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude BA Middle Level Humanities Teaching BS Biology 
Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies Brayton James Barrett Logan Victor Butterfield 
Cory Welch Social Sciences BS Business Administration BS Geology 
BS Information Technology and Anthony Adese Scott Christopher Baumann Shana Jasmine Bye 
Administrative Management BS Public Health BS Information Techno logy and BS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Benjamin Dean Wenzl Mercy Adese Administrative Management Career and Technical Education 
BS Information Technology and BS Pub lic Health Brandon Dean Baxter Teaching 
Administrative Management Jesus Domingo Aguilar BS Geography Jamie Sue Byrne 
George Howard Wheeler BA Psychology Nicole Bernard BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology Marlena Aguiniga Cum Laude Jed Lee Callarman 
Miriam Celeste Wheeler BS Information Technology and BA English: Professional and Cum Laude 
BA Psychology Administrative Management Creative Writing BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
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Torrie Jean Cariveau-Clark 
BA Philosophy 
Brendan Thomas Carpenter 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
BS Mathematics 
Regina J. Carter 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Lilee Carver 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Janet Ruthe Howell 
Cavanaugh 
BAED Elementary Education 
lzchelalma Marta Chacon 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Joseph C. Charles-Mercado 
BAED Elementary Education 
Fiel Amante Cheever 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
John Kit Chen 
BS Business Adm in istration 
Alexandra Sara Chipman 
BAED Elementary Education 
Derek Carl Christensen 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brandon Ryan Christiansen 
BA Law and Justice 
Sara Sophia Ciuk 
BS Business Administration 
Caitlin Amanda Clark 




Brianne Margaret Cline 
BS Physical Education and 
Schoo l Health 
Danielle Kuelana Colburn 
BS Social Services 
Ryan Thomas Cole 
BA Eng lish: Profess ional and 
Creative Writing 
Patience Leah Collier 
BA History 
Amanda Nicole Collins 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
BAS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Gricelda Contreras Ruiz 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nicholas Lawrence Cooke 
BS Professiona l Pilot 
Jade Lanae Corley 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Hannah Ruth Costello 
BA Law and Justice 
Amanda Lee Cribbs 
BS Biology 
Mariah Alysse Crockett 
BAED Elementary Education 
Will Frederick Cross 
BA French 
BA Polit ical Science 
Hanna Breanne Crow 
BS Bio logy 
Haley Nichole Crusch 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jonathan Luke Cruz 
BS Construction Management 
Yasmin Charmaine 
Cunningham 
BS Interd iscip linary Stud ies: 
Social Sciences 
Haley Roslyn Curl 
BA Digital Journa lism 
Wesley Frederick Cutlip 
BS Craft Brewing 
Britt Ingrid Dahlgren 
BMUS Music Education 
Miles Daniels-Pavich 
Cum Laude 
BS Aviation Management 
Zachary Robert Dannis 
BS Business Administration 
BS Economics 
Crystal Loretta Davis 
BS Accounting 
Daniel Edwin Deal 
BS Biology Teaching 
Griffin Marden Devlin 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Elizabeth Ann Dickson 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Andrew Jackson Dodd 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Kayla Douvier 
BAED Elementary Education 
Kendall Alexandra Downing 
BS Clinical Phys iology 
Courtney Lynn Dudley 




Holly Joanne Eckert 
BA Eng lish/Language Arts Teaching 
Jena Marie Eggelston 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Ngokobi-David Jacob Elessa 
BS Business Administration 
Megan Lynn Ellis 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Blake Norman Ellison 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Lauren Diane Ellsworth 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Hazem Taha Elshafay 
BS Business Admin istration 
Kaitlyn Joy Farr 
BAArt 
Zachary James Fennel 
BS Cli nica l Physio logy 
James Marshall Field 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Taylor Denae Field 
BA Psychology 
Ian Fingado 
BS Environmental Stud ies 
Linden Skye Firethorne 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Kristina Morgan Fischer 
BS Fami ly Studies 
Rie Matsui Fountain 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Mary Karen Elyse Fredricks 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
BAED Elementary Education 
Emily Devon Frodsham 
BMUS Music Education 
Amber C. Galaz 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Alexandria M. Gallegos 
BS Anthropology 
Cristina Elena Gallegos 
BS Social Services 
Laura Ellen Gardafee 
BS Accounting 
Megan Marie Gerrer 




Jennifer Lee Goble 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
Dan Andrei Gocan 
BAS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Dasy Livier Gonzalez 
BA Law and Justice 
Charles Josef Goodwin 
BA Geography 
Hannah Grace Grover 
BA Eng lish Language and Literature 
Zhenyu Gu 
BS Business Administration 
Seth Orlyn Gunning 
BS Global Wine Stud ies 
Darilyn Keenan Guy 
BS Business Adm inistration 
Nicholas Hamre 
BS Business Admin istration 
Darby Nicole Harden 
BA Psychology 
Charles Dean Harding • 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writing 
Kendyl ShaBre Hardy 
BA Public Relations 
Timothy Steven Hawley 
BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies: 
Soc ial Sciences 
Yating He 
BS Accounting 
Stuart Wells Heath 
BS Geography 
Jacob Timothy Heflin 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Sarah Ann Hein 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA History 
Kurt Edward Henderson 
BA Law and Justice 
Patricia Hernandez 
BS Socia l Services 
Mindy Lorraine Heyano 
BS Publ ic Health 





Kasey Eugene High 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Tyler Anthony Hiles 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Tyler Franklin Hill 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jeffrey Clyde Hinschberger 
BAS Information Technology and 








BAED Early Childhood Education 
BAED Elementary Education 
Ashley Renee Holm 
BS Biology 
Tyler John Holt 
BS Biology 
Lana Marie Holverson 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Cody Scott Hookland 
BS Construction Management 
Qiuyan Huang 
BS Accounting 
Emylee Joy Charlene Hughes 
BAED Elementary Education 
Levi Douglas Irish 
BA Law and Justice 
Mark Y. lvanou 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Patricia Suzanne Iverson 
BAED Elementary Education 
Connor David Jackson 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Chemistry 
Kenneth Dean Jackson 
Cum Laude 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writing 
Summer Rae Jaderlund 
BS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Techn ical Education 
Teaching 
Kyle Xavior Jantzer 
Douglas Honors College 
BAArt 
Randeep Johal 
Douglas Honors College 
BA Law and Justice 
Brittney Amanda Johnson 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
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Chevy Daniel Johnson Thuy-Vy Ngoc Lam Emily Lucile Mcintire Kevin Ngoc Nguyen 
Summa Cum Laude BS Accounting Cum Laude BS Information Technology and 
BA Law and Justice Mallarie Kathleen Langvad BAED Special Education P-12 Administrative Management 
D'ondre Shonquay Johnson BAED Special Education P-12 James Andrew McKinnis Toan Do Nguyen 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Alysa Michele Laris BS Clin ical Physiology Magna Cum Laude 
Jeffrey William Johnson BS Recreation and Tourism Abbey Marie McMinn BAS Information Technology and 
BS Fitness and Sport Management Jermaine Lattimore Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management 
Jillian Lisa Johnson BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAED Elementary Education Michael Santino Nobili 
BA Law and Justice Social Sciences Meghan Louise McMullen BS Business Administration 
Quinn Scott Johnson Brian Wayne Lawrence Summa Cum Laude Mackenzie Lee Norelius BS Social Services BAED Early Ch ildhood Education BFA Theatre Arts Magna Cum Laude 
Eliane Isabella Medina Cody Brian O'Connor Theresa Tinker Johnson BMUS Music Education 
Magna Cum Laude Eric Wayne Lee BFA Art BS Recreation and Tourism Anna Meerova Liam O'Connor BS Information Technology and BS Accounting 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Administrative Management Megan rochelle BS Accounting BS Anthropology Kelci Carolyn Johnston Lee-Hutchinson Collin M. Meharg Lauren O'Hare Magna Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Chemistry BAED Elementary Education BA Eng lish Professional and Socia l Sciences BS Global W ine Studies Christian Johannes O'Neal Creative W rit ing Cory Lynn Leman Pablo Aldo Mendoza BS Biology Teaching Conor Tracy Jonson BS Economics BS Accounting Courtney M. Ohme BMUS M usic Education 
James Robert Jordal Daisy Luz Lemus Breanne Michelle Mettie BA Psychology Cum Laude BS Clinica l Physiology Tasha Oney Cum Laude 
BS Business Admin istration 
BA History/Socia l Studies Teach ing Isaac Meza Cum Laude 
Anna Lee Litvinenko BA Spanish Teach ing BS Business Admin istration John C. Jordan Magna Cum Laude Nicholas Ryan Miller Brian Wayne Orndorff BS Business Admin istration 
Jihae Joun 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education BA Law and Justice BS Computer Science 
BAED Elementary Education Scott Andrew Miller Viridiana Ortiz Cum Laude Benjamin Laurel Long BA Russian Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and BA Geology Krystle Anne Mills BAED Elementary Education Administrative Management 
Diane Lynn Kallgren Christina Hong Louie BS Individual Studies: Foundations Aymie Joelle Osborne BS Accounting of Hea lth and Wel lness Cum Laude BS Business Administration Jake E. Love Courtney Brianne BAED Elementary Education India Rose BA Film and Video Stud ies Molenda-Cook Brady Kalani Pahukoa Kautzman-Curtindale Tanner James Lucas BAED Elementary Ed ucation BS Accounting 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Ellen Mary Moline BS Business Admin istration BAED Elementary Education BS Construction Management BS Recreation and Tourism Griffyn Elizabeth Paine Jacob Laurence Kelley April Magers Kyle Patrick Montague Magna Cum Laude BA Public Relations BS Business Admin istration BA Film and Video Studies BAED Elementary Education 
Kaitlin Rebecca Kelsch Emma Elizabeth Mahr Brittany Marie Moore Jason Michael Patterson Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary BS Professional Pilot 
BAED Elementary Education BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Zachary Tyler Moreno Robyn Lea Paul Jordyn Erika Ketner Robert Bryan Main BS Biology BFA Art Cum Laude Cum Laude Jesse Cory Morgan Devlin Chandler Payton BAED Early Ch ildhood Education BAS Information Technology and BA Political Science BS Environmental Studies BAED Elementary Education Admin istrative Management Jacquelyne Nicole Morrison Leinohea Malia Pedro Christina Rose Keys Sebastian Waldemar Magna Cum Laude BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude 
Marchewka BAS Information Techno logy and Yoalis Beatriz Perez BS Biology 
BS Business Administration Administrative Management BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Wesley James King Samuel Gathenya Mariga Jonathan Robert Murbach Katia Perez-Chavez BS Recreation and Tourism BS Physica l Education and BS Fami ly Studies Cum Laude Kaitlan Nicole Renee Klepec BS Aviation Management School Health Ross Alan Peterson Summa Cum Laude 
Amanda Kaycee Marquis Linzy Nicole Mutch Summa Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education 
BS Biology Magna Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and Joy Talia Knight 
Erik D. Martin BA Mathematics Teach ing Secondary Administrative Management BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Cum Laude Emily Ann Najar Hoang Thanh Phan BAED Elementary Education 
BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude BS Elect ronics Engineering Technology Kelsey Ann Knox 
Alexander Thomas Mathison BS Interd iscipl inary Studies: Nhi T. Phan BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Social Sciences BS Information Technology and 
Norika Kobayashi Cum Laude Timothy Muratha Nakhisa Administra t ive Management BA Political Science Summa Cum Laude 
Tatiana Lynn Mattos 
BS Computer Science Jamie Kay Phillips 
BS Accounting Katherine Grace Nash Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude BS Clinical Physiology 
Koty Arthur Kollmar Sky Mark Maynard BS Chemistry Jeffrey Patrick Pike 
BS Physical Education and BA English/Language Arts Teaching Alexi Don Nelson BS Information Technology and 
School Health Shauna Marie McBride BA Anthropology Administrative Management 
Hadi Korma BAED Elementary Education Sara Teresa Nelson Alexis Cecelia Popich 
BS Information Technology and Nicholas Andrew McCloud BA Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Administrative Management BS Business Administration Sarah Brieenne Newlin BA Public Relations 
Roxann Elizabeth Kotchkoe Drew Riley McCoy Cum Laude Kimberly Powell 
BS Accounting BS Environmental Geological Sciences BMUS Music Education BS Business Administration 
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Kimberly Marie Premetz Elijah Kane Rowley Brittany Taylor Stevens Kevin Eugene Warren 
Cum Laude BA Eng lish Language and Li terature Magna Cum Laude BA Geology 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education Janessa Rose Russ BMUS Music Education Taylor Michelle Weekes 
BAED Elementary Education BA Visual Art Teaching Kristi Rae Storm Magna Cum Laude 
Savannah Rose Price Kelsey Ann Russell BS Interdiscip linary Studies: BAED Elementary Education 
Magna Cum Laude BS Family Studies Social Sciences BAED Special Education P-12 
BAED Elementary Education Olivia Renee Russell Josh Travis Subido Rachael Elizabeth Wescott 
Kelsey Renae Proctor BA Sociology BS Paramedicine Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration Nathaniel Rutz Bo Alan Sullivan BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising 
Corrine Elizabeth Pruett BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BS Business Administration BS Business Administration 
BS Recreation and Tourism Socia l Sciences Joshua David Supkoff Derick Sheridan White 
Monica Ann Quattrochio Laura Irene Sanchez Magna Cum Laude BA Law and Justice 
~ BAED Elementary Education BA Law and Justice BMUS Music Education Preston Waine Whitman Cassandra Renee Radford Tovar Jenkins Sanchez Samantha LaRue Surber Summa Cum Laude BA Law and Justice BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice 
/I 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences Administrative Management Michael Kenneth Whittlesey 
Social Sciences Alberto Sandoval G. Aliah Rachel Sweere BS Economics 
Joel Andrew Ragona BS Business Administration BA Psychology Mikaila Kristine Wilkerson 
Magna Cum Laude Katlyn Elizabeth Sargent Davanh Sysamouth BA Digita l Journalism 
BMUS Music Education BS Clin ica l Physiology Cum Laude Amanda Helen Williams 
Praveena Raju Haley Dianne Schafer BAS Information Technology and BAED Elementary Education 
Cum Laude BS Exercise Science Administrative Management Brandon Taylor Williams BS Accounting Kelsey Marie Schoonover Peyton Clare Tamayo BS Construction Management 
Victor Manuel BS Physical Education and BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary Rylee Lynn Wittmeyer 
Ramirez Santiago Schoo l Health Bryce Isaiah Templeman Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice Molly Pearl Schulze Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education 
Jose Luis Ramos BAED Elementary Education BS Clinical Physiology BAED Special Education P-12 
BA History Jace Brandon Schumacher Zachery Aaron Thieme Justin Michael Worden 
Laura Ray Summa Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Industria l Engineering Technology Douglas Honors College Socia l Sciences Magna Cum Laude 
BS Professional Pilot John Patrick Thomas Sawyer Blake Wrenn BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Clinton Phillips Scott BS Physics BA Psychology Social Sciences Whitney Marie Wulf Leah Christine Reddecliffe BA Law and Justice Lea Rachelle Thompson Geoffrey Dane Seymour Cum Laude BS Accounting BAS Information Technology and BAED Elementary Education 
Joshua Timothy Reichert BS Clin ical Physiology Administrative Management 
BS Business Administration Anthony Ronald Shanander Molly Elizabeth Thunder Christina Bailey Yerkes 
BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude BA Law and Justice Benjamin Reindel Kelsey Michal Shibley BA Law and Justice Jesse Alan Zalk BS Interdiscip linary Studies: 
Social Sciences Cum Laude Catherine Tian BA Communication Studies 
Jeremy Maxwell Reiner BAED Elementary Education BS Business Admin istration Peter Ryan Zencak Nicholas Andrew Shields Hazel Gabriela Tickner Summa Cum Laude BA Psychology BS Aviation Management Magna Cum Laude BS Electronics Engineering Technology Aaron Thomas Reynolds Aldo Sarlim Sinaga BS Integrated Energy Management BA Law and Justice BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies BS Mechanical Eng ineering Technology 
Danniell Renee Rice Socia l Sciences Cuong Nguyen Tran MARCH 17, 2017 Magna Cum Laude Rajneel Singh BS Business Administration 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology Khoi D. Tran Lisa Ann Abel Administrative Management Sunney Star Singh Summa Cum Laude BS Interdiscip li nary Studies: David Emery Rice BS Accounting BS Business Administration Social Sciences 
BS Information Technology and Ella Slaker Trang Thi Thuy Tran Chelsea Lee Ann Adams Admin istrative Management 
Laura Ann Richards 
BA Sociology BS Business Administration BA Psycho logy 
BS Information Technology and Adria Ann Smart Spencer Edward Truong Daniel Stephen Adams 
Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Daniel Rios Nicholas James Smith BS Cl inical Physiology BS Construction Management 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Magna Cum Laude Nathan Alexander Villegas Chelsea Judith Adkins 
I BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education William Samuel Rixey Administrative Management BS Information Technology and Victor Manuel BS Business Administration Ryan James Sorensen Administrative Management Kimberly Dawn Roberts Magna Cum Laude Modesta Vivar Aguirre Gutierrez Magna Cum Laude BAS Informat ion Technology and BA Law and Justice BA Psychology 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching Administrative Management BS Interd iscip linary Studies: Thomas Albertson 
Abdulrahman Ahmed Roble Bryan Sovich Social Sciences BMUS Music Education 
BS Business Administration BS Account ing Anita Denise Wallace Kenneth Kyle Alexander 
Camille Jeanne Rodd Erika Ryann Spath Cum Laude BA Sociology 
Cum Laude BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Interdisciplinary Studies BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BAED Elementary Education Rebecca Anne Spicer Social Sciences Social Sciences 
Megan Margery Rogers BA Biology Shawn Connor Walsh Majed Musaad M. 
Cum Laude Sophia Daniel Spurlock BA History/Social Stud ies Teaching Alhumaidani 
BAED Elementary Education BS Globa l Wine Studies Simon Roman Wani BA Political Science 
Ryan Michael Rothing Shannon Connor Staehler BAS Information Technology and Mahdi A. Almomen 
BAS Food Service Management BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchand ising Administrative Management BS Business Admin istration 
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Ahmed Khalid A. Alothman Whitney Case Roger James David Kirsten Nicole Ford 
BS Information Technology and BAED Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude BS Construction Management 
Administrative Management Juan Carlos Casos BAS Information Technology and Shannon Franklin 
Jennifer Ashley Andreas BA Law and Justice Administrative Management BS Information Technology and 
BS Economics Vanessa Alexandra Castro Anthony Kei Davis Administrative Management 
Corrine Danielle Ash BS Public Health BS Professional Pilot Taylor Jane Freeman 
BS Information Technology and Rosalina Castro-Reyes David Sasing De Guzman Summa Cum Laude 
Admin istrative Management BS Accounting BS Information Technology and BFA Theatre Arts 
Jacob Duane Bailiff Alejandro Benjamin Administrative Management Kevin Joshua Fuentes 
BAED Special Education P-12 Brian Halvard Defrang Cum Laude 
Isaiah Michael Bankson 
Castro-Wilson BS Aviation Management BA Psychology 
BA Law and Justice 
BAED Elementary Education Michael Joseph DeFuria Angela M. Funamori 
Abigail Jean Bannish Alexander J. Catlin Magna Cum Laude BS Accounting 
BS Accounting 
BAS Information Technology and BMUS Music Education Kelsey L. Gertje 
Admin istrative Management Brant Philip DenHerder Cum Laude Aiden Russell Bates Kristel Cecka Magna Cum Laude BMUS Music Education BS Aviation Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Computer Science Lara Elizabeth Gil Tina Aya Beamon Social Sciences Violet Dersahakian Summa Cum Laude BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Estela Aidee Cervantes BA Law and Justice BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Keasha Miranda Beard BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Emily Lynn DeRusha Social Sciences BS Business Administration Social Sciences Bryan Allen Gilderoy Cum Laude Adam John Beck Kelsey Mae Chappelle BAED Elementary Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Information Technology and BS Food Science and Nutrition Sean Patrick Devlin Social Sciences Administrative Management Brittney Cherry BMUS Music Education Sarah Marie Gilling Ryan Beecroft BS Business Administration Lauren Nicole Doerflinger BA Communication Studies BS Geography Holly Elizabeth Chester BS Business Administration Emily Marie Glasson Kristofer Aaron Berg BA Public Relations Anthony James Douse 
BS Accounting 
BFA Art Allyson Renee Chopic Viktoriia Glukhovska 
Lee Ann Blackstock BS Physics BS Accounting Cum Laude Haleigh Marie Downing BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Information Technology and Kylie Jo Godat 
Social Sciences Cum Laude BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Administrative Management BA English/Language Arts Teaching Shaquille Akeem Shane Edward Christensen Amanda Lee Drew Yesenia Gonzaga Blair-Kimber BA Law and Justice BS Computer Science BAED Elementary Education Brando Myles Gonzalez Science Honors Scholar Darby Siu Wun Chung Amanda Dunn BA Psychology Cum Laude BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Deric Rylee Bloomingdale Alicia Rae Cikauskas BS EMS Paramedicine Administrative Management Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Khristie Kendall Eads Madison Annette Gonzalez BS Economics Social Sciences Cum Laude Cum Laude Shelby Boehner-Stalcup Jesse Onissimus Clark BA History BA Law and Justice BS Accounting BS Business Administration Hunter Wayne Ely Mauricio Arellano Gonzalez Kathleen Susan Bogar Micaela Ray Clark BA History BS Business Administrat ion 
BS Account ing Cum Laude Breanna Jay Emmons Jessica Hadreas Ashley Lynn Boutillier BAED Special Education P-1 2 BS Recreation and Tourism BS Accounting 
Honors in Sociology Jennifer An Cole Paige Nicole Engquist Mitchell Ryan Hansen BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education BS Computer Science 
Brenda Juanita Boyer Chelsea Jordan Cox Joshua Roger Estalilla Travis Jordan Hardman BAED Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BS Computer Science 
Jared Donald Brink BAED Special Educat ion P-12 BS Computer Science Grant William Harley 
BAED Elementary Educat ion Jessica Cruz Konnar Rodger Fall Magna Cum Laude 
Christina Carol Brooks Cum Laude Cum Laude BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
BS Global W ine Studies BS Social Services BS Business Administration Nicholas S. Harris 
Beau Cary Browman Veronica G. Cruz Claire Elizabeth Farmen BS EMS Paramedicine 
BAED Elementary Education BAS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude Cody Lawrence Hart 
Hunter Thomas Brown Administ rat ive Management BMUS Music Education BS Business Administration 
BA Political Science Mercedes Nicole Cuevas Andrew Charles Faung Jessica Daisy Margaret 
Dan Alexander Burke BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Law and Justice Heald 
BS Business Administration Socia l Sciences Yuting Feng BS Biology 
Alix Brittany Butt Jeremy William Cummings BS Accounting Madison Sophie Henke 
BAED Early Childhood Education Cum Laude Julie Ferreira Cum Laude 
I Matthew Steven Buyco BAS Information Technology and BAED Early Childhood Education BS Food Science and Nutrition 
I 
II Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management Alexandra Jeanne Fiedler Karyn Jordan Henry 
1: 
BA Sociology Tiana Marie Curtis BS Clinical Physiology BA Law and Justice 
Mariana Cabrera Cuevas BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Gabrielle Lynn Filicetti Claudia A. Hernandez 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude BS Social Services 
Social Sciences Jonathan William Dailey BMUS Music Education Rosemerry Demitrya 
Joshua Callanan BS Accounting Robert Charles Firth Hernandez 
BS Information Technology and Mitchell Rodney Darlington Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Administrative Management BS Family and Consumer Sciences BS Industrial Engineering Technology BS Accounting 
Marcotulio Carnabi Cardona Career and Technical Educat ion Connor Harrison Fobes Veronica Lidia Hernandez 
BS Aviat ion Management Teaching BAED Elementary Education BS Biology 
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Steffen Hirschkorn April Dawn Krall Andrew Richard Mattingly Erin Sarah Murray 
Cum Laude BA Psychology BS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administrative Management BS Exercise Science 
Admin istrative Management Socia l Sciences Shavonne Lynette Jessica Aspasia Nagy 
Laura Marie Hisler Sierra Rose Larberg Matulevich Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology BAED Elementary Education BA Sociology BAED Elementary Education 
Sierra Dawn Hobley Ronald Lauer David Lee McCarthy Tabitha Wambui Ndungu 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and BS Accounting 
BAED Elementary Education BAS Information Technology and Administrative Management Briana Elizabeth Nelson 
Danielle Lee Hodge Administrative Management Vanessa Maciel Melendez BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Sarah Jane Lawrence BS Biology Thuy Hoang Nhu Nguyen 
Social Sciences BA Psychology Daysi Mendez Magna Cum Laude 
Hailey Ann Holbrook Jonelle Renee LeBailly BS Social Services BS Business Admin istration 
BS Business Administration BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Catherine Jeong Mera Tianna Elizabeth Nugent 
Kaben Jory Social Sciences BS Accounting BS Biology 
Humphrey-Butler Christopher Leeson Shelbey Rae Mercado Spencer Kieth 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar BS Information Technology and Cum Laude Orlando-Sibley 
BA Law and Justice Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration 
Jerret Hursey Laura Lynn Elisabeth Leist Reiney E. Meyers Kayla Breanne Palmer 
BS Exercise Science BS Computer Science BS Exercise Science Cum Laude 
Ercia Angeline Ignacio Junior J. Lenseigne Matthew Ross Miller BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Social Services Cum Laude BA Law and Justice Brandon Saludo Pangilinan 
Steven Lee Isaak BS Electronics Engineering Technology Richard Eugene Miller BS Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude Tayler Nicole Lindstrom BA Law and Justice Kimberly Parker 
BA Psychology BAED Early Chi ld hood Education BS Business Administration BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Brianna Leigh Jackson Ti-Fei Lo Saleya Rose Marie Miller Social Sciences 
BA Psychology BS Business Administration Summa Cum Laude Larissa Marie Parker 
Samuel Theodore James Chynna Leila Fujiko Loeffler BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Brianne Minga BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education Social Sciences BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Hannah Michelle Patten Camrin James Johnson Cody Joseph Lolos BA Political Science Social Sciences Cum Laude 
Jacquelyn Kristine Johnson Summa Cum Laude Gregory Scott Mitchell BS Business Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA History BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Luke Thomas Pearsons 
BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Pedro Lopez Socia l Sciences Magna Cum Laude 
Madeline Johnson Magna Cum Laude Timothy James Mitchell BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
BS Interd isciplinary Studies: BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Cum Laude Matthew Robert Petroske 
Social Sciences Social Sciences BA English Language and Literature Summa Cum Laude 
James Tyler Jones Kassandra Lopez Magallon Newton Kyler W. Moats BS Computer Science 
BA Sociology BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Business Admin istration Caleb Christian Peyton 
Vance Alan Jones Austin Clifford Loud Ashley Jean Mobley BA Law and Justice 
BS Computer Science BS Anthropology Cum Laude Kaitlin Claire Pfeifer 
Samuel Mclain Juozapaitis Sophearloung BS Family and Consumer Sciences BA Spanish 
BS Business Administration Career and Technical Education BS Computer Science BS Business Administration 
Cameron David Lowe Teaching Jacqueline Amairani John Rowell Martinez Madison Lynn Pfeil 
Kairamkonda BA Law and Justice Cum Laude Molato 
BS Business Administration Beau Christian Lowry Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education 
Kayla McKenzie Kavanaugh BA Public Relations BAS Information Technology and Dieu Hien Thi Pham 
BA Psychology Taylor Linae Lowry Administrative Management BS Accounting 
Sean William Kerr Cum Laude Erin Marie Monda Rachel Nicole Phillips 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Psychology BS Biology Summa Cum Laude 
Social Sciences BS Social Services Veronica Raquel Montano BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Sansan Selena Khoo Calvin Kendig Mansfield BFA Art Taylor Daniel Phillips 
Magna Cum Laude BS EMS Paramedicine Michelle Gail Montgomery BS Biology 
BS Accounting Nicole Catabay Maramba BS Business Administration Dakota Ray Pierone 
Margaret Jui-Ting King Cum Laude Derek Damion Morgan BS Computer Science 
BA Foreign Language Broad Area BMUS Music Education Magna Cum Laude Cameron Glen Pilo 
Ronald Fredrick King Sonya Beth Marcos BS Professional Pilot BS Business Administration 
BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude Jaclyn Michelle Morgan Lauren Noel Plaxco 
Administrative Management BAS Information Technology and BA Psychology BA Law and Justice 
Stacy Ziegler King Administrative Management Logan Brian Moss Taylor Lynn Portalski 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Lizandra Marengo BMUS Music Education BS Cl in ical Physiology 
Social Sciences BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Justin Lee Mullen Benjamin Taylor Prink 
Brianna L. Kinmark Henry George Marloe Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice BA Philosophy BAED Elementary Education 
Administrative Management Jeremy Matthew Martinez Cyrina Munoz Shelby Diane Prokop 
Andrea Marie Klem BS Business Admin istration Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration 
BS Accounting Kenneth Leroy Mason BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Kamryn Lee Pudists 
Jay Michael Knowles BAS Information Technology and Wendy Banks Murphy Magna Cum Laude 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education Administrative Management BS Recreation and Tourism BA Law and Justice 
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Cody Undal Quail Cody Ruskell Beth Ann Sturgeon Kaitlyn Rose Wilder 
BS Exercise Science BAS Information Technology and BS Biology BA Psychology 
Sarah Betty Quartararo Administrative Management Jonathan Andrew Sturgeon Bailey Nina Williams 
BA English: Professional and Olivia Jude Rydman Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Creative Writing Cum Laude BA Law and Justice BA Digital Journalism 
Nigel Alexander Quinn BAED Elementary Education Zhenli Sun Courtney Makayla Williams 
BA Asia/Pacif ic Studies Caitlyn Marie Salgado BS Business Administration BS Cl inical Physiology 
Jedidiah James Rains BA Instructional Foundation Suzanne Lynn Svoboda Kharmyn Nicole Williams 
BS Information Technology and Elsa Sanchez BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Luke Alan Swartout Social Sciences 
Tanya Lynn Ramfar Social Sciences BA Public Relations Malik Tere Williams 
Cum Laude Kristyn Renee Savage Shane David Swezey BS Professional Pilot 
BA Psychology BAED Elementary Education BS Computer Science Rebecca Lynn Wolf Julian Anthony Ramirez Theresa Marie Sawyer Jordan John Taylor BA Public Relations BS Computer Science Cum Laude BA English/Language Arts Teaching Deion Jermaine Wright Lenin Ramirez Hernandez BAS Information Technology and Adam Hugh Teig 
BS Business Administrat ion Administrative Management BA Psychology BS Physics Melody Wright Meagan Ransier Matthew Dennis Schafer Regina S. Terpay BS Economics Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice BAED Special Education P-12 Lisa Anne Schelter Robin Nicole Thaemert Molly Kathryn Rawls BS Economics Mitchell James Vada 
Jacob Kenneth Schmidt Cum Laude BA Sociology BA Law and Justice BA Public Relations 
Justin Robert Regeimbal BS Information Technology and Christopher Thawsh Taylor Michelle Yoder Administrative Management BS Information Technology and BS Accounting 
Peter C. Schmidt Summa Cum Laude Administrat ive Management R. Tucker Reiley BS Information Technology and 
Summa Cum Laude BS Accounting Administrative Management William Alexander York 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Javier Scott Desiree Marian Thomas BS Safety and Health Management 
Reilly Elizabeth Retz BA Japanese BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Korey William Young 
Magna Cum Laude Timothy Jordan Scott Social Sciences BS Exercise Science 
BS Clinical Physiology BFA Theatre Arts Brian Thomas Tiengo Emily Michelle Zalk 
Steven Rey Chiebuka Sebastian Summa Cum Laude BS Social Services 
BA Psychology BS Business Administration BS Business Administrat ion Aaron Albert Zendejas 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Trevor Sellars Emily Anne Titchenal BA Communication Studies Social Sciences Cum Laude BA Communication Studies Krista Kay Zimmerman Kathleen Marie Ritchie BAS Information Technology and Lindsey Nicole Touma Summa Cum Laude BS Family Studies Administrative Management BS Information Technology and BFA Art 
Kyle Jordan Robbins Shaima Hassan Shamdeen Administrative Management 
BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BA Digital Journalism Catherine Kelly Treichel 
Mark Andrew Robbins Makayla Rene Shepherd Cum Laude BACHELOR DEGREE BS Environmental Geological Sciences BAArt BS Biology CANDIDATES 2017 Chad Trevett Roberts Yanwen Shi Diana Trofimovich 
Magna Cum Laude BS Accounting BS Aviation Management 
BS Aviation Management Solita Marie Shoup Marissa Ann Rose Tucker JUNE 9, 2017 Holly Nicole Roberts BAS Information Technology and BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management Alina V. Ustsiamchuk Ryan Michael Abbott BS Biology Erica Esmeralda Simplot BS Accounting BS Business Administration Joseph Taylor Roberts BA Psychology Leonel Ricardo Valdez Hamid Aboutaher BS Food Science and Nutrition Ryan Thomas Smart BS Aviation Management BS Information Technology and Alexander Matthew BS Physical Education and Cecilio Alberto Valle Administrative Management Robinson School Health BS Computer Science Lynette Abruzzini BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary Hayden Avery Smith Christina Jean Vickers BS Biology Jereth Ratte Robinson Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Andrew David Abts BA Middle Level Humanities Teaching BS Biology Social Sciences BS Geology 
Robert William Rogers Jordan Christian Smith Jaqualin Marie Walt Katherine Acker BA Law and Justice BA Music Cum Laude 
Tanner Vincent Romo Summer Smith 
BS Biology 
BS Family Studies Xuan Wang BS Construction Management BAED Elementary Education BS Accounting Erika K. Acode 
Shane Michael Roper Bianca Isabel Soto Scott Michael Ward BA Public Relations Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administrat ion Donna Lianne Adams BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAED Elementary Educat ion 
Jacey Marie Watson BS Specialized Studies Social Sciences Jordan Starks 
Dominique Joseph Addison David LeRoy Roseen BS Aviation Management Magna Cum Laude BS Social Services BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Magna Cum Laude Pamela Lynn Stephenson 
Jason Andrew Wegner Alison Marie Adkins BS Accounting BA Anthropology 
Shelby Angela Rossow BA History BS Business Administration BA English Language and Literature 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Micah Jeffrey Stewart Jacob Ricardo West- Elizabeth Gwen Adkins 
Mark Richard Royston BS Information Technology and Ugartechea BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management BS Business Administration Brienna Marie Agapov 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Samuel Anthony Stewart Daniel Allen Whitlock Cum Laude 
Social Sciences BS Business Administration BS Accounting BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching 
* Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Tony Aguila Caitlyn M. Anderson Ahmad Assegaf Trevor James Barnett 
Cum Laude BA History BS Business Administration BS Physical Education and 
BAS Information Technology and Grace Marie Mingmin Rachel Christine Atchley School Health 
Administrative Management Anderson Summa Cum Laude Patrick Harold Barrett 
Antonio Cardenas Aguilar BS Business Administration BA English: Professional and BS Business Administration 
Cum Laude Izak Kristofer Anderson Creative Writing Molly Jean Barry BS Information Technology and BA Psychology Andra Elizabeth Atvars BS Food Science and Nutrition Admin istrative Management 
Miranda Megan Anderson Magna Cum Laude Christina Joelle Barsness Luke Taylor Aguilar BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Biology BS Information Technology and BS Safety and Health Management Social Sciences Summer Blaze Aubrey Administrative Management 
Yazmin Aguilar BS Social Services Cum Laude Bridget Marie Bartlett 
BA Spanish Philip William Anderson BA Law and Justice BA Philosophy BS Social Services BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BA Philosophy Danika Marie Barton 
Ahmed Shuhab Ahmed Social Sciences Abigail Elizabeth Aufrecht BAED Elementary Education 
BA Law and Justice Spenser Riley Anderson Cum Laude Angelica Madelynn 
Farhiya Omar Ahmed BS Construction Management BAED Elementary Education Bartorelli BS Business Administration Tyler Makoa Anderson Michelle Colleen Aurelio BA Digital Journalism Omolara Akanni BS Middle Level Science Teaching BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Lisa Basher BS Food Science and Nutrition Weston Paul Anderson Social Sciences BAED Elementary Education 
Larisa Akselrud BS Computer Science Rafael Avila Steven Andrew Basquez BAS Information Technology and Hailey Jordan Andreas BS Physics Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management BS Social Services Cinthya Estela BA Japanese Teaching Saif Mohammed Ali Jennifer Louise Andrews Ayon-Ramirez Jacob E. Bates Hussein Al Sammarraie BA Psychology Cum Laude BS Physics 
Magna Cum Laude Marc Andrews BAED Early Childhood Education Ashley Elizabeth Baughman BS Accounting Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education BA Communication Studies Carl Andre Faylona Albano BA Sociology Aimee Elisabeth Bach Dalton James Baunsgard BS Chemistry BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Magna Cum Laude BS Physical Education and Gregory Michael Alcock Social Sciences BS Business Administration School Health 
Magna Cum Laude Faisal Ahmad Anjum Kyle Jay Bagley Jacob Burton Baxter BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and BA Film and Video Studies BS Computer Science BA Psychology Administrative Management Owen Scott Baird Marcy Ann Bayne Mubarak Faisal M. Samuel Joseph Ankerfelt BS Actuarial Science BAED Elementary Education Aldossary BAED Elementary Education Ruby Jane Baker Lisa Lorraine Bejsovec-Dunn BS Industria l Engineering Technology Lucia Hipolito Antonio BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude Julia Diane Alf BFA Theatre Arts Aaron Celso Balagot BA Sociology BAED Elementary Education Cesar Eduardo BS Biology Danielle Gloria Bendixen Jassem Alfort Apaez-Mendiola Richard O'Neill Ballantyne Summa Cum Laude BS Electronics Engineering Technology BA Sociology BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice 
Rakan Ahmed Alghamdi BA Spanish Lana Balukh BA Psychology 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Jason Hiroshi Arakawa BAED Elementary Education Douglas Kenneth Benedict 
Jeremy Jonathon Allegre Summa Cum Laude Tianna Marie Naa Adoley BS Safety and Health Management 
BFA Art BS Physics Banfro Joseph Allen Benedict Jennifer Louise Allen Alma Guadalupe Arevalo BS Clinical Physiology BS Construction Management 
BA Geography BA Sociology Michelle Banuelos Brooke Leanna Bennett John Robert Allen Anthony Armatas-Brier BA Psychology Cum Laude 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Computer Science Nathan Daniel Barajas BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Katelynn Tristine Allen Darren Milton Arndt Cum Laude Carrie Jean Benson 
BS Recreation and Tourism Cum Laude BA English and Language Arts BA Psychology 
Rachel Jean Allen BA Law and Justice Teaching BS Biology 
BS Accounting Connor Mackenzie Arnold Yvette Deanne Barbano Kellon E. Benson 
Adam William Allison Cum Laude Cum Laude BS Information Technology and 
BS Envi ronmental Studies BS Biology BAS Information Technology and Administrat ive Management 
Angel Almaguer Hunter Eugene Arnold Administrative Management Courtney Breeann Berger 
Cum Laude BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Jordan Barber Summa Cum Laude 
BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Alan Jessy Arredondo BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Math Teaching Secondary 
Abdulelah Kayid M. BS Aviation Management Social Sciences Judah Shere-Khan Bergeron 
Alshammari BS Professional Pilot Elliott Malik Barcoe-Walsh Magna Cum Laude 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology Spenser Johnathan BS Computer Science BA Law and Justice 
Diana Alvarez Jun-Ahn Ash Blake Fredrick David Bare Justin Martin Bergman 
BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and Cum Laude 
BS Economics Joseph Robert Ashe Administrative Management BS Accounting 
Monica Dee Alvestad BS Industrial Engineering Technology George Caleb Barker BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology Andrew Todd Asher Magna Cum Laude Brandon Alan Beringer 
Douglass An BS Information Technology and BS Accounting BS EMS Paramedicine 
BS Actuarial Science Administrative Management BS Business Administration Stephanie Lynn Ziona 
Sophie Yennan Andarovna Kristin Lynn Ashley Aaliyah Michelle Barnes Betschart 
BA Russian Summa Cum Laude BA Music BFA Art 
Brianna Rose Anderson BS Global Wine Studies Izzy Barnes Nicholas Wells Bett inson 
BA Communication Studies BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events BA Film and Video Studies BS Chemistry 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Roy Eugene Betz Savannah Lynn Brady Aaron James Burr Leanna Elaine Carr 
BS Environmental Science Cum Laude BS Business Administ ration Summa Cum Laude 
Aimee Lynne Beutel BFA Theatre Arts Spencer Gregory Bursek BAED Elementary Education 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Chase Zachary Brandt BS Biology Zachary Joel Carras 
Social Sciences BS Business Administrat ion Victoria Lacey Busby BS Economics 
Jenna Ann Bice James Stanton Brant Magna Cum Laude Laura Patricia 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Business Administration BMUS Music Performance Carrillo Espinosa 
Jasmine Janelle Bie Hannah Braunstein Adrian Anthony BAED Elementary Education 
BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude Bustamante BAED Special Education P-12 
Morgan Danielle Bishop BS Biology BS Safety and Health Management Derek Wayne Case 
BA Russian Lauren Taylor Brem Jasmine Bustamante BA Law and Justice 
Ratanak Chakra Biv BA Psychology BS Accounting Taylor Dee Cash 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology Fabian Alexander Caleb Robert Butcher BS Family Studies 
Christina Camille Black Bremerman BS Economics Angelica Ruby Castaneda 
BA Public Relations BS Biology Carlie Alison Butcher BS Information Technology and 
Bonnie Joy Blanchard Ross Evan Brenny BA Sociology Administrative Management 
BMUS Vocal Performance BS Chemist ry BS Social Services Graciela Castaneda 
Christian Garret Blanchard Michael Brezina Wilson Scott Butler BA Law and Justice 
BS Anthropology BA Philosophy BAS Information Technology and Taylor Danielle Castillo 
Tyler Nicholas Blang Michael James Brice Administrative Management BA Public Relat ions 
BS Professional Pilot BS Physics Brandyn Roy Button Joseph Vittorio Castonguay 
Ryan Tyler Blowers Erin Lorene Brittle BMUS Wind Performance 
BFA Art Spencer Jameson Byfield BA Public Relations BS Business Administrat ion Elizabeth Castro 
Robert W illiam Blush Brita C. Brongil BS Biology BS Biology BS Business Administration Jared Douglas Cail BS Business Administrat ion Lucas Charles Cathey 
Adrienne Alexis BS Economics BS Electronics Engineering Technology Jomari Dominique Brooks Anna Elizabeth Cairns BS Accounting 
Blythe-Clark BS Safety and Health Management BS Interdisciplinary Science: Joshua Vincent Cavaleri 
BA Psychology Tina Lee Brooks Social Sciences BA Psychology 
Clayton Bolinger BAED Elementary Education Justin Tyler Calahan llijana Christine Ceffalo 
BA Public Relations Eric Randal Brothers BS Safety and Health Management BS Safety and Health Management 
Krystal Louise BS Safety and Health Management Ciara Rain Caldwell Emily Jean Chambers 
Boogaard-Beeson Alicia Ann Brown Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Corissa Laurel Chapman 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences Social Sciences BS Biology 
Social Sciences Ashleigh Nicole Brown Dylan Keith Call Holly Muriel Elizabeth 
Witthanee Boonsripaisal BS Business Administration BA Political Science Chapman BAS Information Technology and Whitney Michelle Brown Olivia Camacho Cum Laude Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude BMUS Wind Performance Victoria Borishkevich Hannah Suzanne Brownlow BA Math Teaching Secondary Travis William Chapman Magna Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education Daisy Sandy Camarena BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education Viktoriya Robertovna BS Food Science and Nutrition Daniel J. Charbonneaux Ana Jakelin Borrayo Broy an Lexi Jane Cameron BS Environmental Geol Sciences BS Business Administrat ion Cum Laude 
Emily Anne Borup 
BA Psychology 
BAED Elementary Education Daniel Chavez Eric David Brunstetter BA Asia/Pacific Studies BS Professional Pilot Isaiah Z. Campbell 
BS Chemistry 
Sara Lynn Bosarge Alexia Kay Bruya BS Accounting 
Michael Gonzalo Chavez 
BA Law and Justice Kailyn Marie Campbell BA Polit ical Science Cum Laude 
Samantha Nicole Bosch BS Information Technology and BA Anthropology Tyler Lee Cheatham 
Cum Laude Administrative Management BS Primate Behavior and Ecology BA Anthropology 
BAED Elementary Education Naomi Nicole Bryant Guadalupe Espiridion Allysa Rose Chidester 
Taylor Lee Boteilho BS Biology Campos BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Individual Studies Globalizat ion Sarah May Buchholz BS Business Administration Social Sciences 
and Organizational Leadership BA Law and Just ice Ariel Jefferson Canada Kathleen Allison Childs 
Graham Joseph Bourque Tammy Lynn Buffington BA Japanese BA History 
Magna Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Dalton Curt Cannon Hailey Alexa Chillem 
BA Film and Video Studies Social Sciences BA Law and Just ice BA Law and Justice 
Courtney Rae Bowen Ha Huy Khanh Bui Yakziry Carbajal BA Sociology 
BS Fami ly Studies Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Nicole A. Christopherson 
Katherine Marie Boyd BS Business Administration Administrat ive Management BA Public Relations 
BS Biology Devin James Bulick Bryce Edward Carlson Linh Dao Chuong 
Anessa Marie Boyer BS Biology Magna Cum Laude BS Accounting 
Magna Cum Laude Floyd L. Bull BS Professional Pilot Evan Churlin 
BA Sociology BS Geography Katherine Mackenzie BAED Elementary Education 
Brian Michael Boyse Brylee Maree Bunger Carnell BS Physical Education and 
BA Psychology Cum Laude BA Law and Justice School Health 
Alicia Maria Bradley BA Psychology Patrick Michael Carpenter Sara Ann Clark 
Cum Laude Cameron Ryan Burns Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BS Computer Science Cum Laude BA English Language and Literature BA English: Professional and 
BS Mathematics BS Geology BA Spanish Creative Writing 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Brianna Nicole Clarke Samuel Stephen Cordero Ian Thorson Davies Pamela Jean Dittman 
Cum Laude BS Safety and Health Management BS Clinical Physiology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Business Administration Dustin Parker Corkum Zane Carson Davies Social Sciences 
Danielle Jeanne Clay BS Business Administration BS Clinical Physiology Katherine Noel Dodson 
BAED Early Childhood Education Jose Corona Clayton Alexander Davis BS Accounting 
BAED Elementary Education BS Biology Magna Cum Laude Emily Dole Trenton Alec Clayberg Glenda! Auro Correa BS Professional Pilot BA English: Professional and BS Chemistry BA Public Relations Gina Louise Davis 
Heather Danielle Clerf Margarita Cortez BA English: Professional and 
Creative W riting 
Summa Cum Laude BS Family Studies Creative Writ ing 
Kelsey Marie Dolquist 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jose Angel Cotto Keith Allan Davis 
BA Anthropology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Industrial Engineering Technology BS Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Social Sciences BA Psychology Micaiah Chanelle Reneae Antonio Dominguez 
Michelle Erika Clerf Boyd Robert Cottom 
BS Business Administrat ion BA History and Social Studies Teaching Davis 
BS Information Technology and 
Gina Marie Cles Kirsten Michelle Covington BA Art 
Administ rat ive Management 
Cum Laude BS Business Administration Mykayla Kiara Davis Gabriel Joseph Dominguez 
BAED Early Childhood Educat ion Jonathan Tyler Crabtree BA Sociology BS Clinical Physiology 
BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Hanna Mikala Dominguez 
Blake Cleveringa BS Business Administration Social Sciences BA English: Professional and 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies Meradith Lyn Cramer Russell Clayton Davis Creative W rit ing 
Social Sciences Cum Laude 
BS Construction Management Adam Richard Dopierala 
Amanda Lynn Coder BA Anthropology Terry James Dawn BMUS Music Performance 
Cum Laude BS Primate Behavior and Ecology BS Business Administration 
BAED Early Childhood Educat ion Nicholas A. Crawford Amber La Rae Deacon 
Amanda Elizabeth Dorey 
BAED Elementary Education BS Accounting BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology 
Conakry Coggins Abigail Leigh Crickmore Ian Dearie Madison Laine Doty 
BS Computer Science BA Psychology BS Business Administ ration Cum Laude 
Blake James Collins Daniel Henderson Crisman Anna Rene DeCarteret BS Business and Marketing Education 
BS Business Administrat ion BA History Magna Cum Laude Benjamin Craig Downing 
Brittany Collins Tyler R. Crowley 
BS Public Health BS Physical Education and 
BS Social Services Online BS Information Technology and Benjamin Christopher School Health 
Nicholas Anthony Collins Administrative Management Del Riesgo Benjamin Scott Kuest Drake 
BS Mathematics Rene Pie Ronquillo Cruz BS Account ing BS Technology Education BS Physics Alen Delalic 
Courtney Ann Colt BS Business Administration BA Psychology Benjamin James Bruce 
Cum Laude Conner Daniel Cucullu Brenna Lynn Deland Dunbar 
BS Economics BS Construction Management BS Actuarial Science BS Construction Management 
Aunna Marie Colter Osvaldo Cuevas Tabatha L. Delong Melanie Dunn 
BAED Special Education P-12 BA Law and Justice BAS Information Technology and Summa Cum Laude 
Cindy Comeau Rachel Lee Culbertson Administrative Management BS Clinical Physiology 
BA Psychology Cum Laude Jordan Alexis Deming Ana Estrella Duran 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BFA Theatre Arts Cum Laude BAED Elementary Education 
Social Sciences Karissa Grace Culley BA Law and Just ice BAED Special Education P-12 
Sarah Compton Magna Cum Laude BA Psychology Lauren Michelle Duty Cum Laude BS Food Science and Nutrition Mitchell James Desgrosellier 
BA Spanish Charles Matthew lain BS Public Health BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Rachel Ann Comstock Cunningham Frederick Anthony Ashley Lynn Dykes 
Magna Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Desimone BAED Elementary Education BS Food Science and Nutrition Social Sciences BS Business Administration Tatum Kathleen Dynes Daniel James Connelly Carletta Curry Kimberly Denise Dezellem Cum Laude BA Psychology BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude BS Physical Education and BA Sociology Niesha Curry-Kirkland BAED Elementary Education School Health Deysi Viridiana BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAED Special Education P-12 Cheryl Ann Eadie 
Contreras Chavez Social Sciences Jaspreet S. Dhesi BFA Art 
BS Family Studies Leonardo Edward BS Business Administration Brittnie Marin Eakle Samantha Loraine Cook D'Acquisto Kayla Marie Diaz BA Communication Studies BS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism BA Sociology Luis Fernando Echaniz Administrative Management 
Margaret Lynn Cooper Kevin Arthur Santos Amanda Jo Dickenson Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Dalusag BMUS Music Education BS Clinical Physiology 
BA Psychology BS Aviation Management Tonya Lou Meche D. Edmundson 
BA Sociology Jesse Robert Daniels Dickerson-Hornback BA Psychology 
Brittany Leora Marilyn BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice Kimberly Michelle Edwards 
Copenhaver Emily Ann Danko Isaac Christopher Dietz 
BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude BA Physics 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Jill Elizabeth Corbett BA English and Language Arts BS Chemist ry Taylor Douglas Edwards 
BA English: Professional and Teaching Austin Douglas Dingman Magna Cum Laude 
Creative W riting Kaysha Ann Darcy BA Film and Video Studies BMUS Music Education 
Simone Charmaine Corbett BS Business Administration Elizabeth Anne Kathleen BMUS Percussion Performance 
Cum Laude Dylan Matthew Darlington Dios Zebadiah Herman Eilers 
BA Digital Journalism BA Law and Justice BA Psychology BA Law and Justice 
* Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Reid Gregston Eliason Garrett Lee Fife Cortney Rose Fredriksen Clarissa Rose Gerke 
BA Law and Justice BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration Summa Cum Laude 
Keanna Christine Ellingsen Pavel Filon Anuhea Malia Freitas BS Physics 
Cum Laude Cum Laude BA Public Relat ions Dean Allen Gettman 
BS Business Administration BS Accounting Eli Star Freitas Cum Laude 
Jacob Daniel Elliott Kyle Sherman Fingarson BA Law and Justice BS Biology 
BA Law and Justice BS Economics Allison Maureen Frett Selvana S. Ghobrial 
Cayenne Lee Ellis Megan Rochelle Finger BA Spanish BS Business Administration 
Cum Laude Cum Laude BS Business Administration Vittorio Giampapa 
BS Business Administration BS Accounting Steven Melvern Friesen BS Economics 
London Delaney Ellis Christopher Andrew Finney BS Information Technology and Bret Christopher Gibson 
Cum Laude BA English Language and Literature Administrative Management BS Exercise Science 
BAED Elementary Education Shannon Marie Fischer Johnathan Keith Friesz Celena Joyce Gilbert 
Dalton James Elmer Magna Cum Laude BA Anthropology BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
BS Business Administration BAED Elementary Education Karissa Renae' Fromm Katherine Susan Micah 
Kennedy Cameron Emard BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BS Information Technology and Gilbreath 
Cum Laude Amber Renee Fisher Admin istrative Management BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology Cum Laude Jake Alan Funkhouser Amanda Megan Gilligan Mary McKenna Emmert BS Chem istry Summa Cum Laude BA Engl ish: Professional and 
Cum Laude BS Environmental Science BA Psychology Creative Writing 
BS Clinical Physiology Hayden Marshall Fisher BS Primate Behavior and Ecology Tynan James Gilmore Cynthia Alvarez Engel BS Information Technology and Kevin Callaghan Gallagher 
BA Law and Justice Administrative Management BS Aviation Management 
BS Construction Management 
Nicole Renee Enger Luke Anthony Fisher Mariah Chanea Gallegos Billie-Jean Michelle 
BS Chemistry BS Business Admin istration BA Law and Justice Giovannetti 
Joanna Lynn Erdman Spencer Byrne Fisken Michael Scott Galvin BA Philosophy 
BS Mathematics BS Business Administration BA Communication Studies Jake Michael Girard 
Andrew Thomas Erickson Helen Lanora Flanders Erica Gamboa BA Spanish 
BA English: Professional and BA Anthropology BA Communication Studies Michelle Lynn Goertzen 
Creative Writing BS Primate Behavior and Ecology Jacob Patrick Gann BFA Art 
Leslie Anne Erickson Garrett Andrew Fletcher BS Clin ical Physiology Jamie Lynn Gogocha 
Magna Cum Laude BS EMS Paramedicine Angela Lynne Garcia BA English: Professional and 
BS Business Admin istration Diddiel David Flores BAED Early Childhood Education Creative Writing 
Madison Lee Eriks Cum Laude Non-Certif icate Emily Nicole Goldstein 
Cum Laude BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Elias Garcia BS Accounting 
BAED Elementary Education Eloisa Flores BA Philosophy Elena Ines Gomez 
Crystal May Esclamado Summa Cum Laude Kassandra Castillo Garcia BA Spanish 
BS Business Administration BS Business Administration BS Mathematics BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Lucas Keith Eslinger Juan Carlos Flores Kylee Marie Garcia Jose Rafael Gonzalez 
BS Biology Cum Laude BA Russian BS Information Technology and 
Araceli Esparza BA Biology Manuel Garcia Administrative Management 
Cum Laude BS Chemistry BS Recreation and Tourism Joshua Gordon Goodsell 
BA Psychology Dallas Edmond Flowers Juan Garza Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Ann Evans BS Biology BS Information Technology and BS Chemistry 
BA Music Zackery Joseph Fogle Admin istrative Management Cameron Eugene Gordon 
Terry Mario Fairchild BS Food Science and Nutrition Justin Daniel Gathers Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Stephanie Fontanez BA Law and Justice BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
BS Exercise Science BA English: Professional and Eugene Alan Gatsos Hollis Elaine Gordon 
Marissa Amber Farlow Creative Writing BAS Information Techno logy and BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Magna Cum Laude Christina Evelyn Ford Administrative Management Lilia V. Gorokhovskiy 
BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude Gloria Ann Gauron BS Business Administration 
David Louis Farr BAED Early Childhood Education Cum Laude Sarah Elizabeth Gosen 
BS Biology BAED Elementary Education BA Sociology BA Psychology 
Ryer Fairchild Fassett Dylan James Ford Devon Klein Gawlik BA Sociology 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude BS Safety and Hea lth Management Ashley Gowdey 
BS Computer Science BS Bus iness Administration Woubit Gebremichael Summa Cum Laude 
Peter James Faul Alexis Jade Forgey BS Accounting BS Actuaria l Science 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology April Kathleen George Kelsey Gower 
Administrative Management Derek Scott Forsell Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Nichole Angelina Fazzino BA Public Relations BAED Early Chi ldhood Education BS Business Administration 
BS Actuaria l Science Sarah Lynn Foy BAED Elementary Education Samuel Chase Graham 
Taylor Elisa Ferleman BS Family Studies Nicholas David George Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Shannon M. Frabbiele BA Law and Just ice BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA Public Relations BS Interdiscip linary Studies: Sarah Michelle Gerdes Shawn David Grant 
Jacob Joseph Ferong Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude BS Interdiscipl inary Studies 
BS Phys ics Brittany Jean Francis BS Safety and Health Management Social Sciences 
Hanna Belle Fields BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Stephanie Anne Gerdes Kortney Roschelle Grattic 
BS Business Administration Socia l Sciences BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Sociology 
Bennett Scott Fife Katherine Ann Frank Cody Ryan Gereaux Melissa Lynn Gray 
BS Anthropology BS Accounting BS Professional Pilot BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Reid Gregston Eliason Garrett Lee Fife Cortney Rose Fredriksen Clarissa Rose Gerke 
BA Law and Justice BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration Summa Cum Laude 
Keanna Christine Ellingsen Pavel Filon Anuhea Malia Freitas BS Physics 
Cum Laude Cum Laude BA Public Relations Dean Allen Gettman 
BS Business Administration BS Accounting Eli Star Freitas Cum Laude 
Jacob Daniel Elliott Kyle Sherman Fingarson BA Law and Justice BS Biology 
BA Law and Justice BS Economics Allison Maureen Frett Selvana S. Ghobrial 
Cayenne Lee Ellis Megan Rochelle Finger BA Spanish BS Business Administration 
Cum Laude Cum Laude BS Business Administration Vittorio Giampapa 
BS Business Administration BS Accounting Steven Melvern Friesen BS Economics 
London Delaney Ellis Christopher Andrew Finney BS Information Technology and Bret Christopher Gibson 
Cum Laude BA English Language and Literature Admin istrative Management BS Exercise Science 
BAED Elementary Education Shannon Marie Fischer Johnathan Keith Friesz Celena Joyce Gilbert 
Dalton James Elmer Magna Cum Laude BA Anthropology BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
BS Business Admin istration BAED Elementary Education Karissa Renae' Fromm Katherine Susan Micah 
Kennedy Cameron Emard BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BS Information Technology and Gilbreath 
Cum Laude Amber Renee Fisher Administrative Management BS Business Admin istration 
BA Psychology Cum Laude Jake Alan Funkhouser Amanda Megan Gilligan Mary McKenna Emmert BS Chemistry Summa Cum Laude BA English : Professional and 
Cum Laude BS Environmental Science BA Psychology Creative Writing 
BS Cl in ica l Physiology Hayden Marshall Fisher BS Primate Behavior and Ecology Tynan James Gilmore Cynthia Alvarez Engel BS Information Technology and Kevin Callaghan Gallagher 
BA Law and Justice Admin istrative Management BS Aviation Management 
BS Construction Management 
Nicole Renee Enger Luke Anthony Fisher Mariah Chanea Gallegos Billie-Jean Michelle 
BS Chemistry BS Business Admin istration BA Law and Justice Giovannetti 
Joanna Lynn Erdman Spencer Byrne Fisken Michael Scott Galvin BA Phi losophy 
BS Mathematics BS Business Admin istration BA Communication Studies Jake Michael Girard 
Andrew Thomas Erickson Helen Lanora Flanders Erica Gamboa BA Spanish 
BA English: Professional and BA Anthropology BA Commun ication Studies Michelle Lynn Goertzen 
Creative Writing BS Primate Behavior and Ecology Jacob Patrick Gann BFA Art 
Leslie Anne Erickson Garrett Andrew Fletcher BS Clinical Physiology Jamie Lynn Gogocha 
Magna Cum Laude BS EMS Paramedicine Angela Lynne Garcia BA English: Professional and 
BS Business Admin istration Diddiel David Flores BAED Early Chi ldhood Education Creative Writing 
Madison Lee Eriks Cum Laude Non-Certificate Emily Nicole Goldstein 
Cum Laude BA Middle Level Mathematics Teach ing Elias Garcia BS Accounting 
BAED Elementary Education Eloisa Flores BA Philosophy Elena Ines Gomez 
Crystal May Esclamado Summa Cum Laude Kassandra Castillo Garcia BA Spanish 
BS Business Adm inistration BS Business Administration BS Mathematics BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Lucas Keith Eslinger Juan Carlos Flores Kylee Marie Garcia Jose Rafael Gonzalez 
BS Biology Cum Laude BA Russian BS Information Technology and 
Araceli Esparza BA Biology Manuel Garcia Admin istrative Management 
Cum Laude BS Chemistry BS Recreation and Tourism Joshua Gordon Goodsell 
BA Psychology Dallas Edmond Flowers Juan Garza Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Ann Evans BS Biology BS Information Technology and BS Chemistry 
BA Music Zackery Joseph Fogle Administrative Management Cameron Eugene Gordon 
Terry Mario Fairchild BS Food Science and Nutrition Justin Daniel Gathers Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Stephanie Fontanez BA Law and Just ice BS Electronics Engineering Techno logy 
BS Exercise Science BA English : Profess ional and Eugene Alan Gatsos Hollis Elaine Gordon 
Marissa Amber Farlow Creative Writ ing BAS Information Technology and BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Magna Cum Laude Christina Evelyn Ford Administrative Management Lilia V. Gorokhovskiy 
BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude Gloria Ann Gauron BS Business Administration 
David Louis Farr BAED Early Chi ldhood Education Cum Laude Sarah Elizabeth Gosen 
BS Biology BAED Elementary Educat ion BA Socio logy BA Psychology 
Ryer Fairchild Fassett Dylan James Ford Devon Klein Gawlik BA Sociology 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude BS Safety and Hea lth Management Ashley Gowdey 
BS Computer Science BS Business Admin istration Woubit Gebremichael Summa Cum Laude 
Peter James Faul Alexis Jade Forgey BS Accounting BS Actuaria l Science 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology April Kathleen George Kelsey Gower 
Admin istrative Management Derek Scott Forsell Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Nichole Angelina Fazzino BA Public Re lations BAED Early Ch ildhood Education BS Business Administration 
BS Actuarial Science Sarah Lynn Foy BAED Elementary Education Samuel Chase Graham 
Taylor Elisa Ferleman BS Fami ly Studies Nicholas David George Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Shannon M. Frabbiele BA Law and Justice BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA Public Relations BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Sarah Michelle Gerdes Shawn David Grant 
Jacob Joseph Ferong Socia I Sciences Magna Cum Laude BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
BS Physics Brittany Jean Francis BS Safety and Hea lth Management Social Sciences 
Hanna Belle Fields BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Stephanie Anne Gerdes Kortney Roschelle Grattic 
BS Bus iness Administration Socia I Sciences BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Sociology 
Bennett Scott Fife Katherine Ann Frank Cody Ryan Gereaux Melissa Lynn Gray 
BS Anthropology BS Accounting BS Professional Pilot BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Keith Lewis Green 
Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
Seth M. Green 
BS Business Administration 
Erik Greeny 
BS Business Adm inistration 
Leah Jean Grefthen 
Cum Laude 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Megan Valerie Griffin 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Spanish Teach ing 
Kaitlyn Holly Griffith 
BA Psychology 
Stephen Robert Griffith 
Cum Laude 
BAED Ea rly Chi ldhood Education 
BAED Elementary Education 
Alyshia Marie Grimes 
BS Biology 
Darby Shayne Grimes 
BS Business Administration 
Alexis Catherine Groon 
BAS Food Service Management 
BS Information Techno logy and 
Administrative Management 
Camille L. Grove 
BA English : Professional and 
Creative Writing 
Adam Guerra 
BS Business Administration 
Felycite LeighAna Guerra 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Sociology 
Peter Edward Gutting 
BS Business Administration 
Justin Guzman 
BA Psycho logy 
Trang Phuong Le Ha 
BS Business Administration 
Cory Dean Haas 
BS Business Administration 
Jane Tinker Haas 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Amber Hackney 
BS Accounting 
Deidra Caitlin Haegele 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Shelby Lynne Hageman 
BS Accounting 
Chloe Jeanette Hall 
BAED Elementary Education 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Christopher Ryan Hall 
BS Business Administration 
Lauren Katherine Hall 
BMUS Stri ng Performance 




Rebecca Jean Hamilton 
BA Psycho logy 
Wayne Hartwell Hancock 
BS EMS Paramedicine 
Teleithea Handy 
Cum Laude 
BS Socia l Services 
Daniel Hanfling 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 




BS Mechan ical Engineering Technology 
Madisen Bailey Hansen 
BA History 
Nicholas Peter Hansen 
BS Chemistry 
Eugene Hardin 
BS Interdiscipl inary Stud res: 
Socia I Sciences 
Alexandra Jessica Marie 
Harp 
BA Psychology 
Alyssa Jo Harrell 
BS Business Administration 
Gabriel John Harrington 
BS EMS Paramedicine 
Ashley Suzanne Harris 
Cum Laude 
BA Public Relations 
Ashley Yvonne Harris 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Bus iness and Marking Education 
Lane Bennett Harry 
BS Business Admin istration 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Kezia Hartman 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Music 
Brian Thomas Hartnett 
BS Business Adm inistration 
Eric William Hartz 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Austin Reed Hass 
BA Music 
Matthew Dean Haug 
BA Law and Justice 
Justin James Haugen 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology 
Anna Aileen Heasly 
BA Psychology 
Clark Anthony Heater 
BS Safety and Hea lth Management 
Aaron Monday Hebert 
BS Business Adm inistrat ion 
Ramey Nishel Hector 
BS Business Adm inistration 
Kathryn Lynn Heesch 
BS Physica l Ed and School Health 
Taylor Marie Heflin 
BAArt 
Casey Leigh Heim 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Samantha Olivia Helfen 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education 
BAED Elementary Education 
Grace Emily Helmcke 
Cum Laude 





BA Psycho logy 
McEwan Gray Henderson 
BS Business Admin istration 
Jacqueline Renee 
Hendrickson 
BA Law and Justice 
Jacob Daniel Hendrix 
BA Ph ilosophy 
BA Polit ica l Science 
Alyssa Jacqueline Henniger 
Cum Laude 
BMUS Music Education 
BMUS Voca l Performance 
Autumn Henry 
BS Biology 
Patrick Madison Henry 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Zachary Alan Hereth 
BA Digital Journalism 
Cole Parrish Hergert 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Abi lsmari Hernandez 
BA Law and Justi ce 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Jessica Ryan Hewett 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology 
Lindsay Ray Hicks 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writ ing 
Amanda Jean Higgins 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Educat ion 
Candice Ellen Hightower 
BA Sociology 
Annie Lee Hill 
BA Psychology 
Jonathan Andrew Hineline 
BS Bus iness Administration 
Kelsie Lynn Hinkle 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Elena Hlavaty-LaPosa 
BS Business Admin istration 
Jacob Alexander Hoag 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Dan J. Hoctor 
BA Socio logy 
Anni-Margit Hoffman 
Cum Laude 
BA Individual Studies 
Communication Strategies in 
Education 
Catherine Grace Hoffmann 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Jacob Wayne Hollingsworth 
BA Public Relations 
Makenzie Kate Holmquist 
Anthony Tyler Holtzer 
Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jayden Steven Honey 
BA Psycho logy 
Anna Erickson Hood 
BS Environmenta l Studies 
Kiana Nicole Hood 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Seirra Lynn Marie Hoover 
Cum Laude 
BS Chemistry 
Heather Lee Hopkins 
Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
Michael Ryan Horman 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Housman 
BA Law and Justice 
Katie Lynn Hovenkotter 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Biology 
Zachary Daniel Howard 
Cum Laude 
BS Aviation Management 
Lane David Howe 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Megan Lee Anne Hoy 
BS Family Studies 
Nicole Elizabeth Huber 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Alicia Kay Huegli 
BS Actuarial Science 
Jackson Jeromy Huerta 
BS Business Administration 
Kaleb Huerta 
BS Exercise Science 
Connor William Hughes 
BA Law and Justice 
Hannah Rose Hugo 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Alexia Elise Hunt 
BS Business Admin istration 
Taner Mikel Husby 
BS Construction Management 
Matthew David Hymas 
BS Physica l Education and 
School Hea lth 
Stanley Eman Castillo 
lgama 
BA Law and Justice 
Macguire Allison Ingram 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
BA Psychology 
Kyleen Nicole Inman 




Katherine Paola Iriarte 
BS Bio logy 
Jacob Ryan Irish 
BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies: 
BA Law and Justice Social Sciences 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Gena Lorrayne Irwin 
BS Biology 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Colton Isham 
Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Mirzeta lsic 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Matthew Ryan Jacobi 
BS Craft Brewing 
Menzelle Patrice Jacobs 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 





Denise Irene Jarnecke 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Tyler Maxwell Jefferys 
BA Law and Justice 
Brandy Love Jensen 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Jeffrey Michael Jensen 
BS Chemistry 
Natalie Nicole-Marie Jewett 
BS Business Administration 
Hao Jiang 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Physics 
BS Chemistry 
Kiana Irene Jimenez 
BA Law and Justice 
Colby Thomas Johansen 
BS Professional Pilot 
Chad Steven Johnnie 
BS Business Administration 
Avery Paul Johns 
BAED Elementary Education 
Aaron Michael Johnson 
BS Business Administration 
Ashley Ann Johnson 
BS Business Administration 
Bethany Rose Johnson 
Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
Camden James Johnson 
BS Chemistry 
Georgia Kathleen Johnson 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Hannah Elizabeth Johnson 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
BAED Elementary Education 
John Alexander Johnson 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Joshua Thomas Johnson 
BS Biology 
Laura Marie Johnson 
BA Spanish 




Scott Dewey Kearsley 
BS Business Administration 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Bryce Turner Kehn 
Bruce Jaie Jones BA Law and Justice 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Sociology 
Social Sciences Aaron Keith 
Elisabeth Lindsey Jones BS Business Administration 
BS Physical Education and Christine Elizabeth Kelley 
School Health BAED Elementary Education 
Joshua Gene Jones Danielle Marie Kelly 
BS Information Technology and BS Biology 
Administrative Management 
Kaytlin Faythe Jones Kurtis Easton Kelly 
Cum Laude BS Family Studies 
BA Psychology Shane Patrick Kelly 
Kiah Nicole Jones BA Law and Justice 
Summa Cum Laude BA Psychology 
BS Biology Jessica Louise Kenney 
Tyler Shane Jones BA Law and Justice 
BMUS Music Education Katelin Renee Kennedy 
Vaughn Edward Jones BS Business Administration 
BA Digital Journalism Cathryn N. Key 
Juliana Marie Joy BS Business Administration 
BS Mathematics Kendra Joy Key 
Marie Antoinette Juco BA Psychology 
BAS Information Technology and Sharvan Khullar 
Administrative Management BS Business Administration 
Alexandra Rose Juozapaitis Bryanna Elizabeth Kieffer 
BS Business Administration Magna Cum Laude 
Trey James Justin BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Business Administration Shyann Roni Simone 
BS Economics Kilgore 
Amir Kadiric Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude BS Anthropology 
BS Accounting Do Hoon Kim 
Lauren Elizabeth Kaech BS Actuarial Science 
Magna Cum Laude Joseph Junghwan Kim 
BS Business Administration BS Social Services 
Kevin Steven Kalb Nolan Dae Kim 
BA Digital Journalism BS Professional Pilot 
Summer Linnea Kamm Davis Walter Kimball 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice BA Film and Video Studies 
Megan Marie Kamstra Derek James Kimmerle 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration 
Tatyana S. Kapustina Brittany Marie Jayne King 
BS Business Administration BA Public Relations 
Joshua Thomas Karas Erika Rae King 
BS Business Administration Cum Laude 
Christian Karl Kaseburg BA Anthropology 
BS Computer Science BA Sociology 
Andrew Lawrence Kastning Ryan McCabe King 
Summa Cum Laude BS EMS Paramedicine 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Taylor Jeffrey King 
Jason James Katrina BS Biology 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Amber Dawn Kinsey 
Randeep Rajwant Kaur BA Middle Level Humanities Teaching 
BS Accounting Kasey Christina Kirk 
BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice 
Madeline Claire Kawasaki BA Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude Hannah Ruth Kivi 
BA Spanish BA English: Professional and 
BS Accounting Creative Writing 
Kristjan James Kay Jeremy Hedden Klarich 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
BA Film and Video Studies BS Physics 
Shayna Lynn Kay Matthew Stephen Klatt 
BA Psychology BA Anthropology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Psychology 
Social Sciences BS Biology 
*Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Katie Cecilia Klein 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Political Science 
BS Public Policy 
Regan James Klepac 
BA Law and Justice 
Chanessa Alia Niesa Knight 
BA Sociology 
Joseph Arlan Knight 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Political Science 
Rachel Lauren Knight 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology 
Carl Winston Knowles 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Gavin James Knowles 
BMUS Music Education 
Tamra Vickie Knutzen 
BS Exercise Science 
Kurt Niles Koemmpel 
BS Business Administration 
Robert James Koffler 
BA History 
BA Russian 
Musa Ayouba Konneh 
BS Business Administration 
Felicia Danielle Kopperdahl 
BA Digital Journal ism 
Darren Dean Korthuis 
BS Business Administration 
Lindsey Ann Kotlarz 
BS Chemistry 






BS Business Administration 
Jourdan Divina Kovacs 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Cody Allen Kramer 
BA Law and Justice 
Mary L. Kreger 
Cum Laude 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Rachelle Koki Kresser 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kyle William Kriegsman 
BS Chemistry 
Ambroise P. Kuite 
BA Law and Justice 
Matthew Kyle Kuribayashi 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Anthony James Kuthy 
BA Law and Justice 
Clayton William Lacher 
BS Business Administration 
Ronald Frank Lake 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
McKenzie Renee Lakey 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Dig ital Journalism 
Kristen Marie Landress 
BA Psychology 
20// 
Marcella Ann Lane Ariana Gabriella Linse Angela Rachel Madrigales Hunter Cellestino Mata 
BS Exercise Science BS Aviation Management Cum Laude BA Psychology 
Nathan Bradford Lantz Lexcie Lynn-Hope Linton BS Biology Grace Maxine Matson 
BS Business Administration BA Geology Sonia Magana BA Psychology 
Daniel Lara Sarah Rose Lizee BA Psychology Samantha A. Matthew 
Cum Laude BA English: Professional and BS Family Studies BA History and Social Studies Teaching 
BS Accounting Creative Writing Edward Everett Magner Jacob Thomas Maule 
BS Business Administration Maryann Marie Loll BS Chemistry BA Law and Justice 
Jonathon Andrew Larson BA Sociology Trevor Wycliffe Magruder Nicholas Clarence Maule 
Magna Cum Laude Manuel Antonio Lome BA Communication Studies BA Law and Justice 
BS Accounting BA Law and Justice Nicholas James Main Kendall Jean May 
BS Business Administrat ion Christopher Joseph Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Hailey Patricia Latherow Lonergan BFA Theatre Arts BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Business Administration Nicholas Ray Maitland Shyanne Chanza Mayberry 
Joel Christopher Latta BS Economics BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and Cody Dillon Lones Olabode Abimbola Makinde BAED Elementary Education 
Administrat ive Management BA Math Teaching Secondary BS Actuarial Science Rachel Kimberly Mayhall 
Sheungtat Lau Katerina E. Long Meredith Mallory 
BA Psychology 
BS Business Administration BS Clinical Physiology BA Law and Justice Michael Timothy Mazzitelli 
Jonelle Dawn Lauer BS Business Administration Breanna Lee Lopez Taylor S. Malmstrom Benjamin Lee McBride BA Public Relations BS Computer Science BA Law and Justice Cum Laude Janelle Lavin BS Physics Hoi Kit Man BS Safety and Health Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Manuel Alberto Lopez BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Colin Q. McBride Social Sciences Cum Laude Alexa Renae Manteufel BS Computer Science Joy Lanfeng Lawless BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude Elizabeth Anne Mccann Magna Cum Laude BA Sociology BS Safety and Health Management BA English Language and Literature BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Nash Lee Lopez Cameron Donald Marek Emily Louise Mccann BAED Special Education P-12 Cum Laude BS Global Wine Studies Cum Laude Caroleigh Danielle BS Business Administration James John Marker BAED Elementary Education 
Lawrence BS Economics Cum Laude Stephen Thomas Mccann 
Magna Cum Laude Susie Elizabeth Lopez BAS Information Technology and BS Biology 
BA English Language and Literature BS Accounting Administrative Management Madison Simone McCarty Nhi Le Amos Yaneng Lor Austin Marotta BS Business Administration 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Biology BS Safety and Health Management Matthew Bill McCarty 
Matthew Steven Leal Jessica Lovell Desiree Nichole Marquez BFA Theatre Arts 
Cum Laude BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BS Business Administration Megan Lynn Mccollum 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BAED Elementary Education Andrew William Marsh BS Anthropology 
Maya Lee Ledbetter Zachary John Lubag BFA Art Skye Maura McConnell 
BS Anthropology BS Actuarial Science Hannah Louise Marsh BA Psychology 
Seung Bum Lee Alyssa Nicole Luiten BS Business Administration Kathryn Irene McFarland 
BS Business Administration Magna Cum Laude Michael Lewis Marshall BS Recreation and Tourism 
Yoo Young Lee BAED Elementary Education BS Economics Brieanna Lyn Mcgie 
BA Public Relat ions Marisa Katie Lukehart Tyler Roque Aguon BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Scott Michael Leeming Magna Cum Laude Marshall Social Sciences 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Food Science and Nutrition BAS Food Service Management Erin McGowan 
Thomas Matthew Lenell Dave'y-Renee' Katherine BS Safety and Health Management BS Geology 
BS Mathematics Lumley Maggie Lee Martenson Mara Louise McGowan 
Tatyana Levchuk BS Biology BAArt Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and Austin Kirk Lyman Rachael Kristine Martin BS Accounting 
Administrative Management BS Safety and Health Management BS Anthropology BS Business Administration 
Jacob Daniel Levin Annika Marie Lynch Bryan Valentin Martinez• Gage Alexander McHenry BA Public Relations BS Mathematics BA Digital Journalism BS Computer Science 
Geoffrey William McKay Rebecca Alma Lewis Meghan Christine Lynch Elaina Amelia Martinez Cum Laude BAArt BA Public Relations Magna Cum Laude BMUS Music Performance Shellbie Shea Liberty Theresa Hellen Lynch BA Spanish Devin Patrick McKee Cum Laude Cum Laude BS Biology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Mechanica l Engineering Technology BFAArt Luis Armando Martinez Socia I Sciences 
Lindsay Michelle Licht Denise Machuca BA Law and Justice Kent Doyle McKinney 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BAED Elementary Education Omar Alfredo Martinez BA Law and Justice 
Drew Thomas Lichty Sylvia LaRae Mackay BS Biology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Film and Video Studies BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Sarah Gabriella Martinez Social Sciences 
Jessica Elizabeth Liebert Social Sciences Summa Cum Laude Monika Danuta McRobert 
BA Law and Justice Braxton Munn Mackenzie BAED Elementary Education BMUS Music Education 
BA Psychology BS Business Administration Emerald Alyssa Marzan Katelin Marie Mead 
Arnette Mesa Lim Devon Patrick Mackenzie BS Business Administration BS Family Studies 
BS Public Health BA Communication Studies Caysi-Rae Mason Jasey Lee Mease 
Reksmeay Dylan Lim Jacob Peter Mackiewicz BA Psychology BA Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Mina Nicole Massey Lauren Elizabeth Medina 
BS Accounting Administrative Management BA Psychology BS Social Services 
*Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Faith Julliette Mehal 
Cum Laude 
BA Public Relations 
Jocelyn lvonee Mejia 
BA Spanish 
Dustin Lee Melton 
BA Law and Just ice 
BA Psychology 
Sefra Mendall 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Tania Yanet Mendez 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
David Mendez Pietraszko 
BA Psychology 
Maria-Elena Alicia Mendoza 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Logan W.C. Merrill 
BA Law and Justice 
Matthew Roy Merritt 
BA Japanese 
Brianna Rae Miceli 
BS Professional Pilot 
Austin Frank Michl 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Benjamin Reynolds Miles 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Mikel Shannon Millard 
BS Computer Science 
Gage Elijah Miller 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Haley Elizabeth Miller 
BAED Elementary Education 
Quinton Michael Miller 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Tiffany Jean Miller 
BS Business Administration 
Tova Miriam Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Alexis Elizabeth Millhorn 
BA Ph ilosophy 
BA Political Science 
Blair Allyson Mills 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jared Austin Mills 
BS Accounting 
Lindsey L. Milner 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Laura Elaina Mincey 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Rachele Lynn Mine 
BAED Elementary Education 
Edward Matthew Mineishi 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Christian Edward Mittring 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Social Services 
Ryan Craig Moffat 
BFA Art 
Joshua Patrick Moffitt 
Lori Lee Molzan 
BA Psychology 
Konnor John Moon 
BS Physical Education and 
School Health 
Allyson Rose Moore 
Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Hanna Margret Edelweiss 
Moore 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Ryan James Moore 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Riley Nicole Moores 
BS Biology 
Jose Morales 
BS Business Administration 
Makenna Kathleen Morales 
BS Business Administrat ion 








BA Law and Just ice 
BA Psychology 
Julia Michelle Moreno 
BA Digital Journalism 
Peter Royce Morgan 
BA History 
Anna Louise Morris 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Russian 
Daniel P. Morris 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Emily Arlene Morris 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Spanish 
Justin Bliss Morris 
BA Law and Justice 
Naomi Morris 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Samantha Ann Morris 
BA Law and Just ice 
Desmond Tyler Morrow 
BA Law and Justice 
Lori Lee Morse 
Magna Cum Laude 
Juan Sebastian Munoz 
BS Business Administration 
Colette Marie Muratore 
BS Accounting 
Alex Andrew Murillo 
BA Law and Justice 
Akiko Mary Murphy 
BA Psychology 
Carita Marie Murphy 
BFA Art 
Kayla Louise Murphy 
Cum Laude 




Dallas Jacob Murrey 
BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events 
Jacqueline Abigail Musser 
BS Business Administrat ion 






BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Margaret Ann Nash 
BS Physical Education and 
School Health 
Taylor Lauren Nash 
BS Business Administration 
Aaron Daniel Neasbitt 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Benjamin Ryan Nees 
BS Business Administration 
Christine Viola Nefzger 
Cum Laude 
BA Sociology 
Dalton Edward Neiffer 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Psychology 
Haily Dawn Nelson 
BS Environmental Science 
Jacob Foster Nelson 
BA Digital Journalism 
Raegan MaKylee Nelson 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Biology 
Kevney Linn Nemeth 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Kathleen Newsom 
BAED Elementary Education BS Aviation Management 
Emily Mosher Kimlong Ngor 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Professional Pilot 
Social Sciences Hoang Viet Nguyen 
Liliana Vasilia Mosyur BS Business Administration 
Magna Cum Laude Kim Phuong Dao Nguyen 
BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration 
Bryan K, Mueller Lianne Maili Nguyen 
BS Safety and Health Management Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting Justin William Mulcahey BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administration BS Chemistry BA Sociology 
Jabir Mustafa Mohamed Michaela Marie Mung Lim Linh Dieu Nguyen 
BS Business Administration BA History BS Business Administration 
Crystal Molina Aviles Jacqueline Marie Munnell Sandy Thao Nguyen 
BA Psychology BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Accounting 




Brian Judson Nichols 
BS Accounting 
Matthew Allan Nilsson 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Fawaz Fawzi A, Nowailaty 
Cum Laude 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Elodie Mutuye Nsabi 
BS Accounting 
Mikele James Nunamaker 
BS Business Administration 
Samuel Fabian Nunez 
BA Law and Justice 
Conrad Joseph Nygren 
BS Construction Management 
Erin Kathleen O'Brien 
BS Environmental Geological Sciences 
James Adam O'Dell 
BS Accounting 
Tyler Joseph Oberg 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Yeni Octaviano 
BS Business Administration 
Maria Khadija Oirkha 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Jonathan Trever Ojeda 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Psychology 
Jaegger Michael Olden 
Cum Laude 
BA Biology 
BS Clin ical Physiology 
Kevin Peter Olejnik 
BS Biology 
Blair Inger Olin 
BA Anthropology 
Kayden Nicolas Oliver 
Magna Cum Laude 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Nicholas Mitchell Oliver 




Austin Dean Olson 
BS Craft Brewing 
Naomi Lynette Olson 
Cum Laude 
BA Music 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-( ertificate 
Tarek Amjad Omar 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Alexa K. Orcutt 
BS Business Administration 
Sarah Margery Orndorff 
BA Theatre Arts-General Studies 








Swamidy Samaria Ortiz Tanner Jacob Paschich Emily Alice Pinney Zachary Irving Reay 
BA Law and Justice BS Environmental Science Cum Laude BS Physical Education and 
BA Spanish Corey Robert Patrick BAED Early Childhood Education School Health 
Meghan Elizabeth Osborn BS Physics BAED Elementary Education Bryton Alexander Redal 
Magna Cum Laude Morgan A. Patterson Therron Darnell Pittman BA Polit ical Science 
BAED Early Childhood Education BS Biology Magna Cum Laude Kimberly Louise Reed 
Logan Deloss Osborne Sophia Priscilla Peart BA Sociology BAED Elementary Education 
BS Business Administration BS Business Administration BA Theatre Arts-General Studies Kathleen Elisabeth Regier 
Nicholas Robert Osborne Nicholas Robert Peasley Lucas James Plummer BM US W ind Performance 
BS Business Administration BS Safety and Health Management BS Biology Braeden Bongers Rehfield 
Joshua Thomas Osinski Aubree Frances Pederson BS Exercise Science BS Business Administration 
BA Law and Justice BS Accounting Tyler Mary Rose Poats Jason F. Reilly 
Cody Michael Ernest Anthony Michael Perez BS Food Science and Nutrit ion BS Accounting 
Otterholt Cum Laude Alexa Ann Pope Jordan Diane Rengen 
BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice 
Magna Cum Laude BS Actuarial Science 
BA Psychology 
Administrative Management BA Sociology Karolina K. Potafii Monica Lynn Renning Emily Mae Ottman Antonia Marie Perez BS Business Administration BS Social Services 
BS Business Administ rat ion Cum Laude Lucas Robert Potes Alyssum Marie Reno Lindsey Nicole Otto BS Family Studies BS Recreation and Tourism BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies Diego Armando Perez McKenna Sue Angel Potter Danielle Revoyr Kirsten Jo Oursland Avalos BA History and Social Studies Teaching BS Social Services BS Food Science and Nut rit ion 
BAArt Oswaldo Perez Kelly Ann Poulter Enrique Jesus Reyes Sarah Louise Overfelt Cum Laude BS Biology BA Law and Justice 
Summa Cum Laude BA Law and Justice Nallely Noemi Reyes 
BA Political Science BA Sociology 
BA Psychology 
BS Economics 
BA Spanish Skyler Kristine Perine Brian Keith Pratt Arie Rafael Reyna BS Social Services 
Royal Folke David Overman BAED Early Childhood Educat ion Allison Jean Price BA History BMUS String Performance Michele Marie Perrin Gregory Rhine 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Cum Laude Brianna Nicole Owen 
Social Sciences BA Theat re Arts-General Studies 
Cum Laude 
Cum Laude 
Brandon Deloren Perry Charles Aidan Pringle 
BAED Elementary Education 
BS Physics Alexandra Marie Rice 
Imes Paco BS Bio logy 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration Alexa Katherine Petersen Claire Paige Pritchard BAED Elementary Education 
Jessie Eulalia Padilla Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Seth Alexander Rich 
BS Business Administration BS Business Administration BA English Professional and 
Rachel Nicole Petersen Anthony Jay Purdom 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Creative W rit ing BS Business Administration McKenna Marie Richards 
Korina Melissa Padilla Cum Laude BAArt 
BS Biology Teaching BS Informat ion Technology and 
Lauren Jane Quaranta 
Laura Anne Riddle Administrative Management BS Biology 
Chelsea Pagdilao Andria L. Peterson Erick Quezada BS Business Administrat ion BS Business Administrat ion BAED Elementary Educat ion BA Law and Justice Daniel Robert Ridgeway 
Angela Page Kelsie Lyn Peterson BA Sociology Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrition Jacob P. Quinn BS Business Administration Cum Laude BS Economics Cole Ray Page BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BA English: Professional and Jamie Lee Ridler BS Accounting BAED Elementary Educat ion Creative Writ ing 
Michelle Christine Palmer Megan Emily Peterson Zachary Shane Raburn BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences Cum Laude BA Law and Justice BS Business Administration 
BAED Elementary Education Sarah Peterson Malcolm Kyle Rae Dustin Charles Riibe 
BAED Special Education P-1 2 Magna Cum Laude BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Victor Pamatz BAED Elementary Education Tyler Steven Raines Social Sciences Loren Mishel Rike BA Psychology Lauren Elizabeth Peyton BS Business Administration Cum Laude BA Sociology BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Cassandra Edith Ramos BS Family and Consumer Sciences Ronald Aldrine Pablo Mai ThiThanh Pham BA Law and Justice ' Career and Technical Education 
Pangan BS Business Administration Kyle Allyn Ramsey Teaching 
BA Law and Justice Daniel Tran Phan BA Law and Justice David Seungbum Rim 
Lexi Lee Parenteau BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Benjamin Harris Randall Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administrat ion Trever Scott Phelan BA Film and Video Studies BMUS Music Education 
Jamika Symone Parker BS Business Administration Tagan Joseph Scott Mandi Dee Ringgenberg 
BS Business Administrat ion Madison Erin Phipps Rapp-Stieler BA Digital Journalism 
Stephen Charles Parker Magna Cum Laude BA Law and Just ice Joline Phath Rith 
BA Public Relations BAED Early Ch ildhood Education John-David Benjamin BS Business Administration 
Grayson Parr Marina Pichardo Rawlinson Aaron James Ritter 
BS EMS Paramedicine BS Family Studies BS Professional Pi lot BS Computer Science 
Alejandra Parra Merrick Pickett Cameron Phillip Rawson Vianey Ariadna Rivas 
BS Public Health BS Electronics Engineering Technology BS Accounting BA Spanish 
Rachel Marie Parrish Dalton Stewert Pierce Marcus Alan Ray Manuel Hernandez Rivera 
BA Communication Studies BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Andrew James Parsons Daniel Lynn Pilcher BAED Elementary Education BFA Art 
BA Political Science BA Law and Justice RaShay Celia Reading Stephanie Rivera Sanchez 
Meredith Leigh Parsons Christina Felila Pili BA English: Professional and Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice BA Sociology Creative Writing BAED Elementary Education 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Jennifer Lesah Roark Mary-lynn Frances Roppo Nolan Robert Sager Bobbi Schneider 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Social Sciences Robert Austin Roppo BS Information Technology and BA English: Professiona l and 
Madison Anne Robbin BS Computer Science Administrat ive Management Creative Writing 
Magna Cum Laude RoxAnn Jo Roque Samuel Steven Sahlinger Zachary M. Schoenwald 
BA Psychology BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Information Technology and BA Geography 
BS Family Studies Tristan Rosellini Administrative Management Gail Rose Schoning Leah Elizabeth Robbins BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Richard James Salisbury BA Spanish 
BA Sociology Social Sciences BS Business Admin istration Lucas Ring Schrader 
Stephanie D. Matich Mekea Patricia Roseman Noor Us Samad BS Business Administration 
Robbins BS Accounting BS Accounting Kyle Patrick Schueler 
Summa Cum Laude Caitlin Alyssa Rosenbam Allen Sanchez BA Law and Justice BS Biology BS Accounting Emily Katelyn Schuetz 
Jessica Leighlani Roberson BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Business Admin istration BS Biology 
BS Business Administration Social Sciences lsael Sanchez BS Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Julien Raul Robert Aleksandra 0 . Roshchuk BS Safety and Health Management Cecelia Victoria Schuler BS Physics 
BS Business Administ ration Marisol Sanchez Cabrera Cum Laude Courtney Ann Roberts Adam K. Ross BA Sociology BAED Special Education P-12 BA Eng lish: Professional and 
Cum Laude Elizabeth Rose Sande John Desmond Schutz Creative Writing 
BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Justin Allen Roberts Administrative Management BFA Theatre Arts BS Biology BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Daniel Wayne Rossback Abbie Michele Sandell Amanda Leanne Scotland Alex Paavo Robertson Cum Laude 
BS Professiona l Pilot BA Law and Justice BS Family Studies BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Ethan Paul Robinson Jacob Vernum Rothschild Alexis Renee Sanderlin Kourtney Michealle Scott 
BS Physics BS Exercise Science 
BS Business Admin istration Meagan Scarlett Rourke Adam Sanders 
BA Psychology 
Jonathan Walker Robinson Chiebuka Sebastian 
BA Music Magna Cum Laude BS Socia l Services BS Business Administration 
Samantha Jane Robinson 
BA Law and Justice JoAnn L. Sanders Mikayla Somia Sefiane 
Cum Laude 
BA Sociology Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BA Fi lm and Video Stud ies Kassandra April Rousselle BAED Early Chi ldhood Education BS Fami ly Studies 
Samantha Jean Robinson BS Food Science and Nutrition BAED Elementary Education Jordan Michelle 
BA Psychology Matthew Joseph Rowberry Joshua Colton Sanders Segura Mitchell 
BS Clinica l Physiology Cum Laude BA Politica l Science BA Law and Justice 
Serina L. Robnett BA Psychology Austin Eric Sandland BA Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude Elliott Darrion Rowe BS Information Technology and Olga V. Selezneva 
BS Business Administration BS Business Administration Administ rative Management BS Business Administration 
Jordan Adam James Rocco Mariya Rubakha Navjot S. Sangha Jenell Ann Sellers 
BS Public Health Cum Laude BS Information Technology and BA Math Teach ing Secondary 
Tucker James Rockwell BAED Elementary Education Administrative Management Antonia Strand Semanskee 
BAED Elementary Education BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Harpreet Saprai BAS Information Technology and 
Ahlisa Catherine Rodriguez Oksana S. Rudenko BS Biology Administrative Management 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cassidy Nadine Sargent Quinn Grigsby 
BAED Elementary Education BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BA Math Teaching Secondary Sencenbaugh BAED Special Education P-12 BAED Elementary Education Jillian Faye Sauve BS Exercise Science 
Alma Edith Rodriguez Kolton Jeffery James Russ BAED Elementary Education Ian Andrew Senter-Drumm BAED Special Education P-12 BS Industrial Engineering Technology Robert Victor Savino BA English: Professional and Eric Rene Rodriguez Erin Abigail Russell Magna Cum Laude Creative Writing 
BA Psychology BAS Information Technology and BS Aviation Management Nadezhda S. Sergiychuk Noel Antonio Rodriguez Administrative Management Stefan Schacht BS Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude Sandy Summers Russell BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Robert L. Seybold BS Computer Science BA Biology Gavin Michael Schag BS Accounting Roberto Rodriguez Diana K. Rutnam BS Geography BS Business Administration 
BS Chemistry BS Biology Teaching Kira Elise Sujan Scharf Kendra Lynne Shafer Stephanie Cruz Rodriguez Myquelin Alexandra Magna Cum Laude BA Eng lish Language Literature BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Ruvalcaba BA Phi losophy Social Sciences Cum Laude Nathan Alan Schepker Tayler Catherine Shaindlin Alysia Rogers BA Digital Journalism BA Spanish BS Environmental Science Brianne Marie Shaw Cum Laude Jia Ryu Zacheriah z. Schepp BA Phi losophy Magna Cum Laude 
Carolyn Rose Rogers BS Business Administration BS Geography BS Anthropology 
Cum Laude Faisal Mustafa M. Sabyah Daniel Stephen Schettler Trevor James Shaw 
BS Business Administration BS Industrial Engineering Technology BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude 
Justin Wayne Rogers Charles Saeyang Christina Ann Schiano BAS Information Technology and 
Cum Laude BS Computer Science BA Law and Justice Administrative Management 
BS Professional Pilot Marsh'all J. Saffold Whendy Suzanne Schmidt David Dane Shelton 
Brenton Roggenbach BA Sociology BA Engl ish: Professiona l and BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Business Administration BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Creative Writing Amelia Jo Shenyer 
Ronald James Roosendaal Socia l Sciences Amanda Michele Schnee BS Professional Pilot 
BS Physical Education and Jackson Paul Sager Cum Laude Vincent Shiel 
School Health Non-Certificate BA Public Relations BS Business Administration BS Accounting 
* Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Ashleigh Nicole Shirey Melynda Sorrels Tyler Joel Stumph Ariana Estefania Torres 
BA Law and Justice Cum Laude BS Safety and Health Management BA Law and Justice 
Jasmine Elena Silva BA English: Professional and Eve Sullivan Brendon James Torrey 
BA Psychology Creative Writing BS General Science Teaching BS Biology 
Matthew Ryan Silvas Nancy Soto Jonathan Joseph Suther Rachel Ellen Torrez 
BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and BAED Special Education P- 12 
Ryan Joseph Silvi BA Math Teaching Secondary Administrative Management Lauren Elizabeth Toulou 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies Tiago Sousa Salvin Shaneel Swamy BA Law and Justice 
Brittany Michelle Simmons BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Accounting Katherine Lynn Tousley 
Magna Cum Laude Hallie Roseann Spencer Scott Earl Swanberg BS Business Administration 
BS Biology BA Sociology BMUS Music Education Juan Tovar 
Jack Lewis Simmons Jake Ryan Spiller David Lawrence Swanson BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
BS Economics Cum Laude BS Aviation Management Samantha Mari Townsend 
Noelle Elizabeth Simonson 
BS Construction Management Casey Lee Swart BS Biology 
BA English: Professional and Kieran Severn Sprague BMUS Music Education Huy Quoc Tran BA Political Science BMUS Wind Performance BS Accounting Creative Writing Elena Marie Akshay Kamleshwar Singh Zachary Ray Switzer Steve Nguyen Tran 
BS Biology Stahelski Larrabee BS Electronics Engineering Technology BS Accounting 
Zuzanna M . Sitarz Magna Cum Laude Amarbir Takhar BS Business Administration 
BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology BA Sociology Thuy Dung Thi Tran 
BA Public Relations 
Chungyin Siu Nelson Elijah Stanton Kristin Michelle Talbott BS Accounting Cum Laude Grace Ann Trautman BS Business Administration BS Safety and Health Management BS Biology Cum Laude Terra Michelle Skyles Rebecca Anne Starkey Nicole Lee Talcott BFA Art BA Film and Video Studies Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Tatyana Trebushnaya 
Lynne Diane Slack BA Film and Video Studies BS Biology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Accounting Tenley Alexandra Stedman David James Tarrence Social Sciences 
Rachel Anne Brenna Slaker BS Clinical Physiology BA Law and Justice Nicole Trejo-Valli 
BS Business Administration Savannah Rose Steffens Colby Arthur Taylor BA Digital Journalism 
William Shane Small BS Anthropology BS Information Technology and Evan Michael Truax 
Cum Laude Alison C. Sternberg Administrative Management BS Safety and Health Management 
BS Construction Management Magna Cum Laude Fred R. Taylor II Clarissa Anne Trujillo-Webb 
Bill Gregory Smith BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration Danielle Andrea' Stevens Matthew Alan Tebo BS Professional Pilot 
Christopher James Smith Magna Cum Laude BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Yung Hei Tse 
BS Environmental Science BAED Early Childhood Education Zachariah Matthew Tedrow BS Business Administration 
Garrett Lee Smith BAED Elementary Education BA Law and Justice Brandon Edward Tucker 
Cum Laude Garrett Hamilton Stevens Sandy L. Tennant BA Law and Just ice 
BA Public Relations Cum Laude Jordyn Alexandra Marie 
BS EMS Paramedicine BAS Information Technology and Jessica Jeanne Smith Karen Diane Stevens Administrative Management Tucker Magna Cum Laude BS Biology Natalie Anne Tento BS Safety and Health Management BA Psychology Cum Laude Megan Kiera Tudor 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Cyrus O'Shea Stewart BA Psychology Cum Laude 
Social Sciences BA Communication Studies Natalya Terpay BFA Theatre Arts 
Jessica Raye Smith Denielle Hope Stillwagon BS Accounting Jason K. Turner 
BS Business Administration Cum Laude David Roy Thomas BS Physics 
Sierra Rose Smith BS Professional Pilot Chad Ewing Tuthill Kandy Stillwell BA English Language and Literature BS Social Services Online 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Kayla Marie Thomas BS Safety and Health Management Stephen Henry Smith Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude Taylynn Nicole Twiggs 
Magna Cum Laude BS Social Services BS Food Science and Nutrition BAED Elementary Education 
BA Math Teaching Secondary Amanda Lea Stolp Hunter J. Thompson Andrew Karl Ulrich 
Valerie Barbara Smith BA Law and Justice Cum Laude BS Safety and Health Management 
BS Anthropology BA Sociology BS Safety and Health Management Brett Gregory Ulrich 
Brittney Rose Snyder Christina Anne Stone Rashelle Edythe Thompson BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
BS Accounting BAS Information Technology and BS Social Services Nicholas Demetri Umpleby 
Brandon Reid Soderman Administrative Management Victoria Ann Thrasher BS Business Administration 
Cum Laude Emily Marie Storino BA Anthropology Kate Kendall Urion 
BS Business Administration Cum Laude BS Primate Behavior and Ecology BA Film and Video Studies 
BS Economics BA Public Relations Kimberly Kristina Todd Tony K. Uyiu 
Selma Natalie Solis Kyle Robert Strachan BS Public Health BS Accounting 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Ashley Tate Tohlen Rachel Nichole Valencia 
BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration Cum Laude BS Economics 
Angelica Leeanne Sorrels Faith A. Streeter BAED Elementary Education Yomara Valencia 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Kayla Louise Tollackson Magna Cum Laude 
BA English: Professional and BAED Elementary Education BS Accounting BAED Elementary Educat ion 
Creative Writing Jennifer Anne Stretch BS Business Administration Brenda Guadalupe 
Launie Sorrels Summa Cum Laude Hanna Michelle Torgeson Valencia-Salas 
Cum Laude BA Law and Justice BS Family Studies BS Public Health 
BA English: Professional and Hayden Conrad Stults Hayley Elizabeth Torgison Kayla Marie Van Aalst 
Creative Writ ing BA Psychology BS Business Administration BS Business Administration 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Rose Nicole Van De Mark Lourdes Walle Tyler James White Lucas Wayne Winkelman 
BS Accounting BS Food Science and Nutrit ion BA Theatre Arts-General Studies BS Safety and Health Management 
BS Business Administration Trevor Lee Waller Kailynn Michelle Whiting Aaron Gordon Wiseman 
Robyn C. Anne BA Law and Justice BAED Early Childhood Education BAS Information Technology and 
Van der Merwe Cole Bennett Walters BAED Elementary Education Administrative Management 
BS Safety and Hea lth Management BA Math Teaching Secondary Ashley Celena Whitman Elaine Wong 
Martin Van Der Wal Jason Scott Warenski Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration BS Craft Brewing BS Food Science and Nut rition BS Biology 
Justin J. Van Ess BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Dana Richelle Whitmore Connor Louis Wood 
Magna Cum Laude Cassidy Kay Waters BS Biology BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administration BA Psychology Russell Charles Widner Molly Jean Woodcock 
Leah Van Nuys Olivia Rose Waters BA English Language and Literature BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BAED Elementary Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Charles Reno Wiebe Spencer Wyatt Workman 
Kelly Nichole Vance Social Sciences BS Construction Management BS Safety and Health Management 
Cum Laude Richard Allen Watling Justin William Wies Alex Martinez Worland 
BAED Early Childhood Education BS Accounting BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Magna Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education Alissa Faye Watson Angela Renae Wilburn BMUS Composition 
Sydney Nicole VanderHorst BA Communication Studies BA Psychology Amanda Ashley Wright 
BA Communication Studies Symantha Rae Wayne BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Cum Laude 
Corwynn Scott Vanderpool BS Clinica l Physiology Social Sciences BA Law and Justice 
Cum Laude Shelby Ann Wedekind Kelly Marie Wiles Sara Evelyn Wright 
BS Professional Pilot Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice 
Juan Diego Vargas BAED Elementary Educat ion Evonna Rose Wilhelm Sierra Myriah Wright 
BA Communication Studies Hannah Michelle Weenink BA Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Kristen Lynn Varnier BS Anthropology Geena Antoinette BS Cl inica l Physiology 
BS Electron ics Engi neering Technology Samantha Weese Wilkerson Annie Wu 
Paige Elizabeth Varnum BA Law and Justice Cum Laude BS Accounti ng BS Busi ness Admin istration 
BS Social Services DeAnn Lynn Welch BS Electronics Engineering Technology Megan Marie Wyles Eric Austin Veach BS Business Administration Lawrence Taylor Wilkins BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA Law and Justice Katherine Renee BS Business Admi nistration Albert G. Varin Andres Gustavo Velez Wellenbrock Layticia M. Wilkins Cum Laude 
BA Sociology BA Communication Studies BS Business Administration BAS Information Technology and 
Deanna Velichko Ryan Dale Wells Jennylyn Heather Wilkinson Administrative Management 
Cum Laude BS Environmenta l Science Cum Laude Alexandra Katherine 
BAED Elementary Education Sandra Denise Wells BS Account ing Yerigan Hunter Emmanuel Ventoza BA English: Professional and Savannah Lea Wilkinson Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Creative Writing Cum Laude BA Law and Justice 
BA Public Relations Samuel Daniel Welton BS Publ ic Health BA Psychology 
Elvia Verduzco Negrete Cum Laude Demitria Chavonne Arianna Sophia Yoakum 
BA Political Science BS Chemistry Williams Summa Cum Laude 
Marcelle Marie Verkruyse Davis Thompson West BA Psychology BA Psychology 
Cum Laude BA Anthropology Ian Matthew Williams Andrew James Yoder 
BAED Elementary Education Nicholas David West BA Geography BS Actuarial Science 
Lesli M. Vicente BA Law and Justice Jennifer Dawn Williams Isaac Leevi Young 
BS Information Technology and Noah Kittel Westbay BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Administrative Management Magna Cum Laude Marina Sonja Williams BFAArt Scott Peter Villa BA Geography Cum Laude Samuel Adams Young 
BA Psychology Alyssa Joy Westby BS Physical Education and Cum Laude 
BA Sociology BA Psychology School Health BA History 
Ivan Villarreal Aguilera BA Sociology Veronica Valentin Williams Matthew Wade Yuste 
BS Business Administ ra t ion Kyle James Westermann BA Law and Just ice BA Law and Just ice 
Amber Nicole Vineberg BS Account ing Blake Daniel Williams-Miller Brian Virgil Zaragoza 
BS Business Administration James Christopher Weston BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Theatre Arts-Genera l Studies 
Tung Thanh Vu BS Economics Socia I Sciences Jordan Zavala 
BS Business Administration Jordan Thomas Whalen Cory Williamson BS Business Admin istration 
Braden Michael Waddell BA Law and Just ice BS Information Technology and BS Account ing 
BMUS Wind Performance Angelique Isabella Admin istrative Management Kevin Tyler Zettel 
Brendan Michael Wagner Whistoken Thomas Willis BS Computer Science 
Cum Laude BA Law and Justice Cum Laude Irina Zhak 
BAED Elementary Educat ion BA Sociology BS Business Administrat ion Summa Cum Laude 
Thomas Joseph Waldron Dylan John Whitaker Brianna Amber Wilson BAS Information Technology and 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Administrat ive Management 
Mark Edward Walker BS Mathemat ics Admi nistrative Management Mikel Dana Zichittella 
Cum Laude Jessica Mary-Kate Whitaker Carly Kay Wilson BA Geography 
BS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Alexandra Marie Zirkle 
Administrat ive Management BA Commun ication Studies BAED Elementary Education BA Psycho logy 
Shona Rose Walker Kaitlyn Mary White Jennifer Ann Wilson Carolyn Marie Zook 
BA Sociology BS Business Admin istration Cum Laude BA English Language and Li terature 
Marley Wright Walkup Katelyn Kimiko White BAED Early Ch ildhood Education Jonathan Zurita Soriano 
BA Sociology BS Business Administration BAED Elementa ry Education BS Business Admin istration 
* Spring and summer 2017 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Kevin Michael Zwink 
BA Political Science 
AUGUST 18, 2017 
Corey Abram 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lauren Tu Trinh Abrams 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Bilal Mohammad Abubakar 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Kiana Marie Achi 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Daniel Achman 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Spencer Daniel Adamen 
BS Business Administration 
Irina Adamova 
BS Business Administ ration 
Kimberly W. Adams 
BS Social Services 
Nathaniel Hiko Addison 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Reginald Fatai Adeogun 
BA Psychology 
Audrey Pierre Adepo 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brittany Devine Adkinson 
BA English Language and Literatu re 
Stephanie Aguilar 
BA Law and Just ice 
Yaser Alaboudi 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Mohammed Ibrahim H. 
Aldubais 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Hermela Abiye Alemayehu 
BS Accounting 
Nassar Mansour Alhaddad 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Ibrahim N. Aljuraywi 
BA Political Science 
Natalie Robin Allais 
BA Public Relations 
Levonte Alexander Allen 
BS Exercise Science 
Theodore William Allen 
BS Business Administration 
Adam William Allison 
BS Enviornmental Studies 
Zayed Yahya Alsalehe 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Omar Saleh Alshammari 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Abdullah Adel Alsuhaim 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Marshall Pierre Altheimer 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia I Sciences 
Diana Alvarez 
BS Business Administration 
BS Economics 
Andrew Joseph Amos 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
20// 
OluSola Amosun Nicole Agripina Becerra Maxwell Koepnick 
BS Public Health BMUS Music Keyboard Performance Bridgman 
David Michael Anderson Sarah Kathryn Beck BS Business Administration 
BS Professional Pilot BA Political Science Osiris Anais Brizuela 
Devin Richard Anderson Alenka Beganovic BS Information Technology and 
BS Craft Brewing BS Business Administration Administrative Management 
Kaelyn Taylor Anderson Amanuel Million Bekele Jacob Anthony Brown 
BFA Art BS Accounting BA Communication Studies 
Pamela Tribett Anderson BS Business Administration John A. Buck 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Hailey Bell BS Recreation and Tourism 
Social Sciences BS Clinical Physiology Scott William Bunker 
Tyler Makoa Anderson Miranda June Bellah BAED Early Childhood Educat ion 
BS Middle Level Mathematics Teaching BFA Theatre Arts BAED Elementary Education 
Brandy Lynne Appel Norma Christina Benitez Keaton Mallory Burlingame 
BS Informat ion Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration 
Administrative Management Wendy S. Benitez Arthur Steven Burns 
Carla Andrea Arcay Iniguez BS Accounting BA Sociology 
BFA Art Elizabeth Johanna Benson Rebekah Jean Butler 
Stephanie Arce BA Psychology BS Professional Pilot 
BA Law and Justice Stephanie Marie Benton Trina Elaine Byers 
Amber Ashley Arrington BA Psychology BS Bio logy 
BAS Information Technology and Andrea Irene Berendsen Maria Christina Antonio 
Administrative Management BA Public Relations Calderon 
Ryan Artz Ryan Thomas Berghoff BS Clinical Physiology 
BAS Information Technology and BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Valerie Ann Campbell 
Administrative Management Milos Berovic Cum Laude 
Ryan Earl Atkinson BA Law and Justice BMUS Music Keyboard Performance 
BS Business Administration Adrienne Emma Jane Ty Dylan Candler 
Brady Shane Austin Beverly BS Business Administration 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology BS Economics 
Administrative Management BS Social Services Tiffany Carlile 
Michael William Bageant Patrick Daniel Bigos BS Business Administration 
BS Professional Pi lot BS Aviation Management Ryan Christopher 
Dakota Cheyenne Bain Alexandra Michelle Black Carrington 
BS Family Studies BAED Elementary Educat ion BA Geology 
Hannah Marie Bain Jena Lynne Blanchard Justin Anthony Carroll 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Sociology BS Informat ion Technology and 
Ana Maria C. Balane-Ebio Hunter Wiley Bleha Administrative Management 
BS Accounting BA Public Relations Jamoya Carter 
Karli Michelle Ballinger Tyler Eric Blore BS Business Administration 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Biology Andrew Casado 
Kasey Hannon Balmer Serianna Elizabeth Bock BAS Information Technology and 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Accounting Administrative Management 
Deanna Bangs Annelise Katherine Bogue Isabel Ines Casillas 
BA Communication Studies BA Psychology BA Biology 
Guadalupe Barajas Spencer Gary Bolton Alyssa Ann castagno 
BA English and Language Arts BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice 
Teaching Administrative Management Kimberly Castaneda 
Emily Grace Barber Charlena Canika Bomber BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events BS Accounting Social Sciences 
Gemma Louise Barker BS Business Admin istration Justin Allen Caswell 
BS Clinical Physiology Samantha Harley Bond BS Geology 
Jordan Barrera BA Psychology Evan Earl Catlin 
BS Accounting Jara Brianne Bosmans BA Film and Video Studies 
Kelsey Elanie Barrett BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Daniel Patrick Cavanaugh 
BS Accounting Social Sciences BA Public Relations 
Sierra Angelique Barrett BS Social Services 
Z h J B Jacob Ryan Cecil BS Clinical Physiology ac ary ames oss 
· I BA Individual Studies Justin Robert Bashinski BS Clinical Phys10 ogy 
BS Business Administration Julia Rosemarie Bramstedt Tyler Alexandra Cegelski 
I h · I BS Recreation and Tourism Jasmine Laurel Bates BS Clinica P ys10 ogy 
J A I B nd Abigail Bess Celemin BS Geology esse nge ra 
Braden Patrick Batt BS Business Administration BA Sociology 
BA Political Science Haley Jean Brasch Austin Joseph Chapin 
BAED El t Ed t . BS Professional Pilot Marie Anne Beagle emen ary uca ion 
BS Food Science and Nut rition Cory Andrew Brevig Osbaldo Cesar Chavez 
James Alan Beall BA Law and Justice BA Music 
BS Information Technology and Quinn Briceno Wanni Chen 
Admin istrative Management BA Psychology BS Business Administration 
* Spring and summer 20 7 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Bogdan Cherkasskikh 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Phuc H. Chu 
BS Accounting 
Nicole Cherie Church 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Spencer M. Churchill 
BS Business Administration 
Jens Kristjan Clark 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
DeAundre Leon Cola 
BS Professional Pilot 
Makenzie Hope Colby 
BS Social Services 
Jesse Comerford 
BS Public Health 
Kristin Laurel Cook 
BA Family and Consumer Sciences 
Tayler Cool 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 




BS Social Services 
Angela Nicole Costello 
BA Law and Just ice 
Rochelle Marie Courage 
BAED Elementary Education 
Paige Alison Craig 
BS Apparel, Text iles, and Merchandising 
Chad Joseph Cramer 
BS Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Marcus Raymond Crane 
BS Accounting 
Theresa Anne Crippen 
BA Leisure Services 
Karen Elisa Crisp 
BAED Elementary Education 
Kelly Aiko Cronic 
BS Public Health 
Jonnie Raye Crossland 
BA Public Relations 
Max Alan Crowell 
Brandon Ray Davis 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Kimberly Elizabeth Davis 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Julian Seth Dayton 
BA Psychology 
Athena Mae Bright 
De Leon Guerrero 
BA Japanese 
BA Psychology 
Madeleine Michele De Vol 
BS Business Administration 
Mitchel Michaelis Dean 
BS Biology 
Brittney Deaton 
BA English: Professional and 
Creative Writing 
Eric Corpuz Delapena 
BS Accounting 
Anthony John Deleon 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Danny Delgado-Bustamante 
BS Biology Teaching 
Jesse Lee David Dellinger 
BS Physical Education and 
School Health Non-Certif icate 
Andrea Derting 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Contessa Anne Detwiler 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lisa Carol Devall 
BA Law and Justice 
Spencer Dewey 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Ricardo Diaz-Mendoza 




BS Business Administration 
Jennyfer Corpuz Divina 
BS Business Administration 
Alicia Louise Doerrfeld 
BFA Art 
Peter Grovas Dominick 
BS Information Technology and 
BS Cl inical Physiology Administrative Management 
Jeffrey Patrick Crumb Nolan Graham Donnelly 
BA Digital Journalism 
Nicolas Jr, Cruz BS Information Technology and 
BA Law and Just ice Administrative Management 
Madeline Therese Dugan 
BA Theatre Arts-General Studies 
Kiley Sue Dunn 
BS Family Studies 
Anthony Joon-Ha Dykstra 
BS Economics 
Lauren Michelle Dykstra 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administ ration 
Brianna Ba-Lin Edin 
BS Informat ion Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Angela Suzann Edwards 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Emily Nicole Engel 
BS Environmental Science 
Cameron Scott Enoch 
BA History 
McKenna Rae Erhardt 
BA Psychology 
Kelsey Kristine Erikson 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Taylor Brianne Erwin 
BS Food Science and Nut rition 
Ronnie E, Espedal 
BS Business Administration 
Amanda Evamarie Esquivel 
BA Digital Journalism 
Amanda Marie Estes Torres 
BA Psychology 
Kelsey Lynn Eyer 
BAS Informat ion Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Holman Storm Faatili 
BA Law and Justice 
Jennifer Leigh Farmer 
BA History 
Jarrik Farrand 
BA Public Relations 
Keilin Ella Farrand 
BS Biology 
Sophia Marie Ferguson 
BA Film and Video Stud ies 
Elizabeth Fernandez 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Gery Fertanto 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sarah C. Field 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jessica Earlene Fields Nathanael David Dorfner BA Sociology BA English: Professional and 
K t I C lb rt O'L BS Geology Creative Writing 
a e yn u e - eary Gervais Moussa 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology 
Administrative Management Doumbouya Paul Fischetti 
Michael David Cyr BS Business Administration BAS Informat ion Technology and 
BS Informat ion Technology and Vicki Jo Douvier Administ rative Management 
Administrative Management BA Psychology Sierra Candace Fisher 
Teaka Marie Dahlstrom Derek R. Dow BA Communication Studies 
BS Business Administration BS Aviation Management Tierney Anne Fleming 
Patricia Dailey Delaney Downard BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Accounting Social Sciences 
Social Sciences Darlene Kay Driver Nathen Reed Fletcher 
Jacquelynn Marie Dalton BS Business Administrat ion BS Clinical Physiology 
BA Law and Justice BS Informat ion Technology and Rebecca Danielle Flight 
Jonathan Edward Daniels Administrative Management BS Business Administration 
BAS Information Technology and Krystal Ashlea Dudek Ana Patricia Flores 
Administrative Management BA Digital Journalism BS Public Health 





BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Pharron Taylor Alexandrea 
Marie Fode 
BMUS Music 
Cheryl Leigh Force 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jacob Clayton Fordham 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Tyler Fornia 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kimberly Anne Forster 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Steven Scott Foy 
BA Psychology 
Aaron Franco 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Omar Zachary Freemire 
BS Aviation Management 
Pedro Henrique Barra 
Freitas 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Calvin Frey 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Haley Nicole Fritz 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Tyler Jay Frogness 
BS Professional Pilot 
Lakyn Joy From 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Amanda Marie Franckowiak 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Chad Ryan Fuller 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Evan Andrew Funk 
BS Business Administ ration 
Dustin Paul Gaberdiel 
BS Paramedicine 
Brendan Jeffrey Gallagher 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Ashley Barrera Garcia 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Philosophy 
Israel Angel Garcia 
BS Social Services 
Madison Rose Garcia 
BS Public Health 
Chris-Michael Garrett 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Johnny F. Gaspari 
BA Law and Justice 
Dillon Matthew Gefroh 
BA Anthropology 
Rebekah Elizabeth Gehrke 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Lucas William Giermann 
BFA Art 
Chardae Jalicia Gillespie 
BS Business Administration 
Vaughan Michael Gilmore 
BS Geology 
20/7 
Mary Ginoulis Paula Hava Jillian Elizabeth Hughes Liliana Jurado 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Information Technology and BS Public Health BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Tyler James Glenn Administrative Management David Benjamin Hunt Filip Juric 
BS Geology Gamani Roslynn Hayden BS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism 
Solomiya Goloborodko BA Law and Justice Administrative Management Kylie Rose Kadey 
BS Business Administ ration Kevin Edmund Haynes Juhee Hwang BA Psychology 
Karina Alejandra Gomez BS Business Administration BS Aviation Management Christopher Kaech 
BA Law and Just ice Willie B. Heard Jeremy Edward Ihrig BAS Information Technology and 
Conner Duane Goodman BS Professional Pilot BAS Information Technology and Administrative Management 
BA Political Science Steven Scott Hedstrom Administrative Management Patrick Nana Kakmani 
BS Public Policy BS Business Administrat ion Amber Rose lnderbitzin BS Business Administrat ion 
John Robert Gossett Sally Elizabeth Heffernan BS Family Studies Kaylee Johanna Keane 
BS Aviation Management BAED Elementary Education Alyssa Marie Ingham BS Business Administration 
Colin Michael Gould Elizabeth Heflick BA Psychology Steven Richard Keith 
BS Business Administration BS Computer Science Zane James Irvine BS Information Technology and 
Christopher Frederick Elora Sinead Hefton BS Information Technology and Administ rat ive Management 
Graham BA Psychology Administrative Management Rebecca Jan Kelly 
BS Information Technology and Cailyn Nacole Hegland Siobhan Hope lsitt BFA Theatre Arts 
Administ rative Management BS Business Administration BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Amie Nichole Kendall 
Samantha Rush Graham Madeline Skye Heim Souad Ismael BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Recreation and Tourism BA Psychology BA Sociology Social Sciences 
Adam Cole Green BS Public Health Domanique lcelyn Jack Justin Duayne Cole Kent 
BA Psychology Lori Nicole BA Sociology BFA Art 
Elizabeth Gregory Hendon Mathews BS Clinical Physio logy Malinda Veronica Keo 
BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising BA Sociology Ashley N. Jackson BAS Information Technology and 
Taylor Edward Griffin Bryan Edward Hendricks BS Information Technology and Administrative Management 
BA Music BAS Information Technology and Administrative Management Karissa Michelle Kephart 
Rozalyna Dungo Gritten Administrative Management Jamie Lynn Jackson BA Psychology 
BS Biology Alex Lewis Hensley BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Faraz Khan 
Brianna Nicole Gruger BA Sociology Social Sciences BS Business Administration 
BS Business Administ ration Ryan Hert Destinee Jackson-Kinney Brandon Jun Kim 
Sarah Guel BS Business Administration BA Sociology BS Business Administration 
BS Family Studies Madelynn Nicole Hill Nathan Jacobsen Viktor Eugene Kinderis 
Lizeth Gurdian BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Information Technology and 
BS Information Technology and Social Sciences Social Sciences Administrative Management 
Administrative Management Roe Anthony Hill Jessica Lynn James Kristina Rebecca King 
Kenlee JoAnna Guss BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Psychology BS Environmental Science 
BS Business Administrat ion Social Sciences Paul T. Jarrett Shundra Marie King 
Ruby Gutierrez Farris Hinton BA Law and Justice BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Business Administ rat ion BS Information Technology and Christopher Michael Jensen Social Sciences 
Jessica Michelle Haga Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Ryan Thomas Kinker 
BS Clinical Physiology Lexi DeAnn Hitchens Social Sciences BA Geography 
Megan Hanayo Rose BS Clinical Physiology John Joseph Jensen Rindi Rachelle Kirby-Dodge 
Hamada Ha Nhat Ho BS Business Administration BA Sociology 
BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events 
BS Accounting Kevin Scott Jessup Hayden Thomas Klein 
Sultan Hamed Mylinh Phan Hoang BS Construction Management BS Clinical Physiology 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
BS Accounting Charles Jay Jodoin Jessica Mykael Knorr 
Amanda Marie Hamilton Heather Hoffmann BS Business Administration BA Psychology 
BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events 
BS Information Technology and Erika Natassia Johnson BA Sociology Administrative Management 
Ryan James Hamilton Alexander Patrick Holland 
BA Psychology Andrew Patrick Kollar 
Cum Laude BAED Elementary Educat ion Eryn McKenzie Johnson BA Public Relations 
BS Professional Pilot BAED Special Education P-1 2 BA Spanish Carine Gayenga Koy 
Allison Hannah Hammer Brooklyn Hannah Hollar Morgan Marie Jones BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Psychology BS Aviation Management BS Recreation and Tourism Social Sciences 
BA Spanish Michele Anna Kay Holmes Tyler Cass Jones Caroline Suzanne Kreimeier 
Ian Joel Harmon BS Social Services BS Construction Management BS Exercise Science 
BA Communication Studies Jynell La' Chelle Hopkins Anna Marie Jordan Erin Michelle Kuiper 
Dylan Harris BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Law and Justice BA Anthropology 
BA Law and Justice Social Sciences Makenzie Elizabeth BS Biology 
Paul Thomas Hartl BS Social Services Josephson Madeline May Kusch 
BS Enviornmental Science Drew James Houghton BAED Elementary Education BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Oliver Graham Hartman BA Geography BAED Special Education P-12 Emma Jordan LaBrado 
BA Music BA Politica l Science Eun Jong Joun BA Psychology 
David Kelly Hartranft Joshua Howard BS Information Technology and Uyen Nha Le 
BS Business Administ ration BS Clinical Physiology Administrative Management BS Business Administration 
Daniel Joseph Haskin Trevor Young Chuen Hsia Dylan Michael Joyce William John Leask 
BA English: Professional and BA English: Professional and BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and 
Creative W rit ing Creative Writing Administrative Management Administrative Management 
Zuha Hassan Chuyue Huang Jake Dylan Juhl Jesse Tusi Leaupepe 
BA Sociology BS Accounting BMUS Wind Performance BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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20/)7 
Sophie Lee Joshua Martinez Jordan Keith Metcalf Magdalena Niculescu 
BA Sociology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Business Administration BAS Information Technology and 
Miranda Rae Lehman Social Sciences Sarah Jessica Miles Administrative Management 
BS Geology Madai Martinez BA English Language and Literature Alesha Kaye Nitzel 
Natalie Marie Levesque BS Accounting Alyx Ann Miller BA Law and Justice 
BS Biology BS Business Administration BFA Art Derek Lee Nutter 
Brittany Rose Lewis Marco Antonio Martinez Keyara Dawn Milzarski BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BA English: Professional and BS Exercise Science BAS Informat ion Technology and Eleanor Maryke Nykamp 
Creative W riting Allyssa Susana Marzano Administrative Management BS Information Technology and 
Jahara Manaal Lewis BS Exercise Science Becky Jean Miskimens Administrative Management 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Merrek Glenn Mason BS Informat ion Technology and Kaitlin Elizabeth O'Leary 
Social Sciences BS Business Administration Administrative Management BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Wenqian Li Faridah Masoud Jason Momi Tori Lorraine 
BS Information Technology and BAS Information Technology and BS Business Administration O'Shaughnessy 
Administ rative Management Admin istrative Management Keith B. Moore BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jiayuan Lin John Michael Maxwell BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching Jessica Oaks 
BS Business Administration BA Psychology BAED Elementary Education BA Math Teaching Secondary 
Shiya Lin Tristan James Maxwell Nicholas Michael Moore Tyler James Oberlander 
BA Biology BS Physics BA Geography Magna Cum Laude 
BS Chemistry BS Clinical Physiology BS Public Policy BS Professional Pi lot 
Derek Quinn Lindsey Kendall Jean May Paul Danile Lee Moore Eric Robert Obermayer 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Recreation and Tourism BS EMS Paramedicine BAS Informat ion Technology and 
Social Sciences Edgar Mayorga-Murillo Amilio Amador Morales Administ rative Management 
Ivan Lopez BS Information Technology and BS Safety and Health Management Alicia Nicole Ogren 
BS Business Administration Administrative Management Michaela Nichol Moren BS Public Health 
Michael Lopez Sara-Lyn Mazza Chukwuma Harrison 
BS Information Technology and BS Business Administration BS Clinical Physiology 
Administrative Management Selah Evelyn Alice Morgan Okei-Nwabuokei Hunter Thompson Lott Yvonne Muthoni Mburu BA Law and Justice BA Law and Justice BS Recreat ion and Tourism 
BS Accounting Taylor Nicole Morrell Lisa Olander Rebecca Rose Louie Jaime Courtland McBride BFA Art BS Clinical Physiology BS Recreat ion, Tourism, and Events 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology Crystal Ann Morrow Sarah Elise Olden Lynette Love Nicholas C. McCarthy BA Psychology BS Environmental Science BAS Information Technology and BS Geology 
Administrative Management BS Accounting Duane Matthew Livingston Usoalii Olive 
Jessica Amy Low Madison Taylor Mccloskey Morrow BA English Language and Lit erature BA Psychology BA Law and Justice BS Biology BS Social Services Jacob Harrison 
Sharlyn Lou Lyman Jordan McComb 
Lorilee Joyce Morsette Olivero-Lions 
BS Clinical Physiology BS Exercise Science 
BAS Informat ion Technology and BS Accounting 
Kelsey Shayne Lynch Andrea Faith McCoy 
Administrative Management BS Business Administration 
BS Business Administration Amanda Ann Mozzone Casey Marcus Olsen BS Accounting BAED Elementary Education Matthew Peyton Lyon Jacob Henry McCullough BS Public Health 
BA Communication Studies BS Biology 
Ian Michelangelo Munro Emily Jeanne Olson 
Lauren Anne MacKenzie Brian Alexander McDougall 
BAS Information Technology and BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising 
BFA Art BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management Molly Ann Olson 
Victor Robert Madaris Jr. Administrative Management Tyler Michael Murray BS Business Administration 
BS Business Administration Travis E. McGuire BS Geography Bounmy Sysavath Omli 
Nicolas Anthony Magistrale BS Biology Abdulkadar Jama Musse BS Informat ion Techno logy and 
Magna Cum Laude Maxwell Alexander BS Business Administration Administrative Management 
BS Professional Pilot Mcintosh Kevin Vibangco Naira Lauryn Alyssa Ormrod 
Elyssa Grace Main BS Information Technology and BAS Information Technology and BS Public Health 
BA Communication Studies Administ rat ive Management Administrative Management Brandon Michael Ornellas 
Victhaney Caranto Mak Kaitlyn Ann McKinney Nicholas Jo Nanez BS Professional Pi lot 
BS Accounting BS Publ ic Health BA Law and Justice Armando Tibursio Ortiz 
Kailan Lee Manandic Shannon Marie Mcleod Ashlee LaRae Nederlander BA Sociology 
BA Digital Journalism BA Psychology BS Business Administration Fernando Pacheco 
Lisa Ann Mancillas Forrest Emery McNealley Kaitlyn Nelson BS Information Technology and 
BS Informat ion Technology and BS Business Administ rat ion BA Psychology Administrative Management 
Administrative Management Edward L. McPherson Riley Joseph Newman Darius Page 
Timothy Paul Manza BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching 
BA Psychology Admin ist rative Management BFA Theatre Arts Teryn Lavon Pannette 
Sera Judith Marcella Kaylee Caitlin Meadows JoAnna Marie Neyens BS Public Health 
BAArt BS Clinical Physiology BS Information Technology and Brett Jeffrey Pantier 
Hayley March Jacob Riley Melnick Administrative Management BA Digital Journalism 
BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice Kevin Tran Ngo Felicia Nichole Parnel 
Administrat ive Management Blake Matthew Clark Mena BS Chemistry BS Accounting 
Kristina Mari Martin BAS Information Technology and Hung Van Nguyen Jennifer Michelle Parretta 
BA Psychology Admin istrative Management BS Business Administration BA Psychology 
Edith Martinez Mckenzie Rose Merrill Jalisa Nicole Nichols Clay Parrott 
BS Public Health BS Recreat ion and Tourism BS Social Services BS Geology 
*Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Michael Alan Paul 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Alyson Marie Pedersen 
BA Biology 
Miranda Ann Pedersen 
BA History 




Joshua Edward Perez 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Victor Perez 
BS Industrial Engineering Technology 
Mariah Taylor Perkins 
BS Family Stud ies 
Jacob William Perry 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Kristina Tana Peterson 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Denise Aileen Pettipiece 
BA Sociology 
Anh Pham 
BS Business Administ ration 
Cherilyn Chi T. Pham 
BS Business Administration 
Seaver Reed Philipp 
BS Mechanica l Engineering Technology 
McKenna Elise Phillabaum 
BA Psychology 
Nicole Rochelle Pickle-Baker 
BA Sociology 
Cinthia Elizbeth Piedra 
BA Law and Justice 
Jessica Pittington 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Jeffrey James Poland 
BS Paramedicine 
Julianne Kenzie Polowicz 
BS Business Administration 
Debra C. Porrovecchio 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Cassia Marie Posey 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Andrea Torrey Price 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Shaunta! Elizabeth Pyper 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Jordan Troy Kalamakuikeao 
Quiocho 
BS Clinica l Physiology 
Kamal Mazen Qteishat 
BA Pol itical Science 
BS Public Policy 
Kory Frank Qvigstad 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Carlos Ramirez 
BA Psychology 
Donna Marguerite Ramirez 





BS Pub lic Health 
Lydia Ramirez 
BA Psychology 
Rogelio R. Ramirez 
BS Business Administration 
BS Economics 
Hector Acevedo Ramos 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Michael Joseph Ramos 
BS Recreation, Tourism and Events 
Jasmine Randhawa 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Kelsey Jo Randich 
BA Pub lic Re lations 
Kristen Kay Randich 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Mikail Rashid 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Johann Amandra Ratwatte 
BS Aviation Management 
Erin Marie Rautenberg 
BS Fami ly Studies 
Austin James Raver 
BA Theat re Arts-General Studies 
Sara Kayleen Redding 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ashleen Nandani Reddy 
BS Chemistry 
Michael Lakin Redick 
20/7 
Danielle Elizabeth Rockey 
BS Geography 
Travis Allen Rogers 
BS Professional Pilot 
Ryan Anthony Roland 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Beatrice Irene Romero 
BA Psychology 
Caitlin Alyssa Rosenbam 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
BA Psychology 
Cody Allen Russel Russell 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Olivia Danielle Ryan 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Andrea Saavedra-Belmont 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Odelia Sabrina 
BS Business Administration 
Alejandro Sanchez 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Elizabeth Sanchez Delfino 
BS Business Administration 
Adilene Abigail 
Sanchez Espejel 
BA Hist/Socia l Studies Teach ing 
BA Math Teaching Secondary 
Christopher Devon Sands 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Valeria Santana 
Jered John Paul Shaner 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Phoenix Dean Shephard 
BS Business Admin istration 
Benjamin Russell Shickley 
BS Biology 
Ju Hyun Shim 
BS Exercise Science 
Willaby Helen Shuster 
BS Cl inical Physiology 
Jeffrey Shawn Siddiki 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Savannah Jane Slone 
BA English: Professiona l and 
Creative Writi ng 
Alyssa Rose Smith 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Andrew David Smith 
BS Biology 
Bill Gregory Smith 
BS Interdiscip linary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Reggie Lynn Smithson 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Patrick Anthony Smyth 
BA Law and Justice 
Jared Lee Snell 
BA Public Relations 
Botum Sok 
BFA Art BS Accounting BS Business Administration 
Dylan Jason Reed BS Business Administration Rebecca Cheyanne Soliz 
BS EMS Paramedicine Jyothsna Devi Sarikonda BA Law and Just ice 
Hannah Novella Reid BS Accounting Yelena Vasilyevna Solop 
BA Law and Justice Emily Anna Scherer BAS Informat ion Technology and 
Maria Reyes Salgado BA Communication Studies Administrative Management 
BA Psychology Ian Mikel Schlaffman Anthony Luis 
Benjamin Alan Rice BA French Solorio Pottratz 
BA Music Justin Wade Schliep BA Communication Studies 
Kallen Paul Reeve BA Law and Justice Palvi Soni 
Richardson Evan Michael Schnitzius Jr. BS Accounting 
BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and Caitlin Louise Sorenson 
Mary Elizabeth Richardson Administrat ive Management BAED Elementary Education 
BAED Elementary Education Brody Philip Schoenherr John Ireland Soule 
Sara Emily Richbourg BS Interdiscip linary Studies: BS Business Admin istration 
BS Biology Social Sciences Tyler C. Spears 
Demetria Riggins Aimee Nicole Schoonover BA Geology 
BS Interdiscip linary Studies: BS Business Administration Alexis Anne YuZhou 
Social Sciences Barbara Jean Scully Springer 
Gloria Marie Rivera BS Information Technology an'd BS Family Stud ies 
BA Pub lic Re lations Administrative Management Matthew Wayne Stalder 
Kyler Tallen Roberts Connor Charles Sears BS Business Admin istration 
BA Dig ital Journalism BS Economics Audrey Jean Stangland 
Lane Russell Roberts Brittney Morgan Segura BA Music 
BS Information Technology and BS Cl inical Physiology Carsen Dean Stanley 
Administ rative Management Benjamin Edward Sellers BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Victoria Paige Bly BS Business Administrat ion Stephanie Nicole Stanton 
Robertson Jannefer Sengmany BS Social Services 
BA Psychology BA Biology Melissa Lynn Stapleton 
Brian Walters Robinson Deisy Vanessa Serrano BA Law and Justice 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Socia l Services Christina Marie Stark 
Socia l Sciences Jorge Serrano BA Middle Level Mathematics Teaching 
Brittany Lynn Robinson BS Accounting BAED Elementary Education 
BS Business Administration Mirsel Rene Serrano Tyler R. Starks 
Jordan David Rock BS Business Administration BS Environmenta l Science 
BS Information Technology and Branden Rhys Seymour Michaela Jo Stauffer 
Administrat ive Management BS Globa l Wine Stud ies BAED Elementary Education 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Cooper David Stevens David Lawrence Thompson Giovanna Marie Venera Sara E. Whittaker 
BS Clinical Physiology BA Geography BS Clinical Physiology BS Paramedicine 
Avery Lee Still Jacob Lee Thompson Jessie Joe Villarreal Ocampo Brandon Edward Williams 
BA Anthropology BS Geology BA Sociology BS Information Technology and 
Kandy Stillwell Austin Lee Tinnel Peter Jacob Visser Administrative Management 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BFA Theatre Arts BA Asia/Pacific Studies Joseph Leon Williams 
Social Sciences Jordan Wayne Tompkins Tajana Vujic BS Social Services 
BS Social Services BA Psychology BS Biology Jordan Alejandro Willis 
Joshua James Stolz Katherine Ann Hannah Elizabeth Wagner BS Exercise Science 
BA Law and Justice Torgerson-Montana BA Law and Justice Kayle Rayne Wilson 
Nathan Robert Strecker BA Psychology Justin Travis Waiss BS Account ing 
BS Global Wine Studies Vinh Thanh Tran BA Art Anisa Wingsness 
Kelsey Laine Streeter BS Business Administ rat ion Micaela Alayne Wakefield BS Clinical Physiology 
BAED Early Childhood Education Jacob Joseph Tri BS Food Science and Nutrition Haley Margaret Wolhart BAED Special Education P-12 
BA Geography Rajnish Rocky Walia BS Chemistry Chance Andrew Edward John Truong BA Psychology Ashlann Galene Wood Stubblefield BS Business Administration Bonny Amour Walker BS Business Admin istration 
BS Recreation, Tourism, and Events My K. Truong BS Accounting Sara R. Woodard Bethany Wheeless Swanson BS Accounting Jake Reagan Walker BS Business Admin istration 
BS Information Techno logy and Steven Thomas Turner BS Information Technology and Nicholas Brett Woods Administrative Management 
BS BS Mathematics Administrative Management BA Law and Justice Christopher Sweet 
Trinity Anne Turner Andrew Joseph Waltner Karin Yates BFA Theatre Arts BS Business Administrat ion BS Account ing 
Jackson Levi Sweigart BS Geography BS Economics Ching Yuen Yau Jr. 
BS Accounting Aidan Samuel Turvey Jessica Lynn Wanamaker BA Music 
Craig Holt Swinhart BA Law and Justice BS Food Science and Nutrition Danielle Elise Vera 
BS Business Administration Jeremy Dean Uecker Meghan K. Ward BA Psychology 
Denali Swisher BS Accounting BS Clinical Physio logy Callum Jon Young 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Munkhsuren Ulziibileg Ronnie Marie Wassink BS Information Technology and 
Social Sciences BS Business Administration BS Recreation and Tourism Administrative Management 
Zachary Ray Switzer Carrie Ann Vaillancourt Jordan Robert Webb Casey Nicol Zachry 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology BS Business Administration BA Public Relations BS Biology Teaching 
Cindy Lou Tabert Ana Jesus Valencia-Salazar Velvet Snow Weber Kelsey Leanne Zager 
BS Geology BA Law and Justice BA Law and Justice BA Sociology 
Caleb Timothy Tachiki Emilio Valladares Jr. Matthew Roswell Wentland Erica Zapien BS Informat ion Technology and BA Law and Justice BM US Wind Performance BS Public Health Administrative Management Kirby Elizabeth Van Patten Valerie Jayne Wenzen Miriam Elena Zaragoza Shannon Tauscher BAED Early Ch ildhood Education BS Public Health BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Biology Non-Certificate Iris Lydia West Social Sciences 
Allison Kay Taylor Krysta Lynn Van Woert BA Psychology Maria Luisa Zepeda BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Social Services BAS Information Technology and BS Apparel, Text iles, and Merchandising 
Zan Carl Teague Lauren Vanderpoel Administrative Management Tabitha Lynn Zimny BS Clinical Physiology BS Business Administration Raymond White BS Recreation and Tourism Heriberto Tereza Corwynn Scott Vanderpool BS Professional Pilot Brittany Yvonne Zlatich BA Math Teaching Secondary BS Professional Pilot Tony Benjamin White 
BA Psychology Alex Kinyanjui Thiongo Hannah Klare Vannini BS Information Technology and 
BS Aviation Management BS Public Health Administrative Management 
Leah Kristine Thomas Celeste Elizabeth Vashey Heather Renee Whitmore 
BA Music BA Psychology BS Clinical Physio logy 
* Spring and summer 201 7 candidates are pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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UNTO THEE OUR ALMA MATER, 
HERE WE PLEDGE DEVOTION TRUE. 
YEARS MAY PASS AND TIME MAY BRING 
US MANY A TASK THAT'S HARD TO DO. 
STILL WE'LL SING THE OLD SONGS OVER, 
STILL WE'LL CALL THE OLD DAYS BACK 
STILL WE'LL CHEER THE BEST OF COLORS; 
HAIL THE CRIMSON AND THE BLACK 
STILL WE'LL SING THE OLD SONGS OVER, 
STILL WE'LL CALL THE OLD DAYS BACK 
STILL WE'LL CHEER THE BEST OF COLORS; 
HAIL THE CRIMSON AND THE BLACK 

